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APPENDIX I

Interviewees:

Medium of the Interview:

(T) Taped Interviews.

(C) Correspondence by Post, E-Mail, Fax and Telephone.

(N) Written Notes.

(A) Advice Given on Contacts for Interviews and Location of Secondary Research
Sources.

40 interviews; 16 in France, 24 in the United Kingdom:

Name Company Medium
Of

Interview
Alan Addy Yorkshire Water (N)

Jean-Claude Bardin Gaz de France (C)

Brian Bates Ampy Automation Digilog Ltd (T)

Name: Chris Blunden Vodafone (C)

Pascale Boi-Cuzin Ecole des Mines de Paris (A)

Paul Bongrain Electricite de France (N)

Michel Callon CSI (T)

John Cooper Office ofElectricity Regulation (T)

Alan Curran Office of Gas Supply (T)

Alan Dick Electricity Association (T)

Margaret Doak Technical Advisory Board, DA/DSM (T)

Keith Edwards Anglian Water Services Ltd (N)
Mike Eggleton UK Data Collection Services Ltd (T)
Benedicte Fonck Suez Lyonnaise des Eaux (N)
Jean-Louis Ganion Compagnie Generate des Eaux (T)

Jean Gasc Suez Lyonnaise des Eaux (T)
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Martin Grossman Jekyll Electronic Technology Ltd (A)

Martin Hall Water Research Centre (N)

John Heathcock Schlumberger Electricity (T)

Antoine Hennion CSI (A)

Stephen Holmes EA Technology (T)

Craig Howarth ABB Kent Meters Ltd (T)

Philip Jones Data Protection Registrar (N)

Amatsia Kashti Olive Domestic Metering Ltd (C)

Bruno Latour CSI (A)

Marie Ange Le Cosquer France Telecom (A)

Christian Licoppe France Telecom (N)

Steve Marjot Anglian Water Services Ltd (T)

John Newbury Open University (T)

Nigel Orchard Pilot Systems (London) Ltd (T)

Francos Paquet Compagnie Generale des Eaux (T)

Stephen Pattenden GPT Ltd (T)

Dominique Plumejeaud ATG (N)

Ian Pope Ian Pope Associates (T)

Lisette Provencher Suez Lyonnaise des Eaux (T)

Bob Sheldon UKAMRA (T)

Frank Texier Compagnie Generale des Eaux (T)

Phillippe Vanbleu EdF-GdF Services (N)

Peter Walker Oftel (C)
Ronnie Yellon Anglian Water Services Ltd (T)
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APPENDIX II

Respondents from the Questionnaire sent out to Members of UKAMRA and

other Parties Interested in Metering Development:

48 Responses from 93 companies contacted: a 52% response:

(R) Responded but did not want to be interviewed

Name Company

Trevor Anthony BP Gas Marketing Ltd

George Archibald Severn Trent Water pic
Brian Bates Ampy Automation Digilog Ltd
Chris Blunden Vodafone Data Network Limited

Mike Brookes Pacs Ltd

Brian Buckley Three Valleys Water Services pic
Mr D Clayson Phoenix Consultants

Steve Colella South Staffordshire Water pic
John Cooper Office of Electricity Regulation
Paul Craddock East Midlands Electricity pic
Alan Curran Office of Gas Supply
Alan Dick Electricity Association
Tim Dye Ramar Technology Ltd
Ted Edgar United Gas Company Ltd
Mike Eggleton UK Data Collection Services Ltd

Mike Ferrando PowerGen Pic

Miss J W Fisher Ofwat

Alistair Fox Expertek Consultants Ltd
Jim Greer Itron Ltd

Martin Grossman Jekyll Electronic Technology Ltd
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Mr B Harding Wessex Water Services Ltd

John Heathcock Schlumberger Electricity
Mr J Hodson New Earth Water Services Ltd

Stephen Holmes EA Technology

Craig Howarth ABB Kent Meters Ltd

Amatsia Kashti Olive Domestic Metering Ltd
John Lee BLP Components Ltd

Barry Maindonald Jersey Electricity Co Ltd

Steve Marjot Anglian Water Services Ltd
Paul Martin Energy Auditing Agency Ltd
Richard Mellor Servelec Ltd

Robin Moir ScottishPower pic
Mike Napper South West Water pic
John Newbury Open University

Nigel Orchard Pilot Systems (London) Ltd

Stephen Pattenden GPT Ltd

Ian Rhodes Yorkshire Water Services Ltd

Mike Rhodes Bournemouth & West Hampshire Water pic
Claire Ruskin Cambridge Consultants Ltd
Mr R Saunders North Surrey Water Ltd
Mr G E Sharp Yorkshire Electricity Group

Bob Sheldon UKAMRA

Keith Sullivan Keith Sullivan Associates

Bennet Steele Iskraemeco

Kris Szajdzicki Northern Design (Electronics) Ltd
Robert Taylor General Utilities Projects Ltd
Stuart Vickers Society of British Gas Industries
Peter Walker Office of Telecommunications

(R)

(R)

(R)

(R)

(R)
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APPENDIX III

Participants at seminar held at the Helsinki University of Technology, Power

Systems Laboratory, Espoo, Finland on 19th November 1997, Sponsored by:

Iberdrola, Electricidade de Portugal, Electricite de France, Endessa, Electricite

Romandie, Red Electrica de Espaiia and ABB Transmit:

Jose Arceluz Iberdrola, Sb. Spain
Linda Bertling Royal Institute of Technology Sweden

Paul Bongrain Elecricite de France France

Jurij Curk Ljubljana University Slovenia

Jose Esteve Univ. Politacnica de Valencia Spain
Juha-Heikki Etula Espoon Sahko Oy Finland

Sebastian Elg IVO Power Engineering Oy Finland

Jan Frisell Uppsala Elnat Ab Sweden

Tomas Gomez Universidad Pontifica Comillas Spain

Ilpo Havunen Tampere University of Technology Finland

Ying He Royal Institute of Technology Sweden

Jarmo Holstrom Espoon Sahko Oy Finland

Markku Hyvarinen Helsingin Energia Finland

Dora Ianora Edison S.p.A Italy

Matti Karenlampi ABB Transmit Oy Finland

Seppo Karkkainen VTT/Energy Finland

Kimmo Kauhaniemi ABB Corporate Research Finland

Markku Kauppinen Tampere University of Technology Finland

Goran Koreneff VTT/Energy Finland

Jorma Korhonen Pohjois-Karjalan Sahko Oy Finland

Sampsa Kupari Helsinki University of Technology Finland

Jari Lauronen Lappeenranta Univ. of Technology Finland

Erkki Lakervi Helsinki University of Technology Finland

Javier Marin Iberdrola Sb. Spain
Lasse Martikainen Imatran Voima Oy Finland
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Victor Mendes DEEA-ISEL Portugal
Janne Morsky Tekla Oy Finland

Kjell Mortensen Troms Kraftforsyning Norway
Lars Munter Svenska Kraftnat Sweden

Viktoria Neimane Royal Institute of Technology Sweden

Pasi Orrevetelainen Helsinki University of Technology Finland

Jarmo Partanen Lappeenranta Univ. of Technology Finland

Jesus Peco Universidad Pontifica Comillas Spain
Eero Pere SENER Finland

Petteri Pitkanen ABB Corporate Research Finland

Pekka Rissanen Tietosave Oy Finland

Eivind Steinholt Troms Kraftforsyning Norway

Esa-Pekka Suomalainen Helsinki Univ. of Technology Finland

Markus Tamminen Helsinki University of Technology Finland

Sami Tohomla Tampere University of Technology Finland

Timo Ylinen IVO Power Engineering Oy Finland

Shahrokh Zangeneh CAE Electronics Ltd Canada

Participants at seminar conducted in collaboration with Pilot Systems and IPA as par

of IIR's 2nd Metering in the Utilities Conference, on 25th March 1998, London,

England:

Trevor Allman East Midlands Electricity UK

Paloma Espeja Comision Sist Spain

Terry Davey Pilot Systems UK

Stephen Henwood Hortsmann Timers & Controls UK

Martin Grossman Jekyll Electronic Technology Ltd. UK

Colin Eludson British Gas Trading Ltd. UK

Marcus Lovell-Smith Ramar Ltd. UK

Veli-Matti Nurminen Imatran Voima Oy Finland

Nigel Orchard Pilot Systems UK

Radu Puscariu Romanian Electricity Authority Romania
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Mihai Stanescu Renell Gtdee Romania

Wim van Enter Energie Noord West Holland

Philippe Vanbleu EdF-GdF Services France
Simon Vasey East Midlands Electricity UK
Yan Yang NV EZH Holland

Participants at the UKAMRA seminar in 'Automatic Meter Reading the Business
Case' conducted at the University of Warwick on 8,h May 1998:

Anthony Anton Itron Ltd. UK

Peter Appleby Logica UK Ltd. UK

Matthew Armstrong Kent Meters Ltd. UK

Mike Baker Itron Ltd. UK

Ben Barry TransCo Pic. UK

Philip Bishop Logica UK Ltd. UK

Richard Boon Raab Karcher Energy Services Ltd. UK

Mark Booth North West Water UK

Jo Bradshaw Ramar technology Ltd. UK

Brian Buckley Three Valleys Water UK

Keith Clayton Norweb Energi UK

Simon Cocker East Midlands Electricity Pic UK

Steve Colella South Staffordshire Water Pic UK

Tony Collis CSW Associates UK

Bill Dixon Dixon Goodwin UK

Nicholas Dotter The Jersey New Waterworks Co. Ltd. UK

Charles Durham Thames water UK

John Earl Fusion meters Ltd. UK

Les Edgar AccuRead Ltd. UK

Keith Edwards Anglian Water Services Ltd. UK

Mike Eggleton UK Data collection Services Ltd. UK

Scott Fuller TransCo Pic. UK

Keith Gallagher Husky Computers UK
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Peter Garrard ATL (Advanced Technology) UK

Jim Greer Itron Ltd. UK

Martin Grossman Jekyll Electronic Technology Ltd. UK

Scott Harnett Trustpower Ltd. UK

Neil Harper North West Water UK

David Harvey Pilot Systems Ltd. UK

John Heathcock Schlumberger Industries UK

Jane Henwood Itron Ltd. UK

Karen Hilditch North Surrey Water Ltd. UK

Peter Holland ATL (Advanced Technology) UK

Chris Howard Vodafone Data Network UK

Jeffrey Hyde Bristol Water Pic UK

Brian Inall Radix Microcircuits UK

Jeff Jonas BTR Metering Ltd UK

Amatsia Kashti Olive Domestic Metering UK

Dave Kay BTR Metering Ltd UK

Clive Landa CMG UK Ltd. UK

Peter Lane Ewan Associates UK

Geoff Lawlor Jekyll Electronic Technology Ltd. UK

Susan Layne Schlumberger Industries UK

Glen Lees Capital Controls UK

Chris Lewis PA Strategy UK

Peter Lukens Automatic Meter Reading Association USA

Barry Maindonald Jersey Electricity Co. Ltd. UK

Steve Marjot Anglian Water Services Ltd. UK.

Hooman Mazaheri Itron Ltd. UK

Steve McGrath AccuRead Ltd. UK

Michael McNicholas Norweb Energi UK

Lee Metters ScottishPower pic UK

Richard Nichols Ampy Automation Digilog Ltd. UK

Alan Nightingale North Surrey Water Ltd. UK

Clive Nunn RMS Communications Ltd. UK



Richard Nussey BTR Metering Ltd UK

Nigel Orchard Pilot Systems Ltd. UK

David Paige Anglian Water Services Ltd. UK

Stephen Pattenden Telemetry Associates UK

Bob Peddie PRI UK

Simon Phillips Ram Mobile Data Ltd. UK

Peter Reece-Smith ATL (Advanced Technology) UK

Alison Richards Ramar Technology Ltd. UK

Bernadette Ridge Ram Mobile Data Ltd. UK

David Roberts Kent Meters Ltd. UK

Claire Ruskin Cambridge Consultants Ltd. UK

Dave Russell Metertek (Europe) Ltd. UK

Javier Sancho Contanzara Spain

Mike Saunders Ofwat UK

David Scales Anglian Water Services Ltd. UK

Bob Sheldon UKAMRA UK

Richard Spearman Trustpower Ltd. UK

Phil Smith PN Smith Consulting UK

Bennett Steele Iskraemeco (UK) Ltd. UK

Keith Stott UK Data collection Services Ltd. UK

Mick Tapia XED UK

Alun Thomas Severn Trent Water Pic UK

Agi Thorburn North West Water UK

Peter Thorne Severn Trent Water Pic UK

Stuart Turvey Energy Auditing Agency Ltd. UK

Marcie Vallero-Metz Automatic Meter Reading Association USA

Bill Walton CSW Associates UK

Phil Watts Schlumberger Industries UK

Tony Williams Olive Domestic Metering UK

Gregg Woodall Schlumberger Industries UK



APPENDIX IV

TRANSCRIPTS OF INTERVIEWS

Code: 01

Name: Michel Callon

Company: CSI
Date: 13th December 1996

Medium Used: TAPE

Keith Boyd:
What is your opinion of the Techno-Economic paradigm?

Michel Callon:

There are interesting insights in the notion of the Techno-Economic Paradigm because

you are obliged to mix economic institutions with technology in an analytical
framework. The advantage of paradigm is to extinguish the boundaries of economics,

sociology and technology. However the notion of paradigm has been widely criticised
in science studies particularly the analysis of the actors involved and how diversity

emerges, how actors develop strategic behaviours and how actors combine their actions
into a stable form. Paradigm is useful in describing the outcome of the process of
irreversiblisation but poor at describing the dynamics of formation. Thus an analytical
tool requires to be designed to follow the various actors and the construction of

technology and products and services. Some technologies may be key factors in
construction networks but the effects of these technologies may be different from one

sector to another one. The notion of Techno-Economic Paradigm is too broad for

sociologists who may want to describe how micro actions may lead to more macro

configurations.

Keith Boyd:
You describe three poles in Techno-Economic Networks knowledge, technology and
markets. Can you explain this a little further and where do such factors as power and
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governance come into this scheme?

Michel Callon:

This is a very sketchy description of Techno-Economic Networks because the starting

point is not the three poles. The starting point is to recognise that if you want to analyse
the market dynamics you have to include actors who are not normally considered as

economic actants. For example you cannot analyse how a market evolves and how a

market is structured without bringing in the scientific, public administration etc. A

basic definition of Techno-Economic Networks is a bundle of links and relations

between heterogeneous actors who are competing and co-operating with each other. A

simple representation of this network you could use the notion of the three poles but
these poles are not clearly defined with boundaries. In fact you could have dominant
activities which could define some spheres some more dedicated to scientific papers

some in the production of technological artefacts...etc and these spheres may be

overlapping and between these poles a series of heterogeneous factors combining
commercial transactions with production and circulation of technological artefacts as

well as scientific knowledge and scientific papers. In summary the recognition of the

meta-organisation and the creation of the links, which reinforce and structure this

organisation are called intermediaries. Intermediaries may be linked to a particular

activity like the production of scientific knowledge...etc.

Keith Boyd:
Can there be many intermediaries?

Michel Callon:

Exactly, For example the scientific pole is produced from scientific papers, technical

instruments, and other forms of knowledge. But the main output of what I call the
scientific pole consists of academic papers but there is a whole range of intermediaries.
So the unity of the network can only be explained by analysing all the actors.

Keith Boyd:
Do you see the network as a defined boundary?
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Michel Callon:

No. It depends on the configurations, but sometimes actors within the networks try to

create boundaries for a certain time but these boundaries could be redefined at any time

and create new links, like reshuffling cards. These dynamics of the reconfiguration of
networks are what are interesting to study to understand both the economic and
scientific competition, since the network belongs to both of the frames of thinking.

Keith Boyd:
When you say a boundary is this equivalent to the Techno-Economic Paradigm?

Michel Callon:

You could say that a very large well established Techno-Economic Network might well
be analysed as a paradigm. But you could use the notion of paradigm in the case of
formal mechanisms of training, reproduction of competencies and I can imagine
Techno-Economic Networks, which are not endowed with such features.

Keith Boyd:
For example would it be correct to say that in UK utilities there is an economic

paradigm to deregulate on competition? Would you say that this is too narrow a

concept and a Techno-Economic Network is a frame of analysis, which could involve
other actors?

Michel Callon:

Yes. The question is the definition of the rules of competition is crucial in defining the.
network and all these rules and regulation require to be accounted for in a Techno-
Economic Network (TEN) in order to characterise the TEN. Amongst these rules and

regulations some of them are general enough to shape different TENs. An interesting

point is to identify such rules enforced by powers and to identify the consequence of
these rules and how local actors can redefine the rules of the game.
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Keith Boyd:

Can I now turn to the phenomenon of irreversibility and convergence? In Edinburgh
there is a School of social constructivism. What are your thoughts and your ideas of

convergence and irreversibility with the social constructivist school?

Michel Callon:

There are similarities to the social constituencies framework and the notion of TENs

analysis. In TENs we are more able to follow the transformations that are emerging to

transformations that are stabilised. In the sociology of scientific knowledge the notion
of the development of the social actors during the creation and diffusion of

technologies. It is therefore important for a mechanism to allow the actors to transform
themselves if the notion of social constituencies the sociological acts are well known or

stabilised and not too difficult to identify interest groups involved. The two concepts

are compatible but the TEN concept tends to be more flexible and able to describe the
first moments of innovation. TENs allow us to overcome the distinctions between the

social, technical and economic as well as the micro and macro.

Keith Boyd:

What does the word regulation spoken in English mean to you as a French speaker?

Michel Callon:

We have just picked up the English meaning of regulation but there are several

meanings in French. In the academic world there is an established school of Regulation
in Paris, e.g. Algietta, Boyer which has developed over the past 20 years. They

developed a framework inspired by Marxism who tried to show what was important in
the economy is basic links which regulate the whole economy. For example salary and
the link between the owners of capital and the workers. The same term is used by

politicians or industrialists in the modalities of public interventions in the economy. In
this case they pick up the English word and attach all the debates to this word. It is

strange because in France we do not have an intellectual tradition of discussing this
notion if regulation, but as we use it we import the Anglo-Saxon debate. It is interesting
because in France we have the notion of the state and public service. We try to
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accommodate these two traditions.

Keith Boyd:
What is the difference between reglementation and regulation?

Michel Callon:

Regulation is a system. And there are close similarities between TEP of Freeman and
Perez and the Paris school of regulation. In the Paris school the reglementation and

regulation are combined in one large social system. The national system of innovation
and the Paris School of regulation because if you extent the process of regulation as a

historical process and as an outcome of equilibrium between the different parts of the
socio-economic system you bring out the ideas that institutions are part of the same

whole or habitus. Over the last few years Robert Boyer has developed some analysis of
the national styles of technological innovation contrasting for example the German,

Japanese and French models to giving theoretical ground to these trajectories. Socio-
technical lock-in are compatible with the idea of the progressive creation of institutions
which are the outcomes of previous actions but also shape future actions. In French
when we are talking about the role of the state we use the notion of the rules of the

game, the modalities of the intervention of the state. All these synonyms are used as a

substitution of the word regulation. Reglementation is a more restricted notion has a

bureaucratic connotation, there is a negative effect and meaning in France.

Keith Boyd:

How do you describe the deregulation of public utilities in the UK in the framework of
TENs?

Michel Callon:

Good Question. One of the most important points in the evolution of service activities
is the increasing mobilisation of consumers into the design and definition of the

product or service. The modulates of competition are strongly associated with the

ability to mobilise potential customers very closely in the definition of the process and
even during the distribution of the product and one of the competitive advantages is the
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capacity of the firm to enrol client and consumers in this. Normally the type of TEN

implied by this contact with customers is different from other types of TENs in which
the relations between the consumer and the supplier are at more of an arms length. I am
sure that the notion of TEN is useful to describe these new types of configuration.
Because TENs are able to absorb the new configurations you are able to describe the
numerous interactions between scientists, technologists and consumers in the new

network. I think the notion of TENs is very efficient in describing this new network. A
TEN allows divers actors to shape the network instead of technology determination as

in the case of Techno-Economic Paradigm and competition and the individual as in the
case of Austrian theory. In the utilities sector is the deep involvement of consumers as

in the Austin School but what we can observe is the role of the new information

technologies in mobilising the consumers, what they want, how they react and the
constant monitoring of consumer behaviour is much enhanced.

Keith Boyd:
Do you think there will be a convergence between the two systems of regulation the
Paris and Austrian School?

Michel Callon:

You are making too strong assumption that the Paris School of Regulation is how
French utilities are managed. There are several other schools. I do not think there will
be a convergence between the two. I think that it is a very open question. For example I
think that it would be very interesting to take a British utility firm which expands into
France and a French utilities firm in the UK. I think there are British

telecommunications involved in French companies, you could follow French firms in
the UK and vice versa.

Keith Boyd:
So you see that the French and British networks could converge into different systems?

Michel Callon:

Oh Yes. It is an open question. In this case you have two dramatic questions. First, the
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content of technologies which allow new types of technologies. Second, there are the
rules of the game. It is difficult to predict what will happen.

Keith Boyd:
I would like to take individual utilities. First electricity, do you think that the Techno-

Economic Network for electricity is more irreversible, particularly due to nuclear

generation in France than in the UK?

Michel Callon:

The technological lock in France is more serious and irreversible than in the UK. But
this may depend on some actors. But it will be more difficult in France to set up a free
market situation.

Keith Boyd:
Is a TEN a social or an economic phenomena or should we see it as a neutral
ambivalent phenomenon?

Michel Callon:

It depends on the industrial sector the constraints of the industrial sector may be similar
in the UK and France but the regulatory/cultural actors may be different. The final TEN
will be a product of this and other actors and networks dynamics. This is one of the
reasons to reject Techno-Economic Paradigms and social constructivism.

Keith Boyd:
The development of multi-utilities which tends to contradict what has just been said
about convergence around industry rather than convergence around country?

Michel Callon:

There may be convergence around economies of scale and diversification of portfolio.
For example Compagnie Generale des Eaux and Lyonnaise des Eaux are diversifying
into electricity which may form a new TEN. TENs are good for describing this

flexibility.
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Keith Boyd:
One argument against TENs is that they may be so loose that it is difficult to build up a

modelling procedure for them a TEN is more descriptive than prescriptive. How can

you use TENs in the development of policy?

Michel Callon:

TENs have been used as a retrospective tool. Policy may be to facilitate the

development of new TENs.

Keith Boyd:
How would you do that?

Michel Callon:

By identifying the actors and identifying their strengths and weaknesses in the TEN.
For example in electricity the supply side government and nuclear power is strong but
the links with the consumers are weak. There is a strong gap between the supplier and
the consumer. In this network it is difficult to identify and mobilise sub-populations
with different expectations and it is difficult for EdF to include representativeness in
the designing of new services. If you accept that new forms of competition emphasise
that suppliers have got to know their customers better and to involve them in the

organisation you could use a TEN to describe what networks are needed for this to

describe an organisation to mobilise the inclusion of customers. Instead of economic
units competing in markets you bring on to the stage the importance of the customers.

Keith Boyd:
So the customer is king?

Michel Callon:

No. Because the customer does not know what he precisely wants. The supplier also
does not know what the customer wants. So the iterative process is the main

competitive advantage for firms, which is very close to the notion of TENs. Because
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you have to mobilise technological uncertainties and market uncertainties you are very

close to a network. From this point of view one can move from a descriptive stance to a

prescriptive stance.
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Interview No: 02

Names: Jean Gasc

Lisette Provencher

Company: Lyonnaise des Eaux (LdE)

Date: 28th January 1997
Medium Used: Tape

Keith Boyd:
There does not seem to be much information on the utility metering in France?

Jean Gasc:

There are very few book books in France for gas, water or electricity meters. LdE have
a large amount of experience mostly in France but also notably in England. We have
subsidiaries in England.

Keith Boyd:

You also operate electricity and gas is in the Strasbourg area?

Jean Gasc:

Yes, Strasbourg, Grenoble, Monaco but I will remind you that before 1946 they were

private companies, which supplied not only water but also gas and electricity which
have been nationalised.

Keith Boyd:
So only the gas and electricity portions of the industry that were nationalised?

Jean Gasc:

Only gas and electricity. We were supplying water but it was only a small part of our

job, but after 1946, our job in water supply increased.

Keith Boyd:
Does LdE also have a meter operation facility?
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Lisette Provencher:

Yes, In France LdE have experience of gas and electricity supply also in New

Caledonia and Morocco.

Keith Boyd:
Is that integrated in generation distribution and transmission as well as supply?

Jean Gasc:

No, in Morocco, if we sign the contract it will be only supply however abroad we can

do everything. Even in France we are supplying electricity in Grenoble and Strasbourg
it is because in 1946 local municipalities existed and was not nationalised and LdE
decided to buy some of the shares.

Keith Boyd:
Is this only in Strasbourg?

Jean Gasc:

No in Strasbourg and Grenoble and some other areas in France.

Keith Boyd:

Why were the municipalities nationalised in 1946?

Jean Gasc:

You cannot nationalise something that was already owned by the city.

Lisette Provencher:

It was already nationalised.

Jean Gasc:

The law in France says that the supply of gas will be conducted by the city. The city
contracted EdF-GdF to supply the electricity and gas in most cities but in these
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particular cities it was LdE. It was a long contract, about 50 years but I think the
contract with EdF-GdF will be renewed quite soon. So it now possible for us to supply

gas and electricity in many more areas. In France you sign the contract with the

municipality, in the UK it is different because the municipality has no influence in the
decision. When the water supply was privatised by the government the contract was

signed between the national government and the private companies which were created
at privatisation, but there is no freedom for the town. That is not really privatisation and
the influence of the regulator in England is much wider than the influence of the town
in France for different reasons: First, the town is a smaller government office and
second because there is no article which may decide what tax may be added e.g.

windfall taxes are not possible in France.

Keith Boyd:

Would you say that the system is a franchising out system?

Jean Gasc:

It is not a franchising out system of regulation, we are a large subcontractor who supply

many communes and syndicates. In our mind it is not deregulation. No, it is not a

deregulation system, for a long time the water supply is in the hands of the town. But
the town may have a subcontract. And we are a large subcontractor because we have

many towns. In our mind it is not deregulation.

Lisette Provencher:

The other important point is that the municipality must have a balanced budget for
water. The water companies are in competition for the contracts and each municipality
is responsible for the water. There is no other organisation, which will federate them as

you have in Scotland where there are three Water Authorities.

Keith Boyd:
What about the environment then, how is that handled, in the UK we have a large
environmental authority, is that dealt at the municipal level?
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Jean Gasc:

In France we have Agents de Bassins for each region in France. Which is a public
office that administers a levy on every cubic meter of water consumed and every time
there is a pollutant they collect money also. They use that money to subside

municipalities or industries. There are six areas: Seine & Normandy, Loire and

Brittany, Garonne, Rhone, Rhine, and the North ofFrance.

Keith Boyd:
Do people have water meters in France?

Jean Gasc:

Everyone has a water meter in France. It has been fifty years since you have been able
to consume water without a meter. Nobody remembers when there were no meters. A

hundred years ago there were no water meters in France, then there was a permanent

flow-rate that was supplied. If you look at archaic water systems, it is always the flow
rate that was regulated, not the volume. It was supplied in channels or pipes and
divided up by splitters. This is still used in some Mediterranean countries. This method
was also used in England. A permanent flow rate was supplied and there were

regulating valves to fill tanks. But now that we have public tanks it is not necessary to

have tanks on the roof, but if you go to Mauritania for example they still have tanks and
of course they also do in the UK.

Keith Boyd:

So what do you record on your meters?.

Jean Gasc:

Consumption only for water. It is not necessary today to measure many parameters.

Sometimes we change the price of water during the year. In towns where there are

3,000 persons during the winter, 100,000 during the summer we have a different price

during the summer.
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Keith Boyd:
Is that published?

Jean Gasc:

Oh yes, The town decides that the price will be different during the winter than the

summer, to make people living permanently in the town pay for investment for people
who are only there in the summertime is not right.

Keith Boyd:
Can you describe your pricing structure?

Jean Gasc:

We have a two-part tariff, a standing charge and a proportional unit price and we

change the unit charge between summer and winter. But when we are discussing the

pricing with the town if they can request to have a single price and we conform to their
wishes. The municipality has the last say and they can decide what type of tariff that

they want. The only thing they require is a balanced budget on water. There is no

change of price due to droughts the price cannot be varied from the contract signed by
the municipalities.

Keith Boyd:
Is there any division between essential and non-essential services, say lawn sprinkling?

Jean Gasc:

If you have only one connection you pay the same price. But if you have a second
connection only to be used for the garden. So you will pay the same price for water

supply but you will not pay a price for sewage for the lawn sprinkler. The second
connection has no wastewater charge.

Keith Boyd:
Are there two separate supplies for drinking water and other water?
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Lisette Provencher:

In some instances customers may have two connections, one for the household and one

for the garden. If a customer has only one connection they pay the same price. But if
there are two connections the customer will pay the same price for water supply but the
lawn sprinkler connection has no wastewater charge. Also in special cases there are

separate supplies for drinking and non-drinking water. For example, Gibraltar has two

separate supplies but in general in France this system does not operate. In Paris, there
used to be an industrial water network, which came from the river Seine, and was used

to clean the streets. That has now been stopped because it is more expensive to have
two separate treatment plants. Hose pipe bans and drought orders are very rare.

Drought orders hit non-potable water for irrigation first.

Keith Boyd:
Is the different specification for metering for different classes of consumers, for

example residential, commercial and industrial?

Jean Gasc:

There are no specifications or regulations for water meters. But every company and

every city has there own specifications for that. For example in our company we use

the most accurate meter that we can find, because if the prices of the meters are higher,
the maintenance of the meter is lower. We do not use the same meters for domestic

customers and industrial customers but in both cases we read consumption only. In
some cases however, ifwe have a contract with an industrial customer that they have a

maximum flowrate, because if they take too much at once there will be a fall in

pressure on the system. If the flowrate is too high we would have to compensate for
this by increasing the pressure elsewhere. So after the maximum flowrate they have to

pay penalties. Three or four years ago we were interested in measuring the maximum
flowrate. In France the fixed costs are 80-90% of the total bill. The fixed costs are the

transport and supply which is dependent on the maximum flowrate. So four or five

years ago we would charge on the maximum flow rate, but this was not necessary

because the volumes being consumed each year are decreasing. Since the investment
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could be postponed the flowrate has not been measured.

Keith Boyd:
Is there subsidisation between one customer and another?

Jean Gasc:

There is usually a different fixed charge between different classes of customer but the

proportional price is the same. When the city accepts that a factory is of significant

importance for the area it may ask for a special price. There are however exceptions,
such as a golf courses who do not qualify for any reductions because they are

consuming a lot ofwater and usually during the summertime.

Keith Boyd:
How often are these contracts renewed?

Jean Gasc:

Every twelve years. And the competition between companies keeps the prices down.

Keith Boyd:

How are these meters read?

Jean Gasc:

They are read by hand into a microcomputer?

Keith Boyd:
How often are they read?

Jean Gasc:

It is different for large consumers and small consumers, it may be once a month for

large consumers and for small consumers twice a year but we are moving to once a

year. When the reading was twice a year the consumer was receiving two bills and now

they receive three bills, two on estimated consumption. There are also flexible methods
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ofpayment, every month if you wish.

Keith Boyd:
Do you have credit meters?

Jean Gasc:

No.

Keith Boyd:
So do you have debt problems?

Jean Gasc:

Well it is difficult to cut someone off. The cases are discussed with the municipality
and the social security.

Keith Boyd:
In water, what developments have there been in electronic metering recently?

Jean Gasc:

In France there is one meter per block of flats. There is someone who manages the
facilities of the flats who manage all the services (the syndicate). Manual meter reading
costs FF25 per annum and it costs FF40 to install a non electronic meter whose life is
ten years it will have to be paid back in five years. Therefore you can charge 5 x 40 X
so with 200 francs you have no system even the cheapest electronic system is three or

four times more expensive. Therefore there needs to be either subsidies or some kind or

extra value added services for this to work to be financially viable. We are a private

company so these costs are important to us, perhaps it will never happen.

Lisette Provencher:

Some of our subsidiaries have an automated meter reading system, the decision was

related to a regulation, which said they had to read the meters once a month, and then it
became economical. For image reasons because people may not be in or like going in
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their houses when they are not there.

Jean Gasc:

We have some niches where automated meter reading is economical, for example we

have some large customers in the centre of Paris who need to be read once a month.
But these are special cases.

Keith Boyd:
So what would those special cases be?

Jean Gasc:

When the customer accepts to pay the higher charges for automated meter reading. Or
some customers do not want meter readers in their garden.

Keith Boyd:
Are these cost arguments the same for electricity and gas meters as well?

Jean Gasc:

No for gas and electricity it is not the same at all. They are going little by little to

remote reading systems. But there is no cost competition, the prices are decreasing.
You will find EdF have a number of projects. They are going for a remote system to be
read from the street rather than central control system. Because it is different than in the
UK most French gardens are locked.

Keith Boyd:
Is that a microwave system that is being developed by EdF or a telephone line?

Jean Gasc:

The central system is a telephone line. There is no telephone system. We have to get

approval from the ministry before we can carry on with the project of automatic meter

reading of energy and water. Every country has regulations for modems just now, so

everyone has to ask for an agreement when the device is exported. We hope that in a
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short time we will have an agreed system by the Ministry of Telecommunications.
However there is no regulation on wavelengths 433 and less than 0.1mW there is

nothing to pay and we have two systems called Itron and Ramar and there are a lot of
these projects.

Keith Boyd:
Are you working with EdF/GdF on this?

Jean Gasc:

No. I am working with EdF/GdF in respect that there is a European technical
committee about standards in remote systems 294 and there is common work between

water, gas and electricity in fact everything that has to be supplied in the home and the
work is well advanced. In that technical committee there are some English experts. Its

purpose is to make a European standard and when this system is approved all the old

systems will be out of date and be replaced. Work is being carried out on a European
level to develop these standards. Water companies are working with Electricite de
France and Gaz de France along with other utilities throughout Europe. This work not

only includes metering but other areas of home and office automation. It is only when
these European standards are approved that all the old systems will begin to be

replaced. The problem is that every manufacturer is looking to create their own

proprietary standard. The supply companies of course want one standard system while
the manufacturers want exclusive rights to manufacture that system. I am the convenor

of one of the working groups and my job is the consumer requirements so I

communicate with many companies British Gas etc and manufacturers. There is a joint

working group CENELEC and CEN European standardisation committees CENELEC
for electricity and CEN for other facilities. CENELEC is technical committee 13 but I
know that British meter manufacturers are involved. Only one standard will be agreed.
It will be agreed at the European technical committee level who define standards in
remote systems metering systems (CEN for water and gas, CENELEC for electricity).
In fact, it includes all communications that have to be supplied in the home. You see

the problem is that if every manufacturer is looking to create their own proprietary
standard this causes immense confusion. So we are waiting for a new law from
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Brussels before remote communication can be installed in energy and water meters in

France.

Keith Boyd:
How then will the British companies who are developing metering on their own

succeed?

Jean Gasc:

English companies are always developing things on their side. Then they find out that
there is a standard. For example in Europe wavelengths for radio is 433 but in the UK

they use 900 MHz, not the same as in the other parts of Europe. But a standard is not

compulsory but we believe that the standard will be so easy to use that everyone will
want to use it and not a proprietary system. We have nothing to say until the standard is

agreed. Although a standard is not compulsory to develop electronic metering we

believe that the standard will be so easy to use that everyone will want to use it, and not
a proprietary system. Itron for example has a proprietary system and they are trying to

make it the standard. But of course, we are refusing to be any part of this.

Keith Boyd:

Large monopolies such as EdF must be in quite a strong position to dictate standards?

Jean Gasc:

If they were a private company they would be in a strong position. They are in a weak

position and we cannot understand how they are in such a weak position. However,
culture in EdF has by now become so divorced from commercial reality that it is often
described as being as a State within a State Tetat EdF' not accountable to the people. In
the founding model of EdF there was little scope for customer opinion. The anti-
nuclear debate is seen as an example of the organisation not being accountable to

public opinion. Particular criticism came from environmentalists and left wing
intellectuals. Neither did it suit liberal economists who see the programme as not being
the most cost-effective process.
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Keith Boyd:
How is this so since EdF have the economies of scale and no cost or market

constraints?

Jean Gasc:

They tried to have an agreement with us, I don't exactly understand why; we did some

trials with them. But for us it did not work but for them it did work. They have a lot of

money but they do not know how to use it.

Keith Boyd:
So you would agree that they have a potential?

Lisette Provencher:

Oh, they have a potential but they don't use it. They are clever engineers, but they think
of so complex technology. They do not know what their limits are. And am afraid in a

few years they will know what their limits are. Then they will say, we will have to look
at the economics of the project. In a way they have succeeded since we have a low

price for electricity in France but they have succeeded because they took good long-
term decisions to develop nuclear electricity plant, PWR technology and they did that
when it was possible. It would not be possible now. So now we are well supplied in

electricity and export electricity abroad. If they do not involve their workers they will
lose their money.

Keith Boyd:

Perhaps this has been a supply led technology, but now utilities are becoming
consumer led?

Jean Gasc:

But they have the money to do what they want. But because there is not such tight
control on money a lot of time is wasted on subcontractors and so on.
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Keith Boyd:

What do you think of the administrate structure for water in the UK?

Jean Gasc:

For water I do not see any difference between trading water in the UK and France.
When the UK has metering it will be the same as us. When a meter is installed

consumption decreases between twelve and twenty percent but the cost of installing

metering is the same so I am not sure if it will be worth installing meters everywhere in
the UK.

Keith Boyd:
What are the constraints on water metering?

Jean Gasc:

Storage is only part of the cost, but it depends not only the storage but also investment
in treatment and sewage. So there is a balance between new investment and the cost of

metering. I am not sure that the answer is to install water meters. There are a lot of
unused assets together, storage, and sewage treatment. Perhaps the solution would be
for meters but of there is no sewage treatment as there may be in some places such as

remote areas installation of meters will have no effect. For one of our subsidiaries in

England the regulator thinks that the installation of water meters require to be installed.
But it is a little more complicated than that.

Keith Boyd:
Flow do you see competition developing in the UK?

Jean Gasc:

Competition in the way designed by the UK is not possible in water since the

specificity is two thirds of the costs. The water has a local price since there is no grid.
When you create a large supply area somewhere you lose money. In electricity it is

slightly different, which allows for a national grid, such as differing demand and

generation patterns which makes a grid more viable. There has been trial in France for
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a common price essentially a contract for differences with a whole department. This
turned out a good way to increase the cost. Because where they had to give money to

the department they invested heavily and where they received money from the

department they did not have to decrease their costs. So costs spiralled so this was

stopped. So from our point ofview it was not the best way to privatise the system. Now
if we talk about water the most important thing is transport and there cannot be

competition in this area. Competition is only in a little part of the costs. Using a

franchising system there may be a difference.

Keith Boyd:
What do you think of the Freeman/Perez paradigm?

Jean Gasc:

I think that it is right but it is too general not precise enough.
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Interview No: 03

Names: Jean-Claude Bardin

Company: Gaz de France
Date: Various

Medium Used: Correspondence by post, fax and telephone

Keith Boyd:
What is recorded on you meters?

Jean-Claude Bardin:

The only thing recorded on our meters is cumulative volume since the last meter

reading.

Keith Boyd:
Are there different specifications for different classes of customer?

Jean-Claude Bardin:

For classes of customer there exists a choice of different calculation, each of which has

its own specification. In principal the meter is chosen as a function of the uses of gas
and the specific types of appliances. The principal techniques used for the invoice and
the inner membrane that is deformed, rotating pistons and turbines. For calculating an

individual domestic customer the consumption of the deformation of the inner lining is
used.

Order and size of the use of different meters:

Meter Pressure Flow m3/h-l

Membranes o ■ p 0-100

Rotating Pistons 0-70 1-1000

Turbines 0-80 10-10000
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Keith Boyd:

How is the information collected for the meters?

Jean-Claude Bardin:

Input is done on miniature handsets. The index is put in in meters cubed of gas. The

changing of the index for a reader is effected by means of a terminal held on to the

portable at the end on the meter reading schedule. The readings are then dumped on to

a server at head office.

Keith Boyd:
In the case of metering what are the tasks conducted separately by GdF and EdF and
which are conducted jointly?

Jean-Claude Bardin:

For the individual domestic meters, the task of installation, the reading, the
maintenance and depositing of assurances is under the direction of the two

establishments EdF and GdF, EdF-GdF services. For the meters outside the domestic

customers individual (heating fixed habitation for a fixed period for example) in

general the installation is under the responsibility of the customers and the reading is
carried out by EdF-GdF services and the upkeep of the meter is carried out by the
distributor on behalf of the client.

Keith Boyd:
How do you see metering developing in the future?

Jean-Claude Bardin:

The customer is more and more demanding. They will not only wish to be troubled
with the hassles of meter reading. Faced with this demand GdF have put in place

systems to read from a distance. Moreover the integration of these systems of metering
in an architecture to provide new services for customers.
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Keith Boyd:
What are the advantages and disadvantages of the method of trading gas in the UK and
France?

Jean-Claude Bardin:

As far as we are concerned in France the advantages for the domestic customers the
method of selling gas are:

The standardisation of tariffs: the tariffs are identical throughout France;
The simplicity of billing: the billing is two part one for the fixed charge and one

for the kWh.

On the contrary Gaz de France must manage the consumption points (this is dependent
on the form of) demand which the customers use.

Keith Boyd:
Do you think that the development of electronic metering will have an influence on

how gas is traded in the future?

Jean-Claude Bardin:

The development of electronics will enable us to develop many services for customers.
Three areas are as follows:

a) Better techniques in performance

Measuring e.g. temperature correcting

System security

b) Management techniques
Maintenance

Integration in telecommunications architecture

c) Management of customers
Evolution of systems of billing

Telereading

Prepayment.
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Interview No: 04

Names: Frank Texier

Jean-Louis Ganion

Francos Paquet

Company: Compagnie Generale des Eaux (CGE)
Date: 4,h April 1997
Medium Used: Tape

Keith Boyd:
Would you describe the system ofwater regulation in France?

Frank Texier:

The responsibility for the water industry in France lies in the commune. The Mayor
decides to delegate the responsibility from there to a private partner or run it on their
own or in association with the communes in what we call a syndicate. It has worked
like this for over a hundred years in France. Around 80% of the communes delegate
their water operations to private companies. 20% manage the water on their own or

within a syndicate.

Within the 80% you have different forms of contract:
The concession which is full delegation which is responsible for the operation and

capital investment. An agreement of 20 to 30 years covers this contract. At the end of it
the assets go back into the hands of the municipality. So that is the extreme case.

Keith Boyd:
So the contracts are up to 30 years?

Frank Texier:

Yes, I think there is a law now that the contracts have to be less than thirty years.

Keith Boyd:
Therefore if the private company has to build a facility there has to be a payback in that
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time?

Frank Texier:

Yes, exactly.

Keith Boyd:
We would call that a BOOT contract.

Frank Texier:

Yes, First you have to assess what investment is required and then you work out how

long the payback is going to be and it is usually around twenty to thirty years. There are

very few contracts like these in France maybe about three or four. The most common

contract is the affirmage contract. This is for twelve years. The private partner is

responsible for producing the water and bringing it to the customer and is paid directly
from the customer or is paid by the municipality. That is the most popular contract
investment lies with the public municipality.

Keith Boyd:
So the municipality has to pay for the facilities. And the customers pay for these
facilities out of their local taxes?

Frank Texier:

Yes that's right. So that's the affirmage contract and the largest number of contracts in
France are on that basis. The regie is where the facilities are run by the municipality.
Jurance is a kind of affirmage, where the private operator is paid directly from the

municipality and affirmage is where the revenue is directly collected from the
consumers.

Keith Boyd:

A concession is virtually a BOOT?
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Frank Texier:

Well not really this includes not only the building of assets but also the maintenance of

existing facilities. BOOTs are generally for one off buildings or factories. La regie
intresse is an example of a contract in the Parisian region which is a mixture of

everything. In fact it is a cross between l'affirmage and la concession. The difference is
the financial instruments used in paying back investment in capital projects and

operation of the system.

Keith Boyd:
I think that I have got the idea.

Frank Texier:

It is quite a complex system but it is very flexible. Historically the reason why this

system continues is firstly the water industry requires a lot of money and the

municipalities are very small entities, there are over 35,000 in France. The communes

cannot support this type of public utility therefore they associate in syndicates or

delegate to private companies. What happens mostly is each municipality associates in
a syndicate and then the syndicate delegates to a private company. The second reason is

technology, in the last ten to fifteen years the technology in the water industry has

changed dramatically and small municipalities cannot afford to spend money on R&D

and relying on a private operator means that you are relying on a very strong structure.

Francos Paquet:

Water treatment especially is more and more complicated.

Keith Boyd:
Economies of scale in these matters is the main reason for public utilities.

Jean-Louis Ganion:

There is a law that restricts you to have very high quality now.
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Frank Texier:

Lately there has been a push for taking the responsibility of the water industry out of
the private sector because of politics, but there is a big push on the other side in

technology for restrictions in clean and dirty water, which means the municipality to

comply without outside help. So there is this sort of conflict at the moment. So people
are not going back to regie at the moment.

Keith Boyd:
How is the governance ofwater treated in economic and environmental terms?

Frank Texier:

Well you have got to understand that the whole concept of governance is the

responsibility of the communes. So the one responsible is the local mayor. So on top of
that you have some regional or national regulation but not as strong as in the UK
because they are self regulated by the contracts. There are two organisations that

regulate on top of that. First the Ministry of the Environment who is in charge of the
control and quality of the water and are charged that the European norms are being

complied with. They deal with the whole of France. Then you have other people called

Agents de l'Eau, which are closer to the Environmental Agency. They collect a levy
from the customer, which finances studies for the management of catchment or

network analysis etc. They are not responsible for metering but they will install loggers
if they want to analyse leakage rates etc. So that is the two main regulatory

organisations in France. The DWRI is closer to the Ministry and the Environmental

Agency plus Ofwat being closer to Agents de Bassins. But the Agents de Bassins do
not have the control of Ofwat. The agents of Bassins set the licences and prices for
abstraction, in that way they are closer to the NRA.

Keith Boyd:
How many of them are there, one for each drainage basin?

Frank Texier:

Yes that it, you've got ten or a dozen of them.
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Keith Boyd:
Is there conflict between the municipalities/private companies and the Agents de
Bassins over metering like the UK?

Frank Texier:

I don't think so because every property is metered, so the question is not the installation
of meters between the Environment Agency and the companies in the UK. The AdB
are less concerned about metering. Metering is more an issue of revenue. So the
relation between metering and the AdB is weak.

Franfios Paquet:

There is a peculiarity in France for irrigation. In the past, farmers who sink boreholes in
their fields for the exploitation of water were not monitored. So the AdBs now give a

seventy-five percent grant to install metering to electronically monitor this. There is
also a strategy for the replacement of production water meters every seven years.

L'Agencies de Bassins want to have good water meters. So if abstractors do not change
these meters after seven years then they are liable to a tax.

Frank Texier:

To summarise for metering of customer premises the AdB have not got much interest
but for abstraction there is an interest.

Francos Paquet:
This is very interesting for you because this is a new technology, and with this new

technology you can measure abstraction.

Keith Boyd:
So before this you could not measure what water was abstracted from a borehole?

Francos Paquet:
You are not allowed to abstract water without a licence and now this can be monitored
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more easily without a mains supply.

Frank Texier:

You see there is a very powerful agricultural lobby in France and the debate is both
about the amount of water that needs to be abstracted and the level of nitrates

deposited.

Keith Boyd:
So why could this not be measured in the past? Why is the new technology so

important for this?

Francos Paquet:

There are two things. Before they had to pay for electromechanical water meters

themselves. There is also a lot of sand suspended in the water, which clogs up the
electromechanical meters.

Keith Boyd:

Before we specifically talk about metering could we discuss some of your competitors?
WTien a water distribution and supply contract is put out to tender, who are the main
bidders and are all the bidders French companies?

Frank Texier:

You could have a whole range of companies. In reality there are three main operators,

Generale des Eaux, Lyonnaise des Eaux and Saur. They are recognised and embedded
in France and have a good relations with the communes, so it is unlikely that any other

party would be involved. It is very difficult to compete with the companies. Secondly,

you have to have people who speak French and who know their needs, so why should

they go to people they don't know. I think the Germans have tried to get into the market
in France but this is through acquisitions and joint ventures.

Keith Boyd:

And what are the market shares?
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Frank Texier:

General des Eaux has 99%, ha ha ha. No, CGE has between 50% and 60% of the

market, Lyonnaise, 30%, Saur 10-20%, Saur have recently combined with another
small company, and have some contracts in North Africa. Of course CGE has activities
in utilities and public services throughout the world.

Keith Boyd:
Do CGE have an interest in gas and electricity supply in France? What I am trying to

explore is that in the UK there has been a trend towards multi-utilities. Is this

happening in France?

Francos Paquet:

Yes there are contracts in world-wide, but in France it is difficult because of the way

the market is regulated. But this might change.

Keith Boyd:
Do you think that it will change?

Frank Texier:

Yes.

Keith Boyd:
Ifwe could now specifically talk about metering. Is every residence, or supply metered,
how is water metered in France. .

Francos Paquet:

You have water meters at the borehole; you have to pay the Agents de l'Eau for the
abstraction.

Keith Boyd:
So the tax is for both abstraction and consumption?
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Francos Paquet:

Yes. The water once it is abstracted goes through a water treatment plant. Then it goes
into a storage tank. So we put the water meters just outside the house. But we could
have a society in charge of the block of flats who may pay for communal consumption.
Once the syndicate has paid the bill it can charge each individual their share. So there
are production water meters, distribution water meters i.e. after treatment, these are for
our use. Finally there is the customers water meters.

Keith Boyd:
Is there any water metering on the waste side?

Francos Paquet:
Then there is the wastewater collected, which is taken to a sewage plant. But we
assume that it is the same amount as the consumption ofwater. It is very difficult to put

water meters on the waste side there are so many particles. Although the amount of
treated sewage discharged is monitored. So we have a lot ofmeter readers who look at

the meters every six months to read the meters.

Frank Texier:

There is also a replacement strategy for the water meters every seven years. The Agents
de l'Eau want to have good water meters. So they say if you have only a change of
mechanism it would work for five years. If you do not change these meters after seven

years you are liable to a tax.

Keith Boyd:
And what about the other meters.

Francos Paquet:

Between fifteen and twenty years, but for big water meters five perhaps ten years.
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Keith Boyd:
Is there a regime ofmeter testing?

Frank Texier:

Yes we have a regime ofwater meter testing.

Keith Boyd:
What do you read in the meters, is it just consumption?

Francos Paquet:
It is just consumption, but nowadays we want to know about flow-rates. If you just read

consumption you don't know if there is a problem of high flow-rates or a leak. Only
less than 1% has a flow-rate meter. At the moment we have simple mechanical water
meters because there is a law forbidding us to put in electronic water meters.

Keith Boyd:

Oh, I did not realise that.

Francos Paquet:

Yes, so we are waiting for both the new products and the new law.

Keith Boyd:

So how are they read is it meter readers or telephone connection or what?

Francos Paquet:

People are experimenting with portable hand-held terminals, so they see if there is a

good correlation between the last meter reading and the next one. So the water

company can estimate the consumption by previous readings so that the number of
times the meter requires to be read can be reduced. There are no prepayment meters

and it is difficult to cut someone off, since that would be considered socially

unacceptable in France. With respect to customers who are unable to pay, the cases

are discussed with the municipality and the social security.
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Keith Boyd:

How many bills does a customer receive each year?

Frank Texier:

It depends on the contract between one and four. For very big customers it is one per

month. There may also be monthly readings for these large customers as well. In the
Paris suburbs there are four bills two ofwhich are based on estimated readings.

Keith Boyd:
What is the future for metering, is there any pressure towards automated meter reading
or electronic meters or is there any barriers to this?

Francos Paquet:

The problem is two things, the law and the cost.

Keith Boyd:
Is there any work going on to amend the law to allow electronic meters?

Francos Paquet:

All these systems are being tested, so we know, what we can do. You have a system

with radio; a system with the telephone and you can have additional information such
as flow rates.

Frank Texier:

Today when access to the meter is difficult there is a radio link, which has a mechanical
meter with a logger and it is the logger, which transmits the information. So it is not an
electronic meter as such. But before electronic meters are introduced there requires to

be changes in the law and the agreement ofprotocols.

Francos Paquet:

When an electronic logger is attached to a water meter it is very very expensive. So for
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the moment for economic reasons it is better to wait a little time. The other barrier is

that water meters do not require a supply of electricity so you need electricity to these
sites. So energy is a problem. It is possible to take some energy from the telephone line
and you need high flowrate to generate electricity from water so this is another

problem. To summarise, there has been a lot of work done on the matter so the

technology is pretty well known. It is now recognised that the real barrier is cost

because it is typically very expensive.

Keith Boyd:
There are two ways in this being overcome the first is standards and economics of
scale. So that everyone has the same technology and it is supplied at low cost. The

telephone is the case example for this; it is not worth having a telephone until a lot of
other people have telephones. This may come about not simply by reading meters in
the water industry. Meters could be read between utilities, there could be uses for the

intelligent home and even multimedia linkups?

Francos Paquet:

We do that in France, in a flat you have a system, which takes the information, so that

you can control heating and various services supplied by utilities. But for the moment

this information system is in the experimental stage.

Frank Texier:

In the USA there is a lot of work on this, the problem is getting the authorisation from

the utilities.

Francos Paquet:

Yes there is a problem here in France of confidential information for each of the
utilities and no common standards for reading between utilities have been agreed.

Frank Texier:

Is this what they are doing in the UK merging utilities?
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Keith Boyd:

Well, yes there are companies which are positioning themselves in this way.

Francos Paquet:

There are regies in France who look after both the gas and the water so the meter reader
reads both commodities at once. And there is the same thing in the north of Paris where

they read the electricity and the water.

Keith Boyd:
There are two major areas of development in the UK. First the development of utility

management from the demand side and there is obvious tie-up with software

companies and multi media. On the other side the billing and retail side. Customers
will be able to change their suppliers - although this may be difficult to achieve in
water - this is essentially a financial transaction, which has as much in common with
industries such as insurance or banking.

Francos Paquet:

For water it is also difficult because you have the problem of water quality which you

don't have certainly with electricity and perhaps gas. There is life in the water.

Keith Boyd:

There are two difficulties with water, first the quality and environmental aspect but it is
difficult to vertically disintegrate water. But metering is crucial both to the standards
and tying up with other utilities and management schemes such as demand side

management.

Francos Paquet:
At the moment we have standards for installation but not for communication. There is

no point in starting production of an electronic meter if Itron come up with one

standard Schlumberger, another and Lyonnaise des Eaux yet another. So we need a

language of protocol standardised.
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Keith Boyd:
Two ways of this can develop. Either the industry or country agree standards like the
standards for airline tickets. Everywhere you go an airline ticket is the same format and
there was a United Nations agreement. The second alternative is the competitive

paradigm where one standard becomes the de facto norm through competition or

coercion like Microsoft.

Frank Texier:

Metering has not been a priority issue, and within the company there is no one standard
but the company is trying to create one standard.

Keith Boyd:
Do you see that this technology is going to affect the way water is going to be traded in
the future?

Frank Texier:

It is not the technology itself; we put our efforts into areas of growth and development
not the technology itself. So I think it is the economics.

Fran?ios Paquet:
In the future with new technology the job will change, because you could have not only
the volume but the flowrates, the pressure and the technology for the transmission of
this information. For example if the waste is being collected receivers could collect the
information.

Keith Boyd:
The message that is coming across is that this is a long way off because of cost benefit

implications.

Frank Texier:

But this may be introduced earlier ifwe combine with other utilities and societies.
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Frangios Paquet:

Perhaps twenty-five years.

Frank Texier:

If at all.

Frangios Paquet:
It will be interesting for you to speak to Itron, because they work with all the utilities.
Give us just a contract and we will do the rest.

Keith Boyd:

They're wanting to create a standard.

Frangios Paquet:

They are very aggressive.

Keith Boyd:
You can see why because you're one of the major players.

Frangios Paquet:
Danfoss are another who make water meters for the house.
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Interview No: 05

Name: Dominique Plumejeaud

Company: ATG
Date: 28,h April 1997
Medium Used: Notes

Keith Boyd:
Can you describe the gas network in France for me?

Dominique Plumejeaud:
The French system of transmission and storage is composed of:

31,000 km of pipelines, approximately 8,500 km of which have diameters wider than
400 mm and up to 900 mm;
35 on-line compressor plants with a total available power of 500 MW;
2 LNG tanker terminals, located in Fos-sur-Merand Montoir-de-Bretagne, which
receive deliveries of liquefied natural gas LNG by tanker;
15 underground storage sites located mainly in the Paris and Lyon regions, in the centre

where Chemery - the largest aquifer storage of 7 billion m3 - is located and the
Southwest.

Keith Boyd:
Can you describe for me some of the recent development in gas metering in France?

Dominique Plumejeaud:
To develop interactive communication system Gaz de France has installed 80,000

intelligent Dialogaz. The installation of 2,500 experimental ICCs also started in two

Distribution Areas. This is the first stage of the ICC (Communicating Customer

Interface) project should be complete by the end of 1997. Also Gaz de France in
collaboration with CD Gaz has perfected a very compact new equipment, which

incorporate the functions of pressure reduction, regulation, metering, filtering and

safety. The first example, called 'PIDM', was installed in Eurodisney in 1991. During

1993, the 'variable throat nozzle' version of this equipment obtained the authorisation to
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use for a larger number. A second version of PDIM - the 'turbine' version - came out in

1993; since then, about fifteen appliances have been installed and brought into service.
The 'turbine' PDIM provides the same advantages as its precedent - with a gas

traditional turbine meter.

Keith Boyd:
What about development of ultrasonic meters?

Dominique Plumejeaud:
There are concerns about the harmonising of metering techniques, and a co-operative
effort by Gaz de France, Ruhrgas, British Gas and Gasunie, together with other

manufacturers, to launch a research programme for ultrasonic flowmeters.
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Interview No: 06

Name: Christian Licoppe

Company: France Telecom
Date: 28th April 1997
Medium Used: Notes

Keith Boyd:
Has technology got anything to do with the privatisation of France Telecom?

Christian Licoppe:

Well the technology is changing so the systems must change with it. For example there
are different configurations needed for voice and non-voice traffic. Therefore tariffs for
non-voice services should be based on the amount of transmitted infomiation measured

as the product of time and transmission rate (bit rate), with no allowance for distance.
France Telecom's packet tariffs reflect similar principals.

Keith Boyd:
So France Telecom is changing?

Christian Licoppe:
Yes the hardware must change since voice communications must of their nature be

two-way throughout the call and non-voice traffic is often one way, charging

arrangements require to be changed. Also a large part of the equipment is required only
while the call is being set up. This is the part concerned with receiving information
from the customer about the destination of the call processing it, and using it to set the

call up. Once this has been done, this part of the equipment can be released to set up

other calls. Only the part of the exchange concerned with maintaining the conversation

path stays in use throughout the call. In traditional charging, no distinction is made
between the two parts. In this case, theory of equity would levy a similar charge for the

setting-up process on all calls and differential charges for the transportation path

according to duration.
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Keith Boyd:
Is there not social pressure against change?

Christian Licoppe:

Yes, The unions fear that, as the first step towards eventual privatisation, this process

will in time lead to the severe erosion of their privileges and rights. But we will have to
see what happens.
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Interview No: 07

Name: Bob Sheldon

Company: United Kingdom Automatic Meter Reading Association
Date: 10,h July 1997
Medium Used: Tape

Keith Boyd:

Why was the water industry privatised in the UK?

Bob Sheldon:

There were several reasons for privatising the industry. The most significant was that
the water industry had seen considerable under-investment in the public sector over the

previous decades due to financial constraints. By privatising the industry, the
Government hoped also to privatise the required investment programme. Another

perceived advantage of privatisation was that the water companies would have the
benefit of longer regulatory cycles and would not be used as political pawns. Since
1989 it has become obvious that privatisation has not addressed the major issues

affecting the water industry. The following three points explain why. First, national
assets (the water industry) were passed with little change to the private sector at the
time of privatisation. Second, it is essentially public expenditure on the water industry
which has been privatised. Third, pricing under Government ownership was effectively
a water tax and all costs were passed straight through to the consumer. In the private

sector, water charges remain directly related to costs in a similar way. It can also be
seen that a history of the administration of water resources in the United Kingdom has
been a slow progression and a weakening of local control. Local Authorities have a

relatively small role to play in the management of water resources unlike in other parts
ofEurope.

Keith Boyd:

Could you give me an overview ofmetering in the water industry in the UK?
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Bob Sheldon:

There are two types of meters. The operational meters at the waterworks which
measure the output to the distribution systems. These are at reservoirs, treatment plants,
booster stations, borehole stations. Those are generally magnetic flow meters, the

industry has generally moved over to these meters, up to 72 inches. Looking for an

accuracy of +- half a percent. So these measure what is going out. Then we require to

know what is being used so we have the revenue meters at the customer's premise. In
between that we have demand areas; most networks so they have a networking profile
which are mapped on to systems (stoner software). Different losses, throughputs,

pressures and demand can be input. The total system is then split up into different
areas.

Keith Boyd:
So there is no demand monitoring on meters themselves?

Bob Sheldon:

No. That is not a dynamic system. There is demand monitoring in there but they are not

continuously monitored. Severn Trent have something like 800 demand areas, 7,000

square miles, 8 Million customers and they have 3 Million properties.

Keith Boyd:

How do you define a property?

Bob Sheldon:

A property has 2.8 people. Of that 3 million Severn Trent only meter 500,000, they

only meter one sixth. The policy is now to meter everyone, through the optional

metering legislation. Up to about two years ago people had to pay to get their meter in,
now that is not the case. But since the 1995 drought some mandatory measures have
been taken. Everyone using a sprinkler watering system and/or has a swimming pool
has to have a water meter installed.
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Keith Boyd:
Are these uses separately metered?

Bob Sheldon:

No just one for each property. Because this was mandatory they decided to install the
meter free, and any modification to the pipework. Severn Trent has now contracted out
this work. At the same time they contracted out their billing. There is still a

misapprehension out there that it is a con. It is undoubtedly the case that some

customers' bills will increase if they do not use water carefully but for most it should
decrease. Personally I had a water meter installed and I saved £100 (67p per cubic

meter). People in council houses who have a large family would have to pay more.

Ofwat have issued recommendations on how metering should proceed.

Keith Boyd:
What about non-domestic customers?

Bob Sheldon:

Of the 500,00 of those that are metered, large commercials and cattle troughs have to

be metered. It used to be that small commercial meters were not metered although

powers were imposed in the water act that they should be metered. Severn Trent do
now have a policy that all commercial customers should be metered. So you have your

operational meters, your demand meters and your distribution meters. It is true to say

that they do not understand the demand completely in any particular area, so they have

put reinforcement mains into areas with a lot of water consumption. Severn Trent has
now reduced their leakage rate to 16% but the government target is about 12%.

Keith Boyd:
There have been comments that the regulation is set up such that there has been a

greater emphasis on building the capital infrastructure instead of leakage and metering.
Is this the case?
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Bob Sheldon:

Their eye was taken off the ball. The increasing prices have been due to a system of
cost pass-through. Investment in new capital projects can be passed through to the
customers with an economic rate of return. This has led to accusations that the WSC's

have placed more emphasis on capital projects such as new reservoirs, purification and
treatment plants boosting their capital value (and as a consequence their return on that

capital) rather than use revenue expenditure in fixing leaks and installing meters. Water

quality standards had to be increased due to European regulations. This was really what
the controversy was about. But now metering is taking a greater emphasis.

Keith Boyd:
So this feeling that the water companies were not whole-heartily backing the metering

programme has changed?

Bob Sheldon:

Yes it has changed over the last two years. And also the types ofmeters have a trading
standards approval. Every company has different policies over metering. Severn Trent
now has a policy of installing meters inside a customers property. Historically they
have been in boundary boxes.

Keith Boyd:
That's surprising because electricity and gas are increasingly having outside meters?

Bob Sheldon:

Yes, well that's what they are moving to. It means that the customer can read it. There
is also a head loss across a boundary box meter and also, they are subject to silting up.

So meter performance has improved since putting them inside. But once you put them
inside you have to have a method of reading them. In Severn Trent they have decided
to go for a touch pad meter encoded meter. The pulsing meter if you loose the pulses
from the registration to the output you don't get a true reading. With an encoded meter

you could have a touch read facility. What is important with the touch read system is

you need one which will read all meters, pulse meters, serial meters or encoded meters
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and we found one called talisman. We get the meter serial number, the meter reading in
cubic meters and part of the cubic meters. The billing system is an Itron system called

enterprise. The data capture is our own data support system on a street by street basis
similar to the gas industry. The billing system decides when the customer meter needs
to be read. It loads the information into a local processor at the area office. It will put
the meter route by geographical area. It then loads that from the local processor to a

hand held device. The meter reader then picks it up and does about 80 reads and it is
down-loaded at the end of the day and a bill is produced. With the advance of more
meters being installed, we have now a touch read but this is temporary.

Keith Boyd:
Would you describe the touch read system?

Bob Sheldon:

Within the encoded meter there is an electronic circuit. Each of the digits has a wiper

system to register the nine digits together with he serial number. Wired to a touch pad,
inside the touch pad is a coil and there is another magnetic coil in the display pad. Once

powered up you get induced voltage which wakes the meter up. Within the Talisman
software identifies the make of meter and then it passes the serial data which is

transported to the hand held device. So it's important to match the meter serial number
and the name and address and serial number. The hand held has also a glass fibre

reading just in case the customer has a query. And if there has been a high flow or a

low flow on the meter for some reason to check for tampering and such things.

Keith Boyd:
Would you describe the method ofpricing in the water industry?

Bob Sheldon:

There is a £27 standing charge and then a charge for the volume consumed. 67p per

cubic meter for clean water 65p per cubic meter for dirty water. Domestic properties
have a standing charge; the non-domestics have a site charge for drainage etc. The

larger customers have discharge agreements and costs associated with these.
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Keith Boyd:
Is there any variation to the time of the year?

Bob Sheldon:

No. We have not got tariffing like in electricity. With Severn Trent they have been

looking at electronic meters with a company called Fusion Meters. It works on a

principle of no moving parts, its plastic and it will not measure air. There is a vortex

that is picked up by a magnet. The standard of accuracy is that of electromechanical

metering.

Keith Boyd:

And can you measure flowrate with that as well?

Bob Sheldon:

Yes

Keith Boyd:
Is there a big advantage to know flowrate as compared to consumption?

Bob Sheldon:

Not for a small domestic user but yes for a large user because a large user, has

management systems.

Keith Boyd:
Does everyone pay the same price?

Bob Sheldon:

For domestic yes but it does vary from geographic area to geographic area because the
water production costs are slightly different.
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Keith Boyd:
What about the down-loading ofmeters?

Bob Sheldon:

You've got a touch read system, which relies on is own network to down-load from the
meter readers. The next thing we are trying is radio. UKAMRA have a committee to

formalise licensing a frequency of 184 because it has been previously used as a testing

frequency. The main players are Ramar and Itron. Were just at the point of taking it to
the DTI and they have agreed the spectrum use and the band plan. But it really depends
on the spectrum management, whether the government is going to ask companies to bid
for various spectrums etc.

Keith Boyd:
What about a standard in the European Union?

Bob Sheldon:

Yes well there are different frequencies, we have 184Hz over here, they have 433 and
920 in the states so they are not transposable between them. The standards have come

from the manufacturers. Then you have got standards like BOMS and FLAG.
UKAMRA have members sitting on these standards. I think in the US there are people
who spend their full time on standards.

Keith Boyd:
It is an interesting academic debate of how to manage standards.

Bob Sheldon:

There have been some trials of MeterLink with the telephone but they are thinking of

withdrawing that. Which seems very short sighted. The charges that BT were making,
whether it was for gas, water or electricity were just too high. So I think they priced
themselves out.
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Keith Boyd:
What about power line carriers?

Bob Sheldon:

Well this really has not taken off in the water industry; really we are waiting until

electricity have got a system up and running.

Keith Boyd:
What is the future in metering? Is there going to be separate metering businesses?

Bob Sheldon:

Definitely. British Gas going to AccuRead, Northwest Water and Norweb merging,
Severn Trent is out-sourcing that. Water is slightly different from other utilities because
there are few water meters in service. Some companies are deciding to put in the meters

without the added technology, like Anglian Water. What I see is a narrowing between
the operational data and the revenue data i.e. a merging between SCADA systems and

billing systems. They are both dealing with large chunks of Data.

Keith Boyd:
Do you see these services as just being related to data collection?

Bob Sheldon:

No, I see them being useful for a whole range of services, from installation to

monitoring and management.

Keith Boyd:
There is an interesting connection with multimedia?

Bob Sheldon:

Yes, the industry is changing. Where value can be added you can have quality

metering, remote connection and disconnection, meter maintenance, tariffing structure

and pricing structure.
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Keith Boyd:
Do you see any connection between regulation and the development of electronic

metering?

Bob Sheldon:

To British standard 5728, the problem is the standards are for mechanical meters and
with the introduction of electronic meters, Kent are producing an electronic meter

which is going to be replaced in December and I think that you will find electronic

meters, providing the price is right. A boundary box meter costs about £20 a new line
meter costs £30 you add the electronics on top of it for an encoded meter it costs about
£45 and an electronic meter is around about £90. A mechanical meter has a lifespan of
seven to ten years because it is a rotary piston which can wear out and lose revenue. An

electronic meter may remain accurate for 14 to 15 years since there are no moving

parts. If it has a battery it has to be replaced.

Keith Boyd:

But would this develop without deregulation?

Bob Sheldon:

Well it has really come out of the American market where they have some remote

meter reading and demand side management facilities. But I would say that the costs of
electronic registration are limiting the development of this technology because it is so

expensive. People want cheaper solutions. I don't think they have such things as the

trading standards office certification in Europe, so they can change the unit of the meter
and they can do that fairly regularly. They have had to change it every four or five

years and the costs of the meters are very cheap, £4 or £5. But obviously what you
want is to use it for a commercial purpose so that you can use it for other things than

just metering. One big driving factor is tariffing. Tariffing may drive the technology.

Keith Boyd:

And conversely you would not be able to develop new tariffs unless you had electronic
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metering?

Bob Sheldon:

I think that it is the need that is driving it. You come up with a need and then you find
out how to do it better. The top people are saying you have got to manage your

business better. Then the businesses say we need more data to manage our businesses
better.

Keith Boyd:
That is really the demand led argument. But there may be a catch 22 situation; you can't

develop a competitive environment without technology yet you can't develop the

technology without a need. Can competition develop in water?

Bob Sheldon:

I think competition would be an ideal but I don't think it can succeed. The water

companies have to concentrate on getting their own house in order first. There are

already exchange arrangements in place. Severn Trent sells water to Wales. Takes
water from the Eden Valley into Birmingham. So there is already cross fertilisation
between neighbouring authorities. But I can't see how the customer can get his water

from other authorities.

Keith Boyd:

Of course quality standards are also important in water?

Bob Sheldon:

Yes.
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Interview No: 08

Name: Margaret Doak

Company: Member of Technical Advisory for DADSM
Date: 15th September 1997
Medium Used: Tape

Keith Boyd:
What do you see as the uses of automatic meter reading in Demand Side Management?

Margaret Doak:
If the government pushed Demand Side Management then there may be a push for
automated meter reading.

Keith Boyd:
So there needs to be a government initiative for an integrated policy towards energy

management?

Margaret Doak:

Yes, we have all been so busy about competition but no one has said bring the

consumption down as well so DSM has taken a back seat. A REC will not invest in

new metering if they think that they are going to loose their metering business in 2000.

Keith Boyd:

And is there a conflict between that and competition?

Margaret Doak:
There doesn't have to be. It just seems the pressure is offDSM.

Keith Boyd:
What about the competitive environment?
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Margaret Doak:
The problem in the UK has been side stepped by building new CCGT generators.

This, gas generation has replaced ageing coal stations, which has enabled the UK to

conveniently cut S02 and C02 emissions.

Keith Boyd:
So do you see that once you have got to a stage when prices can't be cut any more that
this could be an additional service?

Margaret Doak:
It could be. To retain you customer it might be worthwhile to manage the load.

Keith Boyd:
The development of the intelligent office/home is also related to DSM. There also may

be a connection between this and multimedia?

Margaret Doak:
A few years ago one might have thought that that was just on the doorstep, and when
one saw cable television in Canada, there seemed to be a great scheme with the

intelligent home controller. But I am not aware of anything like that happening in
Britain.

Keith Boyd:
What are the bottlenecks for the development of electronic metering?

Margaret Doak:
Cost has quite a part of it, but I just think there is not a demand for it, there is not a need
for it.

Keith Boyd:
And do you see a need for developing at all?
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Margaret Doak:
Not in the foreseeable future. Because in Britain we have this regulation with price

caps, companies could not go out en mass to their customers and put these meters in.
And what benefit would there be to anybody if you did?

Keith Boyd:
So you do not see any development as just one module in the multimedia revolution,
cost reflective pricing, and DSM. Do you see these things coming together?

Margaret Doak:
I see that as way into next century. I came back from DADSM a few years ago and I

thought that this was it. But there just is not the interest in this country.

Keith Boyd:

What would create that interest, is it purely price?

Margaret Doak:
To some extent it has to come to the customer. We are not yet into home computers.

The information revolution just has not taken off.

Keith Boyd:
Is that just a generation type phenomenon that will change?

Margaret Doak:

Maybe if for our grandchildren.

Keith Boyd:
Is there an environmental factor to the equation?

Margaret Doak:
Well I know that the way the Pool works is being reviewed at the moment. One of the

problems of electricity generators is that nearly all the major forms of electricity
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generation potentially produce major environmental hazards. Fossil fuel plants produce

gaseous by-products such as S02 and CO, as by-products. The problem in the UK has
been side stepped in a rather igneous way but prompted by EU legislation, which
allowed gas to be used in power stations for the first time. As a result there has been a

dash to build new CCGT (combined cycle gas turbine) generators this has meant that
there has been less emphasis on saving energy as in the 1970s.

Keith Boyd:
Do you see that there would need to be government intervention for the development of
this technology?

Margaret Doak:
One of the paths that competition would take us down is to have multi-utilities.

Keith Boyd:
How will meters be operated in the future?

Margaret Doak:
For the mass market meter reading. Again if you have a utility that has telecoms you

would have dial up.

Keith Boyd:
What about mains-borne technology?

Margaret Doak :

It does not seem to very popular in the USA. In mains-bome the electricity utility is

using its own cables but there has been problems of transmission because of noise and
the message is distorted.

Keith Boyd:

How would you see the communications developing?
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Margaret Doak:
Given large proportion of the population going along telephone lines I would go for
that as the major medium. The problem is standards. The limitation of the power line
carrier is that you are limited to your own distribution business. If you want to pick up

customers willy nilly, you have got a further expense. Howard Stark Associates

developed a radio transmitter but I have not heard anything more about it.

Keith Boyd:
How do you see the meter reading maintenance market developing?

Margaret Doak:
Yes it is going to be compartmentalised in the future. I think it is only held for the
distribution business until 2001 and I think it will just be a question of price. When you
see adverts for meter readers the salaries are not very high. Maybe they will find that

people may want to work for these lower wages. But then again some specialist meter

reading company can do it cheaper why not let them do it. The opportunity is there for
them but there is no reason why multi-utilities cannot create companies for the separate

utility businesses.

Keith Boyd:
These new companies will no longer be utilities supplying core services but will be

companies specialising in data transmission?

Margaret Doak:
Yes then there could be a tie up with other services. But again it is a long way down the
road.

Keith Boyd:
How is information technology and deregulation interconnected in the electricity

industry?
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Margaret Doak:

Deregulation could not happen without information technology.

Keith Boyd:
Which determines what?

Margaret Doak:
I do not think it would have been even considered without the development of
information technology.

Keith Boyd:
Is the process driven by technology?

Margaret Doak:
It seems a sweeping statement, but you can imagine the systems coping without
information technology. You cannot imagine any competition without the IT systems

that we have. And look at the one that is being developed as wee speak for 1998, so
that people can pay for their electricity. So if it was not there it just would not happen.
But it may be a bit of a circular process.

Keith Boyd:
What role has electronic metering played in this?

Margaret Doak:
I don't see it as important now that the regulator has decided on profding.

Keith Boyd:
Could you see the regulator or another government body installing electronic metering
not on market grounds?

Margaret Doak:
No. The reason for the large customers being placed half-hourly metering is that they
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were less easy to predict than small customers. It will not happen unless small
customers see that there is a need. Granted home computing is growing but there is a

long way to go. There are some people, because of privacy and regulatory problems, do
not want an Internet connection.

Keith Boyd:
What about information technology?

Margaret Doak:
There is a demand for goods. I don't see that information technology can influence

trading. The trend is towards bigger utilities so there will not be as many in the market.

Keith Boyd:
And separate specialised companies i.e. horizontal integration?

Margaret Doak:

There may be horizontal integration but I am sure that the multi-utilities will have an

interest in these companies as well. But things may change again if a new regulator
comes along.
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Interview No: 09

Name: Amatsia Kashti

Company: Olive Domestic Metering Ltd
Date: September - October 1997
Medium Used: Letter

Metering services in the future will be carried out by organisations who will trade with
the readings as a commodity rather than provide a service to the utility as is the case

now. The reason for it is that the value of the data as a management tool outweighs the

price of a unit of utility service (even the expansive utilities, such as gas) by at least
threefold.

The problems facing utility managers are of two types: coping with the implications of

deregulation; and adjusting pre-historic technical dinosaurs to the new millennium. In
both cases the concerns are immediate and the implication of decisions are usually felt
at the next quarter (with the accompanying tribulations as to the share's reaction).

More long-term decisions are usually dictated by the regulators whose job includes (as

you may have gathered) to see further a field. Meter reading collection is compared at

the moment by many at the utilities as the cash register's function. It is there mainly, if
not solely, to inform the utility of the flow of cash. All other uses of the information is
not only neglected but ignored. Uses such as long-term resource planning, real-time on¬

line peak production, customer targeting and data-bases trading are considered beyond
the scope of the utility's functions not only today but in the foreseeable future (I know
as I asked many of them in various conferences). Moreover, the investment in terms of
hardware and human resources appears to many in the utility world as difficult to

justify to the regulator.

You could often hear, when discussing it with utility personnel, that technology

existing to date does not allow the instantaneous readings and processing of domestic
meters. Even if it were true (and the Internet can be a proof can be a proof that is not),
the number of technical solutions for this problems is infinitesimal!
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In short, rather than use sub-contractors (or out-sourcing firms) for meter-reading, in
the future specialised firms will sell the meter readings to the utilities just as they will
sell it to other firms or any other customer. So these firms will be related to the utilities
in pure commercial ties (rather than being part of the industry) a new statutory ethical
framework will be required to cover area which the Data protection Act (1984) could
not have foreseen.
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Interview No: 10

Name: PeterWalker

Company: Oftel
Date: September - October 1997
Medium Used: Letter

As the regulator of telecommunications markets, it would not be appropriate for us to
comment directly on the commercial prospects for market developments such as this,
nor to disclose information that may have been provided to us in confidence.

As you will be aware, metering telephony is carried out centrally on telephone

exchanges and not at the home. It is a highly automated process. The metering data is
collected via electronic data collectors from the telephone exchanges and in turn

transferred electronically to the billing systems. As such, it is fundamentally different
to the power and water utilities.

Concerning the use of telemetry for automated utility meter reading, we have been
involved with the launch of BT's MeterLink telemetry service. BT now proposes to

withdraw this service due to their perceived lack of commercial demand for the system

at present and in the immediate future. The MeterLink service was designed to enable
remote polling of meters in the home from a central system. The service utilised a "no

ring call" facility to enable the meters to be read without causing the telephone to ring
or disturbing any outbound call.

We are asking BT to retain the basic no ring call facility so that it could be used by
other organisations such as independent service providers or utility companies. At the
time BT launched the MeterLink service, we also had concerns about the need to

provide the 'no ring call' element of the service as a separate unbundled component and
I attach by Oftel in November 1995 regarding this.

We are aware that BT's MeterLink system is not the only way to provide automated
meter reading. Radio data systems are understood to be available and there has been
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talk of using power line technology too. We remain neutral about which system should
be used, if at all, though have a preference for the use of open standards for any such

systems, to enable maximum competition in the supply of services.

We are also aware that regulatory policies of Offer, Ofgas and Ofwat are likely to

impact the demand for automated meter reading services.

If you wish to get more information on the BT MeterLink service I would suggest you

contact BT. Also to gain information on telecommunications metering systems you

should contact the Public Telecommunications Operators.
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Interview No: 11

Name: Chris Blunden

Company: Vodafone
Date: September - October 1997
Medium Used: Letter

Paknet's radio network has transformed the way in which utility companies
communicate with remote meters and control equipment. It has overcome many of the
drawbacks of using telephone lines and private radio systems have brought telemetry
into the digital age.

Utility companies today are increasingly demanding and competitive markets.

Improving customer service while reducing costs is essential to success and many

companies are seeking to improve the reliability and cost-effectiveness of data
communications, whether metering telecontrol or general telemetry.

Deregulation and competition in the sector has driven the need to adapt or fit meters
which are able to record frequent measurements of customer energy usage. This data
must be remotely retrieved by the utility company or collector once or more per day.
Successful data collection requires a reliable communications network, which is both
resilient and cost effective and can also be used regardless of the location of the meter.

Paknet's wide-area communications service fulfils these criteria by replacing traditional
communications methods such as private radio systems and telephone lines with a

public radio data network.

The flexibility of radio communications makes installation simple, be it at a rural
industrial site or in the heart of the city centre. It removes the need to route telephone
lines to remote equipment, and together with very competitive charges, can mean

substantial savings in communications costs.

'Radi-pads' are used to connect meters and control equipment to the Paknet network.
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These devices transmit data via Packet's core X25 network to the data collector's host

system. Radio-pads are small, so they can easily be integrated into most meters, loggers
and other fixed or portable equipment.

The Paknet network is widely available and covers 93% of the UK population. The
diverse routing, layered resilience and shared links mean the customer data is carried
with the exceptional levels of integrity and efficiency not achievable with privately

operated systems. Paknet offers a fully managed service and can supply and manage

the leased lines and terminating equipment which connect host computer systems to the
network. Once connected, these hosts may exchange settlement and administration data
with other hosts on the network. In addition, the powerful 'Data Broadcast' facility
allows a host to update all remote equipment simultaneously.

Gas, Water and Electricity Metering

Paknet is the leading supplier of communications for the metering market. Radio-Pads
are installed together with each meter and typically twenty-four hours worth of

readings are collected from each meter overnight. Paknet is now used by every

Regional Electricity Company in the UK, and similar requirements in Gas and Water

metering are fast emerging.

Telecontrol

Many regional Electricity Companies use Paknet for Rural Automation projects to

monitor alarms and status information and to control 1 lkV switchgear.

General Telemetry

Paknet has been chosen as an ideal communications technology for scanned or

exception reporting outstation equipment. One of the many telemetry applications is
the two-way monitoring and control by Trinity House of unmanned lighthouses all
around the coast ofBritain.
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Traffic Projects

Paknet is at the heart of the Trafficmaster traffic information system which incorporates
around 2000 Radio-Pads located on motorway bridges around the country. The battery

powered bridge equipment transmits traffic speed data over the network to the
Trafficmaster control centre, where it is then re-broadcast over the Vodapage paging
network to dashboard mounted display units.

Paknet, supplying the demand for remote meter reading

There's no doubt that the Electricity Company today is faced with an increasingly

demanding and competitive environment. This drives the need to improve its services,
while keeping a watchful eye on costs, an essential part of any operation.

With the country's regional Electricity Companies now facing the deadline for the next

installation for mandatory metering, the need for a fast, efficient and cost effective
solution has taken an increased sense of urgency.

It will come as no surprise to converts that Paknet is now used by every Regional

Electricity Company in the UK and is now the leading supplier of communications for
the metering market. But what is the secret behind Paknet's rising success?

The answer lies in MeterManage, Paknet's data communications service which is
tailored specifically for the needs of the remote meter reading and telemetry

applications.

MeterManage, the result of close liaison between Paknet and its customers, provides a

comprehensive range of competitive tariffs and management tools, and yet has inbuilt

flexibility to meet individual customer needs. Extensive training and account

management form an integral part of the service, supporting customers from

preplanning of installations right through to call analysis. This partnership approach
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coupled with the unique advantages of radio signalling offers significant benefits and

savings compared to modems on the telephone network.

When telephone lines are used, firstly the line has to be ordered, and secondly,
sometime later, the line has to be physically installed. Finally, the REC engineer has to
visit the site to ensure that the fixed line is in the right place for the meter! Every stage

invites problems and possible delays.

But with Paknet, the REC engineer can install and commission the communications

together with the meter in a short single visit, without any third party involvement.

Andrew Monks, the Meter Operations Manager for Southern Electric, adds fuel to the

argument for Paknet. "Southern Electric uses Paknet for remote data collection for
meters for our large customers. With Paknet we can provide a 'One Stop' service for our
customers and are able to install and commission metering equipment in one visit,
which is fully under our control".

With more electricity meters now using Paknet than any other network, it's further

proof that when it comes to a fast, cost effective metering service, telephone lines are

not a patch on Paknet
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Interview No: 12

Name: Alan Curran

Company: Ofgas
Date: 3rd November 1997

Medium Used: Tape

Keith Boyd:
What are the continuities and difference between gas and the other utilities when it
comes to regulation?

Alan Curran:

I think Ofgas has considerable success in introducing competition and in fact in
Scotland since the 1 st November domestic consumers are able to choose their supplier
from other suppliers. Now this is a considerable achievement. There is a structural issue
there, if you look at electricity you have the Gencos and then the RECs and the RECs

have the wires and then there is the supply business and it is the supply business which
is the valuable bit to them. In the gas industry unbundling has happened to a far greater
extent. By unbundling, I mean that the old British Gas has been involved in producing
the gas to supplying it into people's homes. That has now been split up into a number of
functions. Production at one end that is the exploration and production companies, then
there is the means of distribution, which belongs to TransCo, that is the natural

monopoly or the core business. Then there is the supply business called Centrica,
which has been carved out from the old British Gas. Now by separating those up you

are able to introduce competition. There has always been competition in production and
there is a review underway on the pool mechanism because there is a lot of grumbling
about it not working well. But on the gas side competition has always been pretty good.
You have the oil majors competing with each other in the North Sea. TransCo is the
means of getting the gas to the consumer, and that continues to be regulated under a
RPI-X formula. It is in the supply end where things are happening. If you take domestic

supply you have fifteen or sixteen supply companies and they are competing by which

they can buy the gas, pay TransCo to ship it and the final price can be charged to the
consumer. So there is a lot happening there and of course electricity competition is not
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yet with us until spring of next year. This upsets British Gas because it says the RECs
can take our customers but we cannot take electricity customers. So we are seeing the
creation of the multi-utility companies. Now in creating this competition a central
element has been the Network Code that is the contractual procedures by which

shippers put gas into and take gas out of the gas system are bound by rules. It is a

legally binding procedure. Technology wise the key enabler is IT and IT systems, as

customers come and go, some suppliers will win customers while others will loose
customers the ability of IT to track that becomes paramount. Closing meter reads and

opening meter reads on the same day assumes centre stage. Previously this was not a

big issue but as customers begin to change suppliers this becomes pretty critical to its
success. The network code is an enormous set of computer programmes and without
the technology this simply could not happen. It is dependent on changes of shippers

taking gas in and out, on temperature where there is a seasonal and hourly dependency.
When I said demand management, I think back fifteen years when I was involved in
remote meter reading experiments, and at the time and there were experiments in the

electricity industry with mains-bome and I think SEEBOARD were using a system

with telephone wires, various ways in which the consumer could deal with the supplier
of electricity. The electricity industry at that time was taking a great deal of interest
because of the load management possibilities by way of a two way system. So for

example you could offer a customer a tariff which could change by the hour and

electricity companies could profile the load. Gas has never had that same issue because
a lot of the gas for the next 24 hours is stored in the pipeline system itself, called line

pack. So load management was never a pressing issue for gas companies. But this was

fifteen years ago prior to the new structure of the gas industry. I think that now there is
a good deal of interest in remote reading in reducing costs and that is where the primary
thrust is happening. There is a nation wide company called AccuRead and electricity

companies are not only interested in reading the electricity meters but also the gas

meters. You are taking out costs, one visit two meters. The concepts of the multi-
utilities is an example of this, e.g. Hyder and United Utilities are two that come to

mind. I sense one of the concerns of the gas regulator are the RECs offering gas and

many are offering reduced electricity bills if you take gas from them. So you have a

risk of creating a duopoly where you had a separate monopoly for a gas company and a
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regional electricity company. If you shake the system about it fragments in so many

ways and when it settles there is some coalescing together. I guess if you are an Ed
Wallis at Powergen you see the future as six integrated companies he is still in battle
with Margaret Beckett that he would like to acquire a REC. It happens in Scotland and
not in England but it is economies of scale which are driving the process.

Keith Boyd:
Is it possible for a spot market to develop in gas?

Alan Curran:

I don't think it is immediately obvious. But I think there is a possibility for a spot

market and of course there has been an active one (spot market) in North America for

many years, but in North America the sources of supply are different. They are more

numerous on land, and they tend to be pure gas fields unlike what is found in the North
Sea (which are often gas, condensates and oil together). In the North Sea the take off is
restricted by the oil extraction, so you cannot manipulate the swing (load factor) as

easily. In the UK there has always been a distinction in contracts between base load

contracts, peak shaving and ones in between, in terms of matching supply with
demand. One way in which a UK spot market could develop however is through the
rules of the Network Code. There are significant financial penalties if a shipper fails to

deliver gas into the system when the shipper said it would, on a 24 hour basis. The spot

market will be there in putting producers in touch with suppliers on an instant basis. So
if a shipper has seriously underestimated its demand, instead of defaulting in its

obligations in the Network Code it can then go to a producer, and at a price, obtain gas.

So a spot market is developing and there are parts of the network code, which can give

way to a spot market like I have just described.

Keith Boyd:
So there is not going to be a formal market like in electricity?

Alan Curran:

No not a pool, but the pool is again under the microscope. But the pool is a kind of
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need to create a competitive market. In gas it is developing in a more natural way. It is

getting beyond the Network Code, which has put the players on the field and it is

getting to a more sophisticated stage between the buyers and sellers.

Keith Boyd:
There is a technology push type argument where large monopolies have the funding
and organisation to develop technology what is your opinion of that?

Alan Curran:

Yes that can be dangerous.

Keith Boyd:
Can you explain that?

Alan Curran:

Well there are some customers that are on prepayment meters at the moment. People on

prepayment meters are not just people who, can't pay won't pay. Some customers like
the reassurance of that type of payment. In other words they can structure their

payments in small amounts. Whether you are doing that electronically where you can

drip money into a meter or whether you feed coins into a slot it is much the same.

Technology can deliver, but one of the difficulties under the competitive market where
subsidies are take away which previously existed under the monopoly supplier British
Gas you see some of the costs more starkly. And one of the costs is that servicing these

prepayment meters both in hardware and administratively are more expensive to serve

than a direct debit customer. Now there is an issue here which the gas consumers

council are talking about. Ofgas argue that everyone has benefited from the fall in gas

prices but in a competitive world it is the larger customer who is paying by direct debit
is paying more than the small customers with a prepayment meter. What I am saying

here, is the monopoly could push the technology and I would question whether that is

right. We have one particular legacy called the Quantum system; it's a high technology

way of paying for gas on a prepayment basis. It was put into place by BG in its

previous all-seeing all-knowing form. The utility can reset tariffs and the customer can
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extend credit using this technology. Under the old system the monopoly could push the

technology and this approach has been questioned in the new deregulated market. It
was a wonderful system; the type of system that British Gas would go for when they
had all of the market, but this type of system is not particularly appropriate in a

competitive market. It is a two way system using smart cards. One of the problems is
that Quantum is expensive, very very expensive. Too expensive to justify further

development. What we are looking for just now is not technology push, but market
need. What we have at the moment is that Quantum as a very expensive blocker and
what we would like to see is all the new suppliers coming out with their own

innovative solutions to these problems. So the quantum system is a prepayment system

with a bolt on card meter with a charging point which is connected to the central

quantum computer which processes the information and recharges the card. What

prepayment tries to do is that it is pay as you go. And not only restricted to the poorest

members of our community but by some customers who prefer it, they can dribble

money into the machine and they feel comfortable. So some elderly people may prefer
it. British Gas in its previous integrated form deemed that this was the solution to

prepayment, when customers such as Marks & Spencer was classified as pensioners.
But what you found was that the large user subsidised the small user. In the

competitive market the cross subsidies are being taken out Clearly the small consumer
would not get a look in they would not be supplied. The quantum is very high tech and

very expensive and not necessarily the best way of meeting 18 million customers. So
we would like to see a system which is more market led.

Keith Boyd:
Could the development of the infrastructure in the 1970s particularly the conversion
from town to natural gas be developed in a competitive environment?

Alan Curran:

That is an interesting one, probably not. I think my old chairman Dennis Rook was the

right man for the right time. But clearly he was not the right man for a competitive gas

market. But that is true for many companies who go through take-overs and changes of
stile. The structure and people which has made a success of the company in one era is
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no longer the structure or people which make it a success in the next era. It's a fact of
life and of course there are cycles in all of this...The gas industry in the UK started in

private hands and then came together when the British Gas Corporation was set up as a

national objective, to harness natural gas for the benefit of the country. Now I think that
was absolutely the right way to do it. It was centrally planned and directed and has

indisputably created a network which has benefited the country immensely. But I think
the system evolves, the pipeline system is there, it has stood us in good stead, but
access of it is now being opened up to let others use it with a payment of a fee to

TransCo. The regulator takes the view that when competition is eventually established
in the market then the regulatory job withers away. However there will always continue
to be a need for regulation in the continuing of the natural monopoly part. If you look at
other areas that TransCo are responsible for apart from pipes, metering is their other

responsibilities. They undertake metering installation and supply on the behalf of all

suppliers. The intention is to unbundle that from TransCo. It is not a natural core

monopoly type business and it is believed that there will be benefits by taking that

function from TransCo and making it competitive.

Keith Boyd:

Twenty thirty years ago a different regulatory system may have been recommended.
Do you see any merit technology development should be taken into account?

Alan Curran:

I think there certainly has to be. Many of the Eastern European countries privatisation
is braking out, some more determined than others. I think that it depends on the politics
of the situation privatisation would not have happened without the political will for it to
do so. Politics is very alive to things like unemployment. For example India, which I

know reasonably well have a significant role in maintaining employment. With that
said many governments see that private capital is required to assist in the development
of infrastructure projects. If you are freeing that up then that frees government up to

tackle some of the other issues such as hospitals and schools etc. And since energy is

pretty fundamental it is good indicator at which countries are in terms of there
evolution. A lot of the RECs and certainly Powergen and National Power are in the
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business of hunting for business overseas in independent power projects.

Keith Boyd:
Is it right for one country and not for another, I'm thinking of France here?

Alan Curran:

Yes well it is political will. The liberalisation directive has gone back and forward and
the French are in the front line of resisting this.

Keith Boyd:
Is it just a British form of regulation but do natural resources and other geopolitical
factors come into account. What would happen if the boot was on the other foot?

Alan Curran:

I Well, I think it is just a French form of central planning. I'm probably making this too

simplistic, but in my contacts with Gaz de France it seems similar to what British Gas
was twenty years ago, there is over manning, complacency, and lack of efficiency. It
strikes me that what seems to be happening in France is a resistance at a very high level
in the central planning system and the Government machine that they are not going to

open their doors to this (Third Party Access). They will justify this with arguments of
national security and lack of indigenous resources. They will pay a price though, and I
think the revolt over inflexible markets is just the beginning. In Germany the steel users
have been complaining of the cost of their energy. Britain leads the way with gas

prices, we have the lowest gas prices in the world, ahead of even North America. Now
some of that is down to competition and the opening of the UK gas market. That is of
enormous competitive benefit for British industry. I think that is where pressure will

ultimately come to bear, it is certainly, happening in Germany and will happen in
France. Companies like Air France are in the third division compared with British

Airways and are costing the French taxpayer a great deal of money. This is not

technology, it is political will to open up markets. Just as a number of years ago it was
not the market, which regulated the gas industry, it was the Treasury which set gas

prices according to the Government needs.
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Keith Boyd:
The French chose nuclear technology in the seventies and this technological decision
still dictated policy. So technology must play a role?

Alan Curran:

Yes, The exporting of technology is an example, there is potentially a lot business to be
made and the French are not going to drop their guard on this.

Keith Boyd:
Do you see a change from vertically to horizontally integrated industries?

Alan Curran:

What you are seeing is regulatory pressure on efficiency coming to bear, and this has
caused the gas industry to come up with structural innovations. They are looking at the
costs closely, which has meant a move to the out-sourcing of activities. Subcontractors
can do the work at a lower cost than the utilities themselves. They have had to look

critically at their operations and what is happening is what has occurred in the oil

industry for a number of years, where they are leaner utilities clustered around by
service companies. The situation where one company would read both the gas and

electricity meter could not have happened in the old days. Now as the utility players are

being broken down into smaller units, horizontal integration is a distinct possibility.
Alliances will take place in which companies may well read gas and electricity at the
same time, and maybe even water. The examples are Hyder (Welsh Water and South
Wales Electricity), United Utilities (North West Water and Norweb) and ScottishPower
but I'm sure there will be other examples coming down the line.

Keith Boyd:
It seems that the meter operator business has more to do with IT businesses rather than
utilities?

Alan Curran:

The meter is effectively a cash register. You want meters read and bills sent out as
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efficiently as possible. The Americans use a lot of van read systems, where the van

reads them down the street. There is obviously an incentive and as the meter reading
market develops, the prices will drop in this area.

Keith Boyd:
What about the supply business, there seems to be more in common with financial
services.

Alan Curran:

People who have a background in financial service type companies are being appointed

by Centrica. This causes a problem for the regulator because the people who are

running these companies have a red-blooded commercial approach. Gas supply is a

financial services operation, and to emphasise this Centrica have produced the Goldfish

card, which a loyalty card and a credit card at the same time.

Keith Boyd:
One way that the development may occur is the tagging on of metering to other IT

services, which may overcome the cost inhibitor?

Alan Curran:

This is reducing the cost of meters by adding other facilities. I think with electricity a

number of years ago there was keen experimenting which was aimed at a number of
tariffs and switching of different appliances. I do not see that happening in gas, because
the 24 hour cycle the gas is packed in the pipes so there is not such a same sensitivity to
the timescales as in electricity. So there is a lag for, gas and electricity is instantaneous.

Keith Boyd:
Could the whole idea of intelligent metering be swept up in the information revolution?
For example no one remarks on the development of digital telecoms metering because
it is part of a bigger phenomenon.
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Alan Curran:

Yes, it is not difficult for any meter to be linked with your home or an IT system all of
that is possible. I'm struggling a bit, certainly people will come from other areas but
meters are flat unexciting things compared to the Microsoft products. Without British
Gas it is unlikely that gas would have an electronic gas meter. That development
started in gas 10 or 12 years ago and the UK has a lead in that technology throughout
the world. Electronic metering is here in gas and this would not have happened in a

competitive market. Of course the quantum system is another example.

Keith Boyd:
The irony is that if this technology was universal it would aid competition yet

competition inhibits the development?

Alan Curran:

1 think the metering side is overdue for some innovative solutions, and I think it will be
a 'big player' who will make an impact e.g. Siemens or Schlumberger. Metering has
been a secondary matter certainly from the gas perspective. In the past it has been
dominated by British Gas and a few large metering companies, who did not compete

but relied on British Gas for its annual order. That is not a recipe for innovation or new

solutions, that made things very static.

Keith Boyd:
You may need a combination of both markets and hierarchies?

Alan Curran:

Yes I think we are creating this competitive market in metering and sense the

opportunity.
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Interview No: 13

Name: John Cooper

Company: Offer
Date: 4th November 1997

Medium Used: Tape

Keith Boyd:
How do you feel that information technology has affected the deregulation process in
the UK?

John Cooper:
I think the relationship between the regulator and the industry has not been influenced

by information technology. I think that because of the way that it was set up and how it

works. Obviously information technology is used within Offer and the industry but it
has not played a great part in regulation today.

Keith Boyd:

Would deregulation have been able to take place without the development of
information technology?

John Cooper:

Electricity was to be traded on a half-hourly basis and in 1990 over 1MW customers

were able to seek a competitive supply and there were about 5000 of those. The

requirement was they would have to have their metering read on a daily basis, which
was 48 meter readings a day which had to be taken away and used on dedicated

telephone lines to a pooling and settlement system. A company was set up to deal with
this data. So it was about 5000 and the technology was existing technology, you

required a modem etc. and there was the need for IT systems. At the start of Offer it
was envisioned by the regulator that metering would play a very important part of the
entire market and the intention at that time was that every customer would have half-

hourly metering as the franchised opened. It was always going to be a difficulty for 25
million plus customers you are really looking at ten year programme. It became clear
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that it was not practical for everyone to have metering by 1998 even although you

started from the 1990. So the market evolved in 1994 to embrace all +100kW

customers. There was about 55,000 of those using the same technology. A different

type of meter, perhaps a more compact, so the costs could be reduced from 1990 and

using a dedicated telephone line. But this was clearly not going to be an option for
below lOOkW. Not just the metering side but also the dedicated telephone lines were

going to be of too high a cost for all customers. So if there was going to be a global

metering solution a cheap means of communication would need to be installed. Clearly
the time frame was too short and the costs too high. They have now gone for a non

half-hourly metering solution using profiles.

Keith Boyd:
So the metering used for the + lOOkW market was nothing new?

John Cooper:
It was the next generation of metering there was separate metering for import and

export and reactive power in Code 3 metering, they had put that together for Code 5

metering.

Keith Boyd:
Was this metering electronic?

John Cooper:
Yes all Code 5 metering is electronic and all the 1990 metering will be replaced with
electronic metering in,the very near future.

Keith Boyd:
Do you see any disadvantage of opting for profiles in 1998?

John Cooper:
Profiles are definitely a compromise and a pretty poor compromise because it is not an
ideal way to settle. There will be only two profiles for domestic customers, one for
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Economy 7 and one for standard domestic. The ones on unrestricted tariffs have
different profiles. Some people go to work each day so they have two peaks, while
some may stay at home each day and have completely different profiles. How can a

supplier gain an edge on his competitors unless he knows exactly what he is paying for
what he is using? There are fears that suppliers can use such profiles to 'cherry pick'. I
don't believe that this is the case. I am almost certain that metering will be required. It

may not need to be required on a daily basis and a profile calculated. So you do not

have to go to the two extremes, I think you can have a hybrid system.

Keith Boyd:
What sort ofmetering do you require for that?

John Cooper:

Well, there is a Code 6 meter for below 100 kW and this could be used for domestic

customers. I think we have to talk about costs. For domestic customers a single phase
unrestricted meter is about £20, and the average bill is around £200 to £300 a year. We

are not talking of a lot of money here. A 10% saving could be lost in a metering

system. That is the first problem we have is cost. But I think the Code 6 meter which
records half-hourly consumptions and does store up to a year's worth of readings in

memory. That will become affordable, £25-£30, that will be the figure it will come
down to with volume. The next problem is collecting the data. If you are going to have
this data for a year how do you collect this. BT set up this no ring facility and used the

existing telephone lines without interfering with incoming or outgoing telephone calls.

Fairly recently they wanted to dump it because there was not enough take up. There
was an outcry from the industry who said that they did not have enough time to test it. I
wrote to them, along with other interested parties and Oftel have said that they have to

retain the service for some time longer. What BT said to me is that they would keep it

going but they would find an alternative non ring technology which is not too

expensive. So there is still a problem the meter may not be near a telephone point and
the cost of putting in a wire to the telephone could kill the technology. There are radio
communications between the telephone point which may be adopted to reduce the
costs. Remote meter reading is not new. I was involved in mains signalling in 1981 and
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I think it was going for a number of years before that. So it has been tried and tested in
Milton Keynes in 1984 and 1985 and there are new schemes up and running now. It is

power line carrier that they call it now is not new but it is expensive. It is not just the
meter but also the infrastructure that goes along with it that requires to be considered.
So it has always come down to the fact that for meter reading alone it is very difficult
to cost justify this process. That is why unless we get joint utility metering it is difficult
to see that going forward. And it looks like that will come since we already have joint
utilities who are interested in these things. Last time I heard in water they wanted all
households to have metering by 2015, which is quite a long way off. But for gas and

electricity it is clearly viable and that will reduce the cost. The other thing which is very
difficult to put a cost value to it. If you have a communications you can provide value
added services, but nobody can put a cost benefit on to that, that I have seen. Certainly
where communications has been in place for a long time they are very reluctant to let it

go. If you ask the man in the street now he is not worried about getting better metering
or communications just now. The same was for PCs a few years ago. But when people

get use to the technology they are very loathe to let it go. They are interested in the
units they use and what appliances use. They get used to it and it is difficult to put a

value to it. So we are really struggling to get this thing affordable and communications
links established. But once these are established, I think that customers will want to

move away from profiles to meter readings.

Keith Boyd:

Is there an argument for large monopolies to have the financial resources and skills to

develop such a technology?

John Cooper:
If take Power line carrier in Midlands Electricity Board Region. If you are wanting to

supply this area you will not have any infrastructure to read meters you would have to

employ Midlands or other companies such as AccuRead. Or you may which to have a

third party operator using technology. I doubt very much a company coming to this
area would find it affordable to install metering and communications for your

customers. You need to get it back to your customers in the first place, so it is very
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difficult to see how a company can do this. So the only companies who can afford to

put in communications in the area are incumbent companies. So that is why we are

keen to see different forms of communications maybe there are other people such as

cable TV. So from that point of view, yes you need a large organisation with large
resources in the area. What ever way you do it a code 6 meter could be read by a hand
held device.

Keith Boyd:
There is the dilemma on how the Pool works?

John Cooper:
I think there is an issue of how the Pool works and they require data on a daily basis.
And many people have suggested different systems, and the pool is under review at the
moment. But the metering system is dependent on the trading system in operation and
at the moment that is the pool. When it was devised there were time constrains when it
was developed. So I think the pool may be over complicated for the domestic market.

Keith Boyd:
Could the infrastructure be developed in a competitive environment?

John Cooper:
Well you have to go back before 1947. We had a mish-mash of private companies and

municipalities and power stations. With nationalisation there was a coming together of
these separate functions. There were two needs the rationalisation after the war and
centralised power stations, big was beautiful. I started with Yorkshire Electricity in
1951 and the largest set was 45 MW and now the biggest sets are 600 MW but now it
is changing back to smaller sets with localised CHP system. It is difficult for us

because we do not want to create monopolies but it is difficult to see the development
of metering technology with a large number of suppliers. The only people who can

afford it were the monopolies.
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Keith Boyd:
Would you say that technology enabled deregulation?

John Cooper:
No not really, only there was the use of technology in the process.

Keith Boyd:
So it really has been economically driven?

John Cooper:
Yes.

Keith Boyd:
Where does metering technology fit into demand side measures?

John Cooper:

Well, again I think profiles have not helped here. We will deal with domestic customers
because I think commercial and industrial are very astute about energy management. In
the domestic market I have always thought that there is scope for a supplier to offer a
tariff to manage his convenience as well as his load so that he could take advantage of
low pool prices. One example of that is that 80% of homes have got immersion heaters
fitted but only 50% use them. And if you look around you will see gas central heating

systems use gas to heat water during the summer because gas is perceived to be

cheaper than electricity. You could see a supplier switching this appliance on and off
when they want when the price of electricity is cheap if it was going to be worth his

while. But it is not going to be worth his while if he is on a fixed profile, because what
ever he does to his customers' load it is not going to be reflected in the final price. So
unless suppliers feel themselves that it is worth while to install appropriate metering to

develop more sophisticated tariffs. There has been a lot of discussion which has got

nowhere. But I thought that it may have come from the suppliers and customers rather
than deregulation.
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Keith Boyd:

But it may come?

John Cooper:
Yes in the short term I think there will be little change, but by 2000 for example when

suppliers find their feet they will begin to offer better deals.

Keith Boyd:
Do you see the electricity industry changing from a vertically integrated electricity

industry to a series of horizontally integrated service companies, one ofwhich is meter

operation?

John Cooper:
I think that we are very keen to see competition in electricity metering. The Director
General in 1992 enabled any customer to own their own meter to facilitate competition
in meter operation for half-hourly metering. Clearly also from a regulatory point of
view the companies have had to divide its businesses. Distribution will always be price
controlled and there is presently a price control on supply. But price control on supply
will eventually be hopefully replaced with competition. So there are separated

regulated businesses in each REC offering metering services. But they clearly have got

a monopoly at the moment. What was disappointing to me was that meter

manufacturers have talked and are still talking of offering a complete package for

installing meters and reading meters. Manufacturers are in a dilemma because they are

tied in to their own make of meters for installation purposes. I would like to see

companies offering such services. It is possible that UKDCS may be interested when
the franchise breaks in 1998. With regards to data collectors for the pool it was

envisaged that there would be many data collectors of course you found that there were

overlaps in certain areas and holes in other where nobody was covering. In the end as

time was running out only two companies offered to cover the whole area. So I am still

hopeful that new players will come in and offer a complete metering service other than
the RECs.
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Keith Boyd:
Who would you like to come in, what about information technology companies?

John Cooper:
You have to involve these companies. But perhaps not by themselves. In

communications they may have the skills but they will need to be combined with other
activities. So I do not think that IT companies on their own will be interested. I was

talking to AccuRead to see if they were always going to rely on men on bikes. They
seem now to be loosing customers. Essentially they started off with all British Gas
customers and now there are the REC metering companies are offering their services.
AccuRead are annoyed because the RECs have the franchise for half-hourly meter

reads but that was done for another reason. Stephen Littlechild felt if the local RECs
were not given the responsibility for reading meters no one would be responsible for

reading the meters so that is why it was given another two years grace. People like
AccuRead are not really seriously considering IT.

Keith Boyd:
Northern and Nortel with the development of IT services is what I was thinking about.

John Cooper:
The other thing is the security of the data.

Keith Boyd:
This is an area which I have never really considered.

John Cooper:
There are two things. First of all you have got to be very careful of the data concerning
the data protection registrar, you can get a lot of information from people. Also a

supplier will not want another supplier the nature of the customers load. UKDCS
collect the secure data and supply it to the individuals who need to know. Even a

telephone link has to be secure. You probably know that 30% of domestic customers

have prepayment devices. One of the benefits of a communications device is that there
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can be easier credit payment to be made to these meters. It could have benefits for
customers when leaving homes the supply could be remotely switched off and on.

Other information about the security of supply, for example you can test for voltage
feedback to test if a customer is off supply. When you talk about the communications
mechanisms with metering you are giving benefits to many people, the customers, the

supplier, the distribution business and also see more clearly the load implications of
their network, where they have got to reinforce etc. The question is how much are they

willing to pay for that benefit. It is very difficult to cost benefit these issues.

Keith Boyd:
Is the method ofmeter reading in the future going to be a combination of technologies?

John Cooper:

If you use PLC you have got to use the RECs distribution business. So in a way if you
take a REC who is going to decide what PLC system you are going to use. If a
manufacture is going to use a system that is not compatible with the RECs PLC system

how can this blockage be overcome. Someone has got to decide on a standard which is
in the hands of the local REC. There is no problem about RECs using a PLC system so

long as the customer has a choice.

Keith Boyd:
What sort of payment systems can be developed?

John Cooper:
The only difference between a token and credit meter is how long a company is willing
to extend credit. Electronic meters can give more information particularly on appliance

usage.
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Interview No: 14

Name: John Heathcock

Company: Schlumberger
Date: 4th November 1997

Medium Used: Tape

Keith Boyd:
How has metering technology influence the development of the electricity water and

gas industries?

John Heathcock:

Starting with electricity, because I see that as the most mature in metering devices and
the technology at the moment. Baring in mind in going back in history we go back into
the mid eighties which is certainly pre privatisation and the process that we would call

deregulation. As you go through the deregulation process obviously it plays a part.

Essentially if we look at two situations. One was the way that utilities used to view

technology, pre privatisation they were engineering led organisations then everything
that they did had a technological bias so it would be technologically more advanced
and supported. So when we went into electronic metering it was purely to say, right
what we were offering at the time was resistance to fraud, potentially longer life,

potentially lower cost and also added functionality. So if you look at those four

offerings, in the single phase side there was tremendous support from the utilities who
were prepared to pay a premium in the mid eighties for electronic products, because the
senior management wanted to support that technology as a way forward. There were a

number of situations developing; there were multi-rate tariffs, Economy 7 and the radio
teleswitch. You had the opportunity to replace coin operated meters with electronic

prepayment meters, you had tariffs generated by tariff departments, without a thought
on how they could be metered. Approval ratings are high because users experience

advantages in paying off their debt while remaining on supply. And all PPM consumers

have benefited from the real reduction of more than 20 per cent in electricity unit price
since privatisation. Certainly in the early eighties when we look at the seasonal time of

day tariffs that were being developed, the tariff department were out there launching
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tariffs, and the metering department were wondering how on earth can we meter these
and there was a combination of electromechanical, one rate or two rate meters with

maximum demand indicators with complex electromechanical timeswitches to give
them the tariff structures that they wanted. Not only was the metering installation very

complex but the reading and calculation processes were difficult. So certainly during
this period the tariffs were leading the metering. So the challenge to metering then was

to develop an integrated industrial and commercial meter which would enhance eight
rates and maximum demands and take different tariff structures and potentially more.

In the early nineties an integrated electronic meter for industrial and commercial

premises, gave them the ability to do more complex tariffs and it was at that point that
we started to run into the competitive arena and the Pool system requiring half-hourly

metering. So it was a fairly simple process of taking that particular product and adding
a half hour logging device. But what was interesting is you have got a specification for
a metering product now in terms of Code of Practice 5 which does all the complex
tariff calculations internally. They probably are not used for tariff calculation, most of
the tariff calculations are done through the downloading process where you take the

simple half-hourly data kW and kVra and you calculate the tariff structure from that
back at the base station. So we have got to a point where we have peaked in metering

technology. We have two or three types of functionality in there which data is not

needed at once so we have either the meter doing the calculation or we have the in-
station doing the calculation. So I think we have overcomplication but I think that this

may have had an influence on the ability to move to a half-hour structure because

although there were not integrated meters around from day one there were loggers to

take pulses. So really the metering technology probably developed further in integrated
memories and integrated logging and then potentially plug in modems. ....

Keith Boyd:
How has the decision to go for profiling affected the metering industry?

John Heathcock:

Well we spent a fair amount of time as an industry with the cost justification for half-

hourly metering. Recognising that ultimately the demand for half-hourly metering
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would be driven by cost and it is essentially the savings that the customer can make

against the half hour tariff. The problem has been what has not been understood is the
cost ofmetering and the different supply options that are available. Certainly for we as

meter manufacturers, it may be different for utilities, have had had no access and

although we have tried to talk to suppliers on the options they want to offer we have
never been able to link the two. They are very coy in terms of their positioning.

Keith Boyd:
It has been very disappointing because the original stance of the regulator in 1990 was

talking about competition in the domestic market in 1998. He saw the ability of

technology and metering to give customers the option of multi-rate tariffs

communicating to customers through a host of different means as the way to open the
market. As the eight years progressed although the solutions were developed and the

options were put in front of the industry there was the cost. The regulator wanted from

day one the market to be available to everyone. So in the middle of that period there
was talk of was it was not realistic decision to install metering. Then decisions were

delayed and they had to come to another option and that was when profiling came in.
Another disappointing thing is capping mandatory metering at 1 OOkW. Even now the

supply contracts that are now being offered to the high street multiples are profiling
contracts and I find it difficult to believe that they will be the most cost effective for an
end user. So it may be a nervousness on the part of suppliers in that you have to have

metering in when you have one of the contracts. So this is strange and the latest I hear
now is that there could be a slowdown of the installation of half-hourly metering into
the business sector when we had invested a lot in a Code of Practice 6 meter as well

and a new Code of Practice 5 I. felt certain that that sector would go. The figures of

200,000 or 300,000 meters were being bandied around.

Keith Boyd:
What do think will happen after profiling has bedded down a bit?

John Heathcock:

I think it is a question of timing and of immaturity of the competitive market. I think
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that it is as simple as that. We have gone through a period of virtual stagnation from
1990 until now. At one point when I saw the ground rules laid out for 1998,1 thought
that we could see some activity. But I think we have the year 2000 issue as well with
meter ownership in the area of meter operation and the area of data collection are all
areas of uncertainty and a barrier to getting this moving. So I think that one of the
reasons for myself shifting from electricity to water is because I see this continuing. A
continuation of a stagnation period which will mature.

Keith Boyd:
What about the prospects in water then?

John Heathcock:

As a vertically integrated public utility service, the water industry is faced with few
risks compared with many other industries. As a consequence, the average stock price
of water companies is generally not expected to outperform FT-SE significantly.

Efficiency improvements made since privatisation should produce steady profits for a

water company, but if the regulator has access to sufficient information to regulate that

company tightly, then persistent out-performance of FT-SE would not be expected. It
can therefore be concluded that the regulator's lack of perfect foresight has contributed
to the strong performance in water stocks. I am now going to talk about the single

phase market as it has developed since the eighties. Because this gets interesting when

you begin to look at water. If we look at the early eighties, we had launched the radio-
teleswitch. This was a devise which was never used as a radio teleswitch until the

nineties you saw no dynamic switching. You could argue that it was just a sophisticated
timeswitch still used with the conventional Economy 7 tariff. We launched electronic

meters, one rate and two rate meters and electronic prepayment meters. Certainly the

prepayment meters were a big hit with the industry. The modifications there were

driven by technology giving new options to the industry.

Keith Boyd:

Prepayment meters may have been due to the fact that the industry did not want to

disconnect customers so instead they were put on to prepayment meters.
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John Heathcock:

Well the technological argument is the comfort factor with the cash-less prepayment

meter. The prepayment meters were used to avoid disconnection but also to reduce

debt, one of the advantages of the electronic prepayment meter was to put a debt on to a

meter, recover that debt over a period of time as well as recovering from the customer

what they were using from that period of time. So to eliminate disconnections, reduce
the outstanding debt, reduce the fraud and the losses due to meters being broken into or

bypassed. I think it was technology which gave the industry confidence to put

prepayment meters in in substantial quantities. I think that that is very very significant
and if you put the focus on prepayment it is very high. An example of metering

technology taking the lead was the development of the two-element meter and
teleswitch that ScottishPower and Scottish Hydro utilised. This truly used teleswitching
as dynamic switching. It provided a 24 hour separately switched, separately metered

system all in one meter box. The radio teleswitch drove some of the innovative tariffs
in the late nineteen eighties which utilised the peak demand on their integrated supply
network. I think we are going through a period now when we are trying to be proactive
as meter manufactures, the industry is in such an area of uncertainty that it cannot

govern the next set of options that are available to it.

Keith Boyd:

What would have happened if the old monopolistic system had been maintained?

John Heathcock:

I think it would be very interesting. You would have had a substantial investment in
automatic meter reading. You would have more sites connected by telephone to read

remotely, particularly in commercial customers. You would have more and more sites
connected to radio transmitters in terms ofAMR certainly I remember in the tail end of
the old regime, the senior executives in the industry were driving those types of

technologies and were keen to push them into their businesses and saw that as good for
their image in the eyes of the regulator. Under a nationalised environment cost was not

important. They were looking for the best solution that they could afford and they
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could afford good solutions.

Keith Boyd:
So it would have been more technology driven?

John Heathcock:

Yes absolutely.

Keith Boyd:
Have you experience of the French side ofyour business?

John Heathcock:

Yes. I see the French market heading in the direction that we were in pre privatisation.
Still being driven by technology. Still investing in very sophisticated and complex

metering. So the French side of the business is doing very well just now. But if

privatisation and deregulation comes in France it will be quite hard.

Keith Boyd:
Is that with EdF or who?

John Heathcock:

EdF, I'm talking specifically of EdF. The interesting thing is if you go to the States the
substantial investment in AMR is driven by monthly reads, they have no prepayment

facilities, and they do not pay unless they get an actual read. So the utility environment
has to give an actual read. So therefore the cost drivers for AMR are much stronger.

Keith Boyd:
What about the gas industry now?

John Heathcock:

I see the gas cycle quite interesting. Apart from interruptible contracts for very large
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customers, I do not see that ('time-of-use' pricing) happening in gas. In a 24 hour cycle
the gas is packed in the pipes so there is not such a same sensitivity to the timescales as

in electricity. So there is a certain lag for gas in contrast to electricity which is
instantaneous. What we see in the gas industry is the previous regime driving the

technology to introduce electronic meters. Maybe for similar sorts of reasons as

electricity; such as lifespan, fraud functionality and cost. Interestingly to go back to

electricity and looking at four arguments, yes we have demonstrated that electronic

metering reduces fraud, the electronic meters we produced in the mid eighties has a

lower life, we stopped producing electromechanical meters in 1988 and the certified
life of a meter has now been extended to 25 years. The meter we replaced it with is

standing at 10 years. We might get 15 years. The new designs of meters today we are

confident will be good for 20 or 25 years. So there is a big question mark over life.

Functionality, beyond the basic credit meter as soon as you go to a multi-rate product it
is cheaper. So link it with cost a basic single phase electromechanical meter is still the

cheapest. But as soon as you build in some functionality it swigs in favour of electronic
meters. So coming on to gas I see an environment which was very similar to electricity,

pre privatisation technology driven so they were saying for all the same reasons that

metering has to go down the electronic route. We are at a state now where there are

question marks over that technology, there are certainly question marks over cost, I
don't think that they have fully understood, what the life of that meter is to conventional
meter and they don't need additional functionality. They don't have multi rate tariffs.

They do have prepayment maybe you are not linking electronic meters with electronic

prepayment devises you are still using conventional meters. So I'm asking myself ifwe
continue to invest in producing and electronic meter or push our conventional design as

a lower cost product into the market place. Particularly when the market is not calling
for additional functionality at the moment. Gas is an interesting one and I think that
over the next couple of years the answer to those questions will appear, they will be
there whether the conventional meter will live on or whether the electronic will take

over. I still have reservations that the electronic will take over. I think that is being used
in higher volume than it really justifies.
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Keith Boyd:
Is functionality also crucial in the water industry?

John Heathcock:

Water is an interesting one, having spent since January of this year in water, overseeing
the business operation I am driving the strategy a lot harder. What I am seeing there is a

very immature market. One where there are question markets for the water utilities to

whether they stay involved in metering or do they hand it over to somebody else. They
believe that multi-rate tariffs sitting behind metering is important to further reduce

consumption. They are talking of demand side management techniques. You know the

Hippo bags in cisterns for flow restriction that sort of thing. But they are useless unless

you have a meter. Then talking about prepayment and there is a big debate about that at
the moment to whether prepayment is legal. And what has been proved in gas and

electricity, customers want to pay for their utility services by that method and OK

under a multi-utility method we don't have to disconnect water we can reduce it to a

trickle but we can disconnect electricity. So what I see there as potentially technology
will substantially influence the regulator. From Schlumberger's point of view we have

got to listen to what the regulator is saying to the water companies, what sort of

problems the water companies have got and what sort of responses they are making to

the regulator and how we can help them through metering technology to meet these

challenges. I think the opportunities are enormous and we can become more proactive
in our activities. I see the technology initially sitting on a very basic and proven design
of water meter. With a system which protects against fraud then the electronic

technology will sit on top of that. With that technology you can produce multi-rate

tariffs, datalogging and produce flow monitoring for leakage detection and prepayment

to the calculations. So it is the add-ons to the conventional meter which are going to be

quite significant. The only area where electronic metering may have a future are the
claims that the electronic based water meter could have a longer life because of its

design with no moving parts. So this is an area which we could see the development. It
scores on life, it does not score very highly on cost. So I think that stage one will be the

development of the technology add-ons.
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Keith Boyd:

Including AMR etc.?

John Heathcock:

Yes there are many ways of producing the output, encoders, and pulsed outputs read
switches. I do not see a wholesale introduction ofwater meters they are too costly at the
moment. The other thing that is quite significant is that the drivers for AMR in water

are more significant than they are in gas because they are being installed on a random
basis. When a water company starts to install water meters they face very high costs

indeed. Also potentially the water companies themselves may not want to do the

metering and the data collection. I would suggest that over the next few years we are

going to see a number ofwater companies pull out of that as they tend to focus on what
is core to them. So what you will see is other organisations picking up that part of it.
Then there will be a type of stability that exists for data collection and meter operations

organisations to do these services on behalf of the water companies. Then there may be
investment on getting these costs down.

Keith Boyd:
How do you think the meter operation business will develop when the RECs lose their
franchise in 2000?

John Heathcock:

Yes we do see opportunities for companies like ourselves. If you take electricity and

gas essentially you are seeing a separation of the regulated businesses. Some of the
utilities specialise in one area such as generation, most have gone into gas supply.
Some companies such as ScottishPower see themselves as multi-utilities. There also
seems to be a distinction in multi-utilities and energy companies such as Eastern

Group. They are all looking to reduce costs due to the combining of their operations
and add value into a customer base. So if you look at the core business of utilities the

majority have to be in generation if they want to be a supplier. They all have an

obligation to be a distributor, that is where a lot of cash is going to be generated in the
future. They do not have to be in supply. Quite a lot of them may not want to be in
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metering services. I think that it is interesting if you look across the three utilities.
Water companies are more open minded because they do not have a substantial

metering infrastructure. Gas in the way that gas has been split up and particularly with

pressure on the regulator on one company British Gas are more open to outsourcing
these operations. But the electricity utilities remain somewhat defensive and all believe

they want continue in the business. I think it is going to be another phase that we go

through in terms of the development of the competitive market.

Keith Boyd:
Is data collection a separate business?

John Heathcock:

What we see as the fundamental to it all is the metering asset. If you are looking to

moving into that business it is ownership of the metering asset on behalf of somebody.
Now in electricity and gas it is on behalf of the supplier. I do not think that the supplier
wants a metering asset, they want somebody who can come along and give them the

data. So therefore an organisation has to be prepared to own the metering asset and do

everything to do with purchasing, installation and maintenance and then the data
collection is very much linked with that. I think that the way that the businesses have

been set up at the moment has meant that data collection is separate from meter

operation but they are linked. I think putting meter operation and data collection
facilities out to tender is just a phase that theyre going through. I believe meter

operation is also providing the data. I think again if you look at where we are now I

think the business opportunities of the meter operator are very limited at the moment,

where you own the meter on behalf of the customer or the supplier. You don't provide
data collection because that is a separate function. There will be opportunities through
1998 and 2000 to pull the two operations together. So you can go to a supplier and say

on behalf of your customers: we will provide you with the data that you want, that is
the opportunity. I think that these opportunities exist in water just now to a limited
extent more than they do in electricity and gas. It is not mature enough in these
markets.
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Keith Boyd:

Why does it exist in water?

John Heathcock:

I think you are getting more because water companies are who have out-sourced
functions in the past and there is not a history of water metering. The pressures both

regulatory and environmental, if they want to move things along, they question, what
can other companies do for us. It's a feeling rather than real but I think that it is going
to accelerate very quickly.

Keith Boyd:
What about the communications side?

John Heathcock:

I think although there are a number of technologies being offered. Power line carrier is

something that is going to be a form of communication within a home or block of flats.
I have a problem seeing that as being a large-scale application. I've seen no charges for

anyone who wants to communicate across someone s distribution network. Telephone
will be the predominant data collection medium for industrial and commercial

applications and further development. Supported by radio data systems like Paknet. In
terms of domestic AMR the man on his bike will be there for a long time so touch read
or RF systems will be the most predominant methods.

Keith Boyd:
Do you think that technology has an influence in how regulation develops?

John Heathcock:

I think that it is the reverse particularly if you look upstream in terms of the data

handling allows competition to come in therefore less regulation. The only area it
influences regulation is the development process of deregulation or in when you are

regulating the collection of data to meet standards of performance. I would say quite

strongly that information technology is assisting with deregulation.
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Keith Boyd:
What about after nationalisation and the development of the national grid?

John Heathcock:

There is a very good example of investing in an alternative infrastructure e.g. IONICA.
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Interview No: 15

Name: Craig Howarth

Company: ABB Kent Meters Ltd.
Date: 6th November 1997

Medium Used: Tape

Keith Boyd:
What is the business that Kent meters is in?

Craig Howarth:
We make water meters and some fairly simple communications systems to go with
these meters. We are the biggest in the world with 20 manufacturing sites making 7

million meters a year. Selling to most counties in the world. We make everything from
small meter sizes up to 300mm in diameter i.e. domestic to reservoirs. We are part of
ABB which is one of the top 50 companies in the world and we have associates with

electricity metering and gas metering.

Keith Boyd:
When did ABB form?

Craig Howarth:

A long time ago, I think they joined with BBC which was one of the halves of ABB
who bought majority shareholding in the sixties.

Keith Boyd:
So it is mainly water metering?

Craig Howarth:

As far as Kent goes it is just water metering.

Keith Boyd:
How has regulation influenced the development ofwater metering?
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Craig Howarth:
In the terms of water, there are two main drivers neither of which is due to competition
because there is no competition in water. One is leakage and the other is control of
resources. Quite a few companies are installing them. In the terms for the demand for
meters there is now a recognition that it is the fairest way to pay. On the leakage side
there has been a burst of sales for distribution monitoring which is now more or less
done. On top of that there are a lot of people buying things such as data loggers and
communications systems. That would have got a lot further if BT had not raised their

prices. BT were claiming that they were just raising it to an economic level. There

being no carrier out there with the same sort of coverage has hindered us a little bit.

Keith Boyd:
So communications is a problem?

Craig Howarth:
Yes there are two things where to put the meters. A hole in the ground is not

necessarily the best environment and the meter does not have a power or

communications supply attached to it. In saying that the number of installations of
AMR systems in the water industry is higher than anywhere else.

Keith Boyd:

Why is that?

Craig Howarth:
I think the water companies have been taking the opportunity to do this while they have
been installing meters anyway. They do not want to increase head count so while they
are installing the meter they may as well install AMR devices. So you are saving on

installation costs.

Keith Boyd:
Is there much more cost installing an AMR system with a meter?
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Craig Howarth:

Compared to putting the meter in from scratch, no not much. So the cost issue ofAMR
is being removed from the equation. And the other driver is they do not want to

increase head-count. So you see quite a number of radio systems going in just now in
difficult to read areas. A water company has got their meter readers equipped with both
manual touch read and microwave reading systems so they can read the more difficult
locations easier.

Keith Boyd:
Is it that the installation of electronic meters seems to be strongest in the water industry
because there are no water meters there just now?

Craig Howarth:
A lot of that comes to the economics of it. I you have got an electricity meter already

there, you may have to replace the meter, which may have 10 years life left in it and

you have the got to add an expensive upgrade to it. If you look at installation costs

versus hardware costs you are typically looking at each being 50% of the bill and water

guys are getting the benefits straight away.

Keith Boyd:
Do you think that without the input of the regulator there would have been this

development ofwater metering?

Craig Howarth:
Yes there would have been. What you are seeing is something more than just changing

away from rateable value, such things as environmental factors and drought conditions
have their role to play.

Keith Boyd:
If privatisation had not occurred would there still have been a drive towards metering

development?
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Craig Howarth:
Yes. I think what you are seeing has more to do with the conservation side rather than
the pure economics of it. The costs are the same whether you meter it or not for the
water companies. But everywhere you look in the world you have got to get water from
where it occurs to where it is needed which may not be the same place as modem cities.
Therefore consumption requires to be restricted in some way. I think people have seen

the rivers dry up, they have seen the lack of rainfall, they have seen water tankers, and
it is that which has made water metering more acceptable to customers not the
economic aspects. It is as much a media phenomenon than an economic one.

Keith Boyd:
The French seem to be less keen on automated meter reading because the meters are

already there, so it is an extra cost?

Craig Howarth:

Yes, the water companies in England & Wales have got the opportunity cost if you
like.

Keith Boyd:
Would you like to comment on the differences between water and electricity?

Craig Howarth:

Profiling was the final kiss of death for electricity metering 1998 killed electronic

metering off effectively. It cost GEC their company. For Schlumberger it cost them
their growth and future in the UK.

Keith Boyd:
Could you give me a little history of these companies?

Craig Howarth:
When you got privatisation, you got people acquiring meters to make the books look a
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little bit different. So post privatisation there was a big downturn in the market because

everyone was destocking. That however was not the main thing, the main thing was

1998. Prior to 1998 electricity companies seemed to be going along quite happily

installing meters. Then it dawned on them by 1998 we may not be owning the meters

anyway so they all went to the cheapest and most simple meter available.

Keith Boyd:
What about the over 1 OOkW market?

Craig Howarth:
It is different on the commercial side because they have now put in this half-hourly

metering. So the technology was brought through with that because of the high value
bills and the high value business it is worth having. But for your average domestic
consumer it is not cost effective.

Keith Boyd:
What was Offer's role in all of this?

Craig Howarth:
Well the profdes are a complete cop out. From my understanding of it, it is going back
to what it was before privatisation.

Keith Boyd:

Do you think that once the profding system has got bedded down that suppliers might
install more sophisticated metering to obtain a competitive advantage?

Craig Howarth:

Again you have got to look at what money you are going to save and what effort you
have got to put into it. People may not want complex tariffs and detailed billing
statements. People may just not be interested. That is where cable companies have an

advantage over BT, is their simple charging mechanism. As soon as you have a

complex tariffing system it just confuses people. There have been various trials in
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electricity with more than a two-rate tariff and it did not really seem to go down very

well.

Keith Boyd:

What are your thoughts about gas metering?

Craig Howarth:
Seven or eight years ago they were talking about reading every meter with radio. Even
to the extent that they were buying meters with pulsed outputs, with quite a bit of extra
cost for each meter. But the effect the regulator has had on their business has been
horrendous. You have to ask a big question about gas. I believe they are destroying
what would have been a world class business for the sake of saving every body in this

country £10 a year on their gas bill. British Gas would have been more like the French
utilities with a strong market at home developing and expanding abroad. Arguably this
would be adding more to the British economy, rather than saving £10 a year on our gas

bill.

Keith Boyd:
Yes this is the argument, which the French companies are not slow to point out. Gas is
a slightly different product; you can store it and line-pack it.

Craig Howarth:

Yes which is slightly different from water, which you can store but you can't line-pack.

Keith Boyd:

Again everyone is metered in gas unlike water.

Craig Howarth:
If you look at in terms of demand control the biggest beneficiary is electricity, the
second one is water because although you can store it you can't pack it and you have

got to have it at the right place at the right time at the right pressure. And when you use

it for gardening and washing and drinking, there is an argument over the uses and the
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quality needed for these uses. For gas they do not have the same drivers. It would be

interesting to see what gas would do with this metering because there is fewer uses than
in electricity and water.

Keith Boyd:
What about separate meter operation businesses?

Craig Howarth:
It is a difficult one to call for a meter manufacturer because you are competing with

your customer. There are a lot of opportunities in water. You see they have nothing to

lose, since metering penetration is so low there is not a stranded assets problem. A lot
comes down to the culture of the company and what the company see themselves as.

Someone like Yorkshire Water have just gone out to tender for meter reading services.
Other companies such as Severn Trent Water have now contracted out of meter
installation, pipe work and billing. Then you have got other companies who take the
view that there is no way that they will out-source their metering services. Utilities are

very conservative businesses in the UK, which change over a very long time span. The

regulator seems to be forcing them to do it.

Keith Boyd:
It seems to be more voluntary in the water business?

Craig Howarth:
That's right, they have nothing to loose, more efficient in terms of income per head. It
is a cost they can pass on to the consumer. For the water companies it is a win win
situation. You see service companies in other parts of the world, particularly Germany,

Spain, France where they do meter reading.

Keith Boyd:
It could be argued that metering is getting close to the information and data processing
rather than electricity, gas or water.
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Craig Howarth:

Defiantly. There are two concepts of the meter. One is as a cash register. The second is
a terminal on the end of a communications line it is providing information at a

particular time, which is important in generating bills and maintaining cash flow.

Keith Boyd:
What about connections within the intelligent home?

Craig Howarth:
I have always thought that it is a stupid way of looking at the meter. If you are going to
do services into the home it is going to be done by the able or satellite suppliers, or

people who have got real added value to sell like movies or home shopping and as an

add-on metering services can be supplied as well. If it is going to take off it will come
from the entertainment business. They would then go to a meter manufacturer to slip it
in there.

Keith Boyd:
What are the pros and cons of the communications mechanisms?

Craig Howarth:
With respect to water meters we can forget power-line carrier. Telephone, we have

actually sold quite a few telephone systems into the US where they go for an internal
and reasonably easy access to a telephone point. A lot of meters are installed down
holes outside, telephone is not suitable for this. And for domestic meters it is expensive
kit for just getting meter readings back. You can't afford to take any of the load from
the customers, you can't be using the line when customers want to make a 999 call.
There are also two methods of doing it and it depends on the co-operation of the carrier

(BT) and they are beginning to withdraw their co-operation to doing it.

Keith Boyd:
So it seems likely that sophisticated metering will come as a part of the information

technology business rather than the utility business?
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Craig Howarth:

Yes, but there has to be some sort of co-ordination. If utilities insist on putting meters

outside with no connection to a phone line this will inhibit the technology. The other

technology of course is low powered radio. Other than the licence issues and the

frequency issues I don't see a down-side to it and it would be of lower cost than the
telecom system. Unless you have a third party in there providing Internet services or

what ever. For water the human meter readers are remarkably cost effective. The way

that it will go in the next five years. You may get the odd van going down the street.

But it is going to be a combination of manual and radio and telephone.

Keith Boyd:
Do you see the development of electronic meters?

Craig Howarth:
Yes over the next five years definitely.

Keith Boyd:
What are their advantages?

Craig Howarth:
Well it is the reason why British Gas have their electronic meters, you have nothing to

wear. It also acts as a platform for tariffs and load management. Can give you leakage

figures and other customer service issues.
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Interview No: 16

Name: Mike Eggleton

Company: UK Data Collection Services Ltd.
Date: 6th November 1997

Medium Used: Tape

Keith Boyd:
What is your opinion of long wave Kondratieff long waves to explain economic growth
in the utility industries.

Mike Eggleton:
As being an operator and planner in the electricity industry for over 40 years the

modelling techniques to estimate demand were greatly important. During the periods in
the electricity industry of pre nationalisation, post nationalisation and post privatisation
these long waves have significant equivalents with load growth in the industry, the

consumption of electricity being an important correlate to disposable income. The coal

burning technology greatly influenced this because it was a step ahead of the previous

technologies in economies of scale. Efficiency post war meant that there was a seven

percent load growth until the late sixties. Then a degree of economic recession led to a

levelling off and now in the mid-eighties with the IT break through it was only that
which made possible the extensive access to the generation, transmission and
distribution capacity of the country and then measuring it. And if you can measure it

you can sell it. It has always been a philosophy since Michael Faraday. Therefore you

see why the settlements system was feasible. Whatever the Rothschilds or Price

Waterhouse or other advisors to government may have said. If it were not for the
software developments and hardware it could not have been achieved at all.

Mike Eggleton:
I can just remember why the shape of the Area Boards was the way they were and the
level of balance was aimed at. The largest area board was Yorkshire with a

consumption then of twice ofmost of the southern electricity boards. But with the great

rise in leisure and services led to disproportionate growth in the south and decline in the
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north. As a result electricity consumption in Yorkshire lies about fifth or sixth and
Eastern and Southern Electric being the largest by some margin. Decline in Northern,
Norweb and South Wales is quite marked. Sheffield has a demand of half of what it
was in 1970.

Keith Boyd:
The development is in the south and the development of Information Technology.

Mike Eggleton:
UKDCS is not the beginning of the story, the beginning of the story is the 1989 Act. I

played a large engineering role the setting up of the implementation of it and the

development of the pooling and settlement system and I was a founder member of the

pool. I attended as the representative of the RECs with Roger Owen who was then a

London employee.

Keith Boyd:
Who were you with?

Mike Eggleton:
Yorkshire Electricity, but since I had had experience with the CEGB for many years,

we took on balancing the break-up of the CEGB with the Area Board collective view.
And the ace which Lord Marshal kept playing was keeping the lights on was the
framework in which competition had to be created. It very nearly was a stumbling

block, it needed a lot of argument that you could convince people that by giving access

to the power system and keep the lights on could be achieved. I was the Director of

Engineering at Yorkshire and the chairman was Jim Porteous who was also an ex

system operations engineer and we had to balance the CEGB's entrenched views with a

distribution view. So we created something called St. Clements services to form a

consultancy to advise the collective Area Boards so that the duopoly could be argued

against in the pool and other areas, particularly in the regulation and licence debate. I
was its first Chairman. The real issue was that the 1994 step was going to be much
more profound in IT terms than the 1MW start. We started the 1MW with 200 odd
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customers on July 1st 1990 with existing technology, which was very expensive,

averaging over £2000 a meter point, and that was the site costs the off-site costs were

another 2 or 3 K. I don't think anyone wanted to believe these figures at the time but

they were accurate and difficult to recover. Unless you had an account in excess of 20-
5OK a year the customer could not bear those costs. But the fall in pool prices made

enough head room to do that but it was clear that there was going to be a major

problem in doing that in 1994. So in the middle of 1992 an Area Board committee was

set up under Malcolm Chatwin, who was by then the Chief Executive of Yorkshire and
that committee created the concept of another St. Clements organisation this time not

as a consultancy but as an operating company with a different structure altogether and I
took one of the best people out of St. Clements and an operator out of Yorkshire and
those two have been here ever since. We built a system of software and hardware
which could collect data. We thought 12,000 customers was a big step at first. But by
the late 1993 period the +1MW market had grown to around 1,000 customers and you
could say that that was about half of the available market so you could say that there
was about a 50% take up of customers if they were in the right sector. So as it was
known to be 50,000 customers on the lOOkW sector we had to plan for around 25,000

customers.

Keith Boyd:

Were you responsible for data collection for the +1MW market?

Mike Eggleton:
Each REC appointed a data collector for its business called a settlement administration

manager. Because the settlement administrator (which was NGC before they created it
as ESIS) had the responsibility for the initial system and they could not collect outside
the national grid therefore all the customer points had to be collected by an agent and

they appointed UKDCS as the second agent as the result of a tendering system. 23

people fancied their chances but eventually I managed to convince them that a co¬

ordinated system was best, with the exception of the two Scottish companies.

There was mayhem in 1994 when the 1 OOkW market opened, there was no doubt about
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it that Offer did not understand the problem and they kept insisting on the purity of

competition in meter operation roles. Consequently some companies were in that
business who had no idea what they were about and it was a disaster. Of course the

only real competitor to the RECs is the National Grid Company's Datum Solutions.
Even Datum Solutions who only had experience in transmission metering suddenly
found that there was a lot more difficulties to customer metering than they ever

thought. And we had an unregistered unregulated business and the whole issue of
validation was a mess. Nothing could be validated for six months and retransmit and
re-estimate. We learned a great deal as well, it was ten times worse than I had

envisaged. And I wish that I had created more mayhem at the pool. It became more

difficult really, because I had a vested interest in the last year running this company and

setting up the pool for Yorkshire electricity. So since I was 60, I ended up doing
UKDCS full time. We have grown from a handful of people to nearly 100. We are

collecting over night over 50,000 and by the end of this month we will be collecting

60,000. So the whole of the second tier which embraces the first tier as well is on

program and ready. As a result of all the lessons and the establishment of procedures
which are now part of the VXK operating procedures. If you wish to read half hour

energy and wish to make it balance on every half hour such that the input from the

generators and the output to the RECs is balanced you are into a very highly disciplined
exercise. That happens every day now, we collect every night about 99% of all meters.
For the ones we don't collect from we have either to go 7 days or 14 days either by
manual visit or an extra ordinary clever way of estimating. We have an international
division licensing our techniques in America but across my desk comes enquiries from
all over the world.

Keith Boyd:
How has the meter operator business developed since 1994?

Mike Eggleton:
Meter operators with the exception of Datum Solutions who have 12,000 installations

are the RECs. Some of them operate in their own territory while others have national
facilities. But the difference is that pre 1998 the customer appoints the meter operator
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while post 1998 the supplier appoints the, meter operator so if you have a supplier

appointing a meter operator he will probably have to absorb the costs himself. Most of
the RECs in the second tier market have installed 2,000 to 3,000.

Keith Boyd:
Can a meter be considered to be like a cash register?

Mike Eggleton:
Yes but there are significant differences. You should never forget that the meter point is
where safety is measured by the distribution agent. Because it is the only point of
access and transfer of responsibilities. The meter is the point where the customer is
liable for his side, separate from the supply authority and the distributor being

responsible for the other side. You must never submerge that because there is a lot of

legislation that demands certain things are done in that area with particular regard to

earthing.

Keith Boyd:
So there must always be some electricity input into these meter operator procedures?

Mike Eggleton:
Yes. This is where the Schlumbergers and others who entered the field suddenly found
themselves out of their depth.

Keith Boyd:

Why were they out their depth?

Mike Eggleton:
There are issues in the 1MW market. The meter was a low voltage connection to

voltage and current transformers, which made it appear at first site that at the meter that
it was just a register. And there was no doubt that the National Grid used metering in
that concept. So that was a slight distortion which was not perceived by some players
in the early nineties. When 1994 arrived a lot of those meters for the lOOkW market
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certainly did not required a voltage transformer but they required current transformers
but they were 5:1 or 50:1 ratios. People thought we could handle that. But that turned
out to be difficult because meter constants and the multipliers which relate to the
calculations of a disk going round are per kWh have to be multiplied up because that
meter could be used at any voltage at any current. And the other thing was the half hour
meter had a recording facility in a pulsed output and not in an output you measured and
at higher energy levels there was a main check meter since historically you had two

meters to satisfy the parties. If one of them stopped you are dealing with such large
amounts you could not afford to loose any. Mind you we found a few in 1989 that had
never been measured. In that situation data recorders had a role in the industry

historically because they often produced outputs on a tape that said what the real

energy was because all the numbers were crunched inside the data recorder. We now do

that in the software and just read meters, but we have to know what all the numbers are

in a process which eventually tells the supplier what the kWh are. That process was not

easy and there were areas of 10:1 and 5:1 in the period of the franchise break in 1994.

Keith Boyd:
Is it in 2000 that the RECs are supposed to put meter operations out to tender?

Mike Eggleton:
Well Offer have said this for some time. Either Datum solutions or another REC have

come along and have put in something because he has a contract with that customer. In
the <100kW market depending in the penetration of these extraneous suppliers the
meter could be supplied by anybody. But because that would lead to chaos they have
secured a two year moratorium in which they will leave the present meter as adequate
in the system called the Interim Settlement Reconciliation Process. And the RECs are

required to read the meters manually at least once a year.

Keith Boyd:
Offer's wish will be difficult to carry out?
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Mike Eggleton:

Competition in the meter operator market has been deferred for two years. I data collect
and pass the information when it is valid to settlement. To permit the settlement

process to calculate what the RECs own the generators. But the supplier wants that
same information and the supplier takes president because of this change of emphasis
and the tight margins in that sector. The distributor wants to know the units because he
is going to charge the use of system. And probably because of collective contracts in
the name of one customer, the corporate customer wants to know the score. He is

probably appointing via energy managers a consultant, to tell him how to minimise his

electricity charges. Now the settlement bit is the easiest one to satisfy all be it a very

large amount of data and at this moment. I have some numbers here. The customer is

happy with a week's summary. The distributor is driven by what maximum demands
exist on the network. The supplier wants to know all the half-hours because of the pool

price even though his billing time back to customers is probably only monthly.

Settlement wants day plus two, day plus seven and day plus fourteen, called

preliminary, provisional and final runs. These are the targets I have to meet. The final
run has to be 100% o quality. Now we exceed all the targets.

Keith Boyd:
Who sets these quality standards?

Mike Eggleton:
The Pool, though the settlement agent ESIS have to make the proposals and make the
Pool log in and if there is an additional cost associated with this it's questioned very

hard, but as you know it costs about £30 million a year to run the pool. So those

outputs come from us and our collection is from 12 first hand data collectors'
installations every night. We actually give a day plus one service and that is quite

important to certain customers, because tomorrow's price of electricity is published and
to know what they incurred as a function of the process. This is why the demand

bidding area has never taken off. It was quite clear that the settlement process caused a

degree of customer decision making in how much electricity was used and all these
facilities are a form of, not bidding, but behaviour as a function of price so it becomes
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clear to me that there is not a lot left to play with except I will bid minus 50MW

tomorrow if you will give me £2kWh to do it knowing that £2 a kWh is somewhere in
the system as the escalator of peak generation in the LOLP equation. Now demand side

bidding is negative generation really. To an economist a load curve which is dead

straight is the ideal, when we started the exercise the peak was twice the mean on a

winter's day and seven times the summer minimum that was to sweating the assets. But
now this control of price has brought the load curve into a much flatter shape. The area

under the load curve has gone up by 2 or 3 % per annum you have a 60% load factor.
The system before was at 47% load factor.

Keith Boyd:
Can you describe generation contracts?

Mike Eggleton:
In the generation sector the Pool Purchase Price may be unnaturally high and not reflect

marginal cost pricing. So as a hedge in the system generators and suppliers agree

contracts. These are contracts for differences and the principal is of a two-way option.
The price for supply is fixed at an agreed level. Should the half-hourly Pool price differ
from that agreed, then either the generator will make up the difference or the supplier
will refund the difference, depending upon whether the Pool price is below or above
the agreed price.

Keith Boyd:
Who else are in your business?

Mike Eggleton:
Well TransCo dominate the gas scene because they are the only ones with electronic

gas meters to be down-loaded via modem and they do not seem to want to let it out of
British Gas's hands. We bid for it but we didn't get the data collection services but it got
warded to AccuRead.
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Keith Boyd:

Why are Securecor and Group 4 interested in data collection?

Mike Eggleton:

Only that they have got people on motorbikes going out visiting. If you wish to

manually read a meter it is an activity which has a hundred years of experience. Now
with optical reads they get the readings within two seconds. We used to in Yorkshire

average between 100 and 200 meter reads a day with men on foot from a van. Most

companies have now got that up to 300 or 400. Some people have gone to much higher

figures. If you are only going once a year and estimating the other three quarters. Most

companies accept these figures, in fact that is how the interim settlement mechanism
was born really. The industry is very clever at estimating group behaviour. The
Germans have a company which measures heat, gas, water and electricity and is

reading 60 million meters with CHP issues the heat market is greater there. They tend
to do monthly reads. It is big business and they use hand-held computers. They have

explored in this country and they wanted to liase directly with us. When we looked at it
I think they were a subsidiary of VEBA, very big. They had big contracts from

companies like RWE in Germany to read the meters. I suppose we were concerned to

retain our independence. The difference between UKDCS is that we're an independent

company. The shareholding is with the RECs but the management is not and the board
of this company is independent. I think manual meter reading has got to go through
technical solutions before it will be economic to read meters monthly. That is why

people have developed PLC systems like Hydro and Norweb/Nortel. But that is not

easy and there are some fairly significant hidden costs in that as well. I sit on

committees in Brussels on a number of projects to liberalise the energy sector in
countries by means of what is called the electronic foot in the door and collect data of
all sorts things in conjunction with the electricity meter. In fact there is more

commitment to that offshore than onshore to be honest.

Keith Boyd:
Do you have dealings with EdF?
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Mike Eggleton:
John Martin SEGRA secretary, Maurice Dweck EdF do not accept the common

carriage equation and it has been launched on them forcibly from Brussels, but they
have still got to 2005 to do something. Initially for the 1MW market St. Clements
wrote some software for the secondary data collection system and you have to see that
there are a number of packages in series for the Pooling and Settlement system to

succeed. The primary system is the method used by NGC and collects their data and

processes it. It has to create a balance at each grid point ofwhat was taken out at the out

going feeders from the grid point. This software was called the secondary data
collection system. It identified the site of the customers in the distribution network and
the meter point as well as calculated the losses that were incurred back to the grid point.
Then there is the settlement process. We recently launched new software from the

process called the 'Star' system. 'Star' is vastly more flexible and works with the
windows and word type software, it gives advanced presentation of readings and
formats and separates staining data from running data and all the registration
difficulties that arose. The numbers of the meters the addresses of the customers are all

understood by postcodes so the functionality was a great step forward and that is what
the Americans are particularly enthusiastic about.

Keith Boyd:
It is difficult to see another competitor setting up in the data collection business?

Mike Eggleton:

Yes, Barriers to entry are high in this business. This is a fifteen million pound business,
so there are six or seven million pounds worth of the assets, hardware, software and
skills. We bid for the ISRA contract and lost it to Cap Gemini who are big, we got to

the last three. It is easy to validate 50,000. When there are quarter of a million half hour
meters it is not easy to test trail and commission the software from the meter to the
bank a system that everyone is confident with.

Keith Boyd:

What do you think of the profiling system for the under 1 OOkW market?
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Mike Eggleton:
Meters still cost £200 or £300 and I always said that there would only be a meter for
the next phase if it was £50.1 think that few people are going to buy for £250 there are

a lot of customers who are going to buy a half hour meter because that is an annual
cost. But if your bill is £5000 or £6000 per year the margin is there to have a half-

hourly meter and have a contract arrangement rather than an amorphous tariff. Some

people will invite three and four zones during the day, which will have a lot of appeal. I
think one of the great difficulties is that the regulator has tried to accommodate meter

manufacturers but the RECs knew that the price of a meter was not going to

significantly come down. The regulator was given a lot of 'duff gen', and he thought the
meter was a much simpler device than it actually is. The system nearly collapsed. It
needed some people to come into Offer who were less purist in their liberalisation
views. You need discipline, and discipline in not a word that regulators like if they are

deregulating.

Keith Boyd:
Did Offer change personnel at that time?

Mike Eggleton:
Oh yes. There were a number of people who did willy nilly what Littlechild said and
briefed him accordingly and took us over a cliff. John Cooper is the meter man, he will
not get involved in anything but the examination of meters that read correctly or not.

Meter specks were written. Codes 1, 2 and 3 which were based on the past. 4. 5, 6, and
7 are based on the future. Largely the meter manufacturers were abhorrent at the quality
demanded and the accuracy and the facilities that were needed from a meter, the
number of channels, flexibility setting different tariff and there is no doubt that may
have pulled out. There was one particular manufacturer who made a meter that didn't
work properly and Offer were reluctant to condemn it because of the commercial

implications. And every so often as a function of time of day, the data you received you
could not cut off cleanly, you got a bit of a half-hour. And when I think of the hour

changes when there are 52 half hours once a year and 44 on another occasion you have
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got some difficulties.

Keith Boyd:
Have the developments since 1994 has been inhibited technological development in

metering?

Mike Eggleton:
In metering. But the data collection is not inhibited at all. If you look at these parties
that interface our 'Star' software, 14 meter operators, 14 PES, 30 suppliers and Offer try
to set some rules. Offer are much wiser now. It was easy to write licences back in 1990
than it was ever to write agreed procedures. And agreed procedures were a bit alien.
You've probably seen the Pooling and Settlement agreement, I helped write it. We were

some way off getting it right.

Keith Boyd:
What to think of the phenomena ofmulti-utilities.

Mike Eggleton:
Well there are 2.5 million water meters out there now. When you read them a question
that has not been answered is that water is not as dynamic as electricity. I don't know

why water meters are being installed internally because of the complications of internal

wiring and having a power source. And that is the way Europe is going. I think that the
RECs were concerned with domestic meters, that when the meter reader called people
were out. And many people were happy enough to read their own meter and that needs
to be totally embraced in new systems.

Keith Boyd:
An AMR module could be added at marginal cost to the installation of a water meter.

Mike Eggleton:
But in Milton Keynes all water meters are outside the property in the ground, it is
robust and you can easily get a reading. It could not be further from a communication
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link. So it looks like that they do not want to read it very often. I think ScottishPower
have misread it by looking at Southern Water because the south east of England is

sinking in geological terms the water table is rising and the loss of industry and I do not
think that there is going to be a shortage ofwater in the Thames water area. They want

you to wash your car and water your garden in the urban areas of London, because I

have just moved there. I think there are a lot of factors in the water sector that just do
not apply to electricity and gas. And gas is not as dynamic as electricity and it has now

got synergy with gas fired generation and interruptibility where electricity and gas has

got to be viewed together. I just regret that the technology of a cheap gas meter being
electronic still is not with us.

Keith Boyd:
What would the technology have been if the deregulation had not happened?

Mike Eggleton:
The engineers told the government very clearly that third party access was feasible. The
common carrier mechanism could produce a system that was able to allocate costs

appropriately. At the moment we have 70,000 metering systems which is all the

metering systems which mandatory are metered for half-hourly measurement and are

recorded every night. They amount to nearly 2 million records in the electronic data

registration system being stored. The contract changes have got to be locked in there as

well. This means that we have 2 million raw files. We have to offer an enquiry system

to offer the various parties information. Every day we have about 500 in station files to

be dealt with, with three settlement runs. So it takes all day to assemble a file because
of various inconsistencies in the data.

Keith Boyd:
So these have to be manually dealt with?

Mike Eggleton:

Yes by keyboards and screens of data. And when that has been recorded, that

confirmatory stage called preliminary, provisional and final runs. Then you press the
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button to settlement. Then that data is often disputed between parties after the
settlement. That is what the dispute process is about, which is now a very efficient

process. From past experience some cases can be explained immediately. BT fuses
blow you only get half the reading. Wires get trapped in meter cupboard doors,

earthling the system, people know what these readings looks like. So at the moment we
are producing 60,000 reports per day and we have this 14 day settlement window to

finalise them. Roughly 20,000 enquiries a year. So you need 3 or 4 people continually
at screens responding on the phone confirming or otherwise the readings. Or explaining

why they are not the same as someone else has got at the other end.

Keith Boyd:
If these are the problems for 70,000 it is surely not possible for 25 million domestic
customers?

Mike Eggleton:
It is important that you reach that conclusion. I told Littlechild that he would be lucky
to get 1% penetration of the system into the market of 25 million customers.

Interestingly enough he said that politicians would be satisfied with that. It would mean

that the market was liberalised. I didn't think it would. I still meet politicians who think
that 50% of the market is going to trade.

Keith Boyd:
A large proportion of the costs (33%) the distribution and transmission system are

. monopolies?

Mike Eggleton:

Exactly. Now settlement runs and the runs we do to process this, used to take hours in
1993 and 1994. But it is now taking minutes. That is because giga bites of information
can be processed in nano seconds and it used to be mega bites in seconds. Technology
makes data-processing a lot faster. So if people want to process 25 million customers'

electronically every day, that is feasible. But it is what follows on from that which is
not feasible. I would not expect IT to hold it up. If the Internet could be embraced in
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the dataflows, that could be achieved with a lot of savings. But not everyone wants the
internet although there is a great explosion in the use of it. The Americans are very

enthusiastic about that because I have read that they have reached a conclusion that one

person in 20 will be on the internet by 2000, and 1 in 5 ten years after that.

Keith Boyd:

The French are doing a similar type of thing?

Mike Eggleton:

My concern with the French is that it is too complicated. There was a water heater

development in which EdF participated, where you have a bit of fuzzy logic. The tariff
and the comfort levels were calculated, then the logic told you what energy should be

input to the water heater, to meet the customers' profile for hot water, showers etc and
minimise the cost. But the French have gone off at an extreme tangent with their red

yellow and green tariffs and when it is expensive a light comes on. The technology that
we are into now is called the digital alpha turbo laser which has 2Gbites of system

memory and 150Gbites of storage and has a speed of 440 MHz. That is the speed of the

numbering system that we are at and that is an order of magnitude greater than 1991.
We think we are ready for 1998, but as you say not a lot of people could perhaps raise
the cash to pour in to compete with it. In some ways I was quite disappointed when we

did not get ISRA we had to borrow a lot ofmoney to do ISRA and that was the reason

that we were rather more expensive than Cap Gemini who were half our price, but we
think we know more about data collection than they do and how expensive it really is
to do it. properly.

Keith Boyd:
The knowledge base of staff is very interesting?

Mike Eggleton:
I have had to develop loyalty bonuses, to make sure my staff are not poached and I am

just developing a share option scheme as well.
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Keith Boyd:

That is shares in what?

Mike Eggleton:
UKDCS.

Keith Boyd:
Which is still part of the RECs?

Mike Eggleton:
The shares are held by a variety of companies we started with 12 equal share holdings.
It is difficult to know who owns us now because 8 of them have gone offshore. And
ScottishPower have a somewhat offshore view ofManweb.

Keith Boyd:

The ETHOS and DYCE projects could you explain what these are?

Mike Eggleton:

Well you will need to know because the electronic foot in the door begins with all

appliances, which must be compatible, if they are to capture the logic from the main

through the plug to instruct device. So you have now come right through the power

system into the internal wiring of the house, significantly beyond the meter. With

signals being sent around to instruct appliance such as washing machines, cookers etc.

That has led to EHS version 1.3, which is the latest European standard of compliance.
In all the trial those systems are used to demonstrate from the remote source signals can
be sent in to control the load Systems are being tested for signals coming by telephone,

by radio and by the PLC system. Only the Italians in ENEL are enthusiastic about PLC
in Europe.

Keith Boyd:
You explained in the questionnaire that the PLC form of communication is going to

reduce to about 1% from 5% could you explain this?
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Mike Eggleton:
It is a disaster area where people have tried to run the power systems for information

systems purposes.

Keith Boyd:
What about Nortel/Norweb?

Mike Eggleton:
We will have to see. There are many people very circumspect about the claims that are

being made about that system. The Australians have done a lot of work at getting
around transformers, in cable networks in particular, the losses in such systems so far
have been particularly high and I would like to know how they overcome that. They
won't tell us. They wish to patent all the things that they have done. I have seen a

number of American firms, which have conned British firms, and I think the fact that

eight of them bought into RECs and thought that they would reorganise them and run

them differently. I think they now wish they had not done it. Now they are trying to

reduce their involvement in the UK utility businesses. ETHOS is a project with about
12 million ECUs to put in 10 utilities 100 homes, 1000 households a system of co¬

ordinating energy use from an external driver. DYCE is a distribution system

controlling water heating load. It is equivalent to a communications link to telemetering
in this country, where we send out a long wave signal and the meter operates a relay

utilising a little aerial which detects loads and it switches off or off at peaks. That was
invented 15 years ago. A well known device , for fusing the distribution network in
SWEB.

Keith Boyd:
Are regulatory systems time and technologically dependent, e.g. the National Grid?

Mike Eggleton:
It is fragmenting now. Losses are now being reduced because large quantities of power
are being transmitted through less distance. The great contribution technology has
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made over the last 40 years, has been to the environment. I would suggest that this is

part of your thesis as well. The 2000MW high stack 8 cooling tower power station
reduced the C02 significantly and shot the SOX and NOX significantly 600 to 1000ft
into the air and no longer dropped it like the local power stations or factories on the
local community. These environmental issues that are not widely examined in that way.

Mike Eggleton:
The danger of small CHP schemes is they are very high efficiency but the emission

goes out only 50 to 100 feet in the air. The contribution that the car has made has

completely supplanted pollution from electricity generations. The media think that

pollution comes from power stations, absolute rubbish, they have gone from a 15%
contributor to atmospheric pollution to about 5% while the others have gone the other

way. This is an electrical engineer speaking obviously. But when you talk of the
contribution metering has made I don't think you have seen it yet.

Keith Boyd:

Is there an evolutionary process in the development of networked industries?

Mike Eggleton:
How has the system changed? In America the development occurred without
nationalisation. I think that we have privatised and disaggrigated because we went over

the top during nationalisation. The CEGB became very bureaucratic and was able to

fend off politicians. But its scale of research was on a scale that the seat of Europe
envied. Now our investment in research from the electricity industries is minimal. Ifwe
were not getting funding from Europe I think that we would have fallen behind at an

alarming rate.

Keith Boyd:
You would then not conclude that the regulatory system is time dependent?

Mike Eggleton:

No, I think that there has always been an optimum as a mix and the pendulum has
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sometimes gone too far. In 1947 it had gone too far with a myriad of small

organisations and the CEB was used for pooling. That was the model that the
Conservatives used for deregulation in the 1980s. That a pooling system which could
be fragmented again and if you got viable units, say 30 suppliers, it is making an

integrated contribution better than 300, and less bureaucratic than 1 or 2. Littlechild's

paranoia in creating two generators at that time I never quite understood, because it was
obvious that the two would get smaller and the others get larger. I think that is

happening irrespective of some of the things that he is doing. I think he has involved
himself in the generators unwisely and this has caused them to go offshore. Generators
have gone offshore to invest in other utilities generation. Offshore they have come to

buy into distributors. I was a co-founder of British Electricity International and for
seven years we went from giving free advice offshore to a 30 million pound

consultancy company. The significant thing about that was the number of companies
we went to whose countries regimes collapsed because their lights went out. That
became quite an issue for Margaret Thatcher. We helped secure the system in India and
this country never got credit for that. In Tehran we all failed to keep the lights on, the

Americans, the British and the Russians were all there. If the lights had gone out in the
hurricane in 1987 privatisation would not have taken place.
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Interview No: 17

Name: Ronnie Yellon

Company: Anglian Water Services Ltd.
Date: 10th November 1997

Medium Used: Tape

Keith Boyd:
Can you tell me about the legislation concerning metering in water?

Ronnie Yellon:

Lets talk about the background and history of the metering programme and then we

will look at some of the drivers and some of the constraints. Then we will talk more

generally about the impact of the regulatory framework. At privatisation in 1989 there
was a low level of metering, in Water act there was a statement that there would be a

phasing out of the rateable values in 2001. This posed the question of how do you

charge customers post that date. So there was a major uncertainty about the income
issue. Companies adopted different responses, but Anglian Water decided to go for

metering and as a result there was a compulsory metering programme with the view to

have 95% penetration for metering by 2015.

Keith Boyd:
Was there any stipulation by Ofwat?

Ronnie Yellon:

No, but as you will see it has become embodied in the legislation, but the reason that it
has become embodied is interesting. So implementation of compulsory metering

began. This was met by a mixture of public opposition and coincided with the first five

years when Anglian became more of a customer focused company. The policy was

reviewed and done away with. What remained was the compulsory metering of new

properties on the back of mains rehabilitation. It became compulsory for people with

swimming pools and sprinkler users. But it was not a law or rule, it was just convenient
that new properties needed to have a rateable value and it was cheaper to stick a meter
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into those properties. There is also a degree of customer acceptance. The cost of a
meter is small beer compared to the price of a house. Then two programmes developed.
One was an extended programme around an infrastructure roll out indicative, and the

second was meter optance and the optance programme was about people being able to

jump the queue ahead of an infrastructure development in order to make the savings
which metering would allow. The demographics of our region are such that we have a

large number of OAP and small households and if you take that against the rateable
value profile, leaves quite a large number of winners from metering. Consequently
there has been a very positive response to that. I am not completely sure ofmy history
there was originally a fixed charge to cover the installation cost. Subsequently that
fixed charge was removed so that there was a free installation. Also the provision of
data to households to compare the bill with or without metering at various time points
was introduced. Even with the development of that option there is still an infrastructure
roll out type operation. You see the drivers there have been customer expectation and

political acceptability as well as the economic issue of the cost of rolling out

infrastructure that needs to be done on block rather than fragmented and the legislative
driver has been the replacement of the rateable values.

Keith Boyd:
If the customer does not have a meter by 2000, how is the water going to be charged?

Ronnie Yellon:

There has been a lot of suggestions and uncertainty about what is happening. There are

about eight or nine different proposals for charging methods at any one time,

championed by different companies. Anglian has been the only one pushing for

metering to be the preferred choice after generating prices on what is used, but it is not
a cliff face situation because the issue has been fudged and rateable values are still
available. This issue has been around for a long time but the drivers that I have
mentioned are beginning to get behind metering and they are due to water conservation,
climate change concerns, drought concerns, reliability of supply, when bills were

rising. Say in 1994 when bills were rising nobody was really worried about water
conservation. Now Anglian has nailed its colours to the mast, it is firmly behind
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metering as the most fair and equitable charging method. We are also very keen to

minimise the effects of that transition and we are very conscious of protection policies
to needy groups as part and condition of our licence requirement, not to discriminate.

Ronnie Yellon:

I shall now flag the issue of where penetration and targets fit in. This is to do with the
broader issue of how prices are set in water. In water there is a periodic review of

prices on a five yearly basis. On the last periodical review done by Ofwat in 1994

Anglian had to agree with the regulator the number of households paying by meter

by a certain date. I think it is 365,000 by the year 2000. That is a bit of a nonsense

from my point of view because you are giving customers a choice. At the time it was
not so much of a customer service issue, it was more of an investment issue, but

because things have changed, if you are asking people to switch back that doesn't
make sense as a target. You have to remember that it was not set as a target because
other companies do not have such a programme, and by the way it was not

mandatory anyway. Originally it was, "what do you think you are going to do and
what do you think you are going to do next." Then, "OK lets fix it." The reason being
that the price setting works in a way that the introduction of metering affects the

volatility of our income. Consequently our income in the future is more volatile. We

consequently face greater risks with metering. For example the regulator has to take
this into account in the cost of capital when financial ratios which set 'K' are being
considered. Ifmetering is roaring ahead faster than we anticipated then our volatility

(cash flow is going to vary) is going to be greater than first thought. So the reason we

have the target in there is because we said that the cost of capital should be higher
and it is broadly equivalent to the level of penetration of metering. That is how we

come to get a target. We are exceeding regulatory targets, one because demand is so

vast, although that will change in time. Second other political forces such as water

conservation have also accelerated during that period. So there have been reversals of

policy. The Labour party pre-election were on the whole anti metering and were

concerned about the relationship between metering and public health. There is a knee

jerk tendency that people associate metering with public health issues because of the
demand effect of metering. Studies have suggested that consumption is reduced by
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about 15% when metering is installed. So the linking is metering, reduces demand
and in return causes a risk to public health. But that is the one point of view that

political forces tend to take. Post election these issues have changed, concerns have
been more around reliability of supply and there are not the perceived problems such
as Yorkshire or whatever. Metering is one component and tool for demand

management techniques. So seen very much in the round.

Keith Boyd:
Are there any other issues around tariffing?

Ronnie Yellon:

Another rule is to do with the tariffs that can be charged. There is a concept known as

the differential, which is a fixed relationship between the averaged tariff for a

measured, and the average tariff for an unmeasured customer. The idea about that is the
tariff basket encourages companies to account for the lag in lead time between

compulsory metering. This reflects that in the annual tariff there is an incentive to make
a lot ofmoney in the tariff basket and to ensure that this is not taken advantage of there
is this differential. It is to do with the average customer consumption. Other areas

where rules crop up are the statutory obligations for companies to promote water

efficiency. When companies produced their water efficiency plans in response to

pressure by Prescott's initiative to take the moral high ground post the election, they

compiled a list like leaflets to schools done in the name of promotion. But there was

not very much weight given to metering and pricing. This is the single most important

way that water efficiency can be promoted. A third area is how you pay for the growth
of your Region's demand. The DoE has promoted a methodology for paying for

growth consent with an Ofwat approach. This is to say that all the balancing of supply
and demand has to be on an optimised basis and the Ofwat approach. This is to say that

you are very unlikely to get money for investment on new capital resources until you
have demonstrated that you have looked at all the other elements in the optimal mix.

Keith Boyd:
Is that recent?
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Ronnie Yellon:

Paying for growth methodology has been around since about 1993, but companies are

only now beginning to develop that model at the local level. But of coarse if you have
an input to it, factors such as the level of risk that are you are prepared to bear, like do

you want a hose pipe ban, then you optimise around that to develop the optimal level of

leakage or whatever. If you then say that it is not politically acceptable to have a hose

pipe ban then the methodology can be set aside. So I am sure of the validity of that type
of approach. When I talked about metering it was not just being pursued for economic

reasons, it was being pursued for a number of reasons and to tie it all down to

optimisation is a little unrealistic. A similar argument in that area is to do with looking
at who pays for that reservoir. Is it customers now or is it the customers in the future
who will be consuming the service that should pay for reservoirs. When you are

dealing with principles like mismanagement it is very difficult to unravel these

concepts. In a world where not everyone pays for what they use it is unrealistic to take
a simple economic rule and apply it. Ofwat is currently very interested in the principle
of long run marginal costing but the practical reality today where you do not have
sufficient metering penetration it is a little bit like 'Alice in Wonderland' really. The

principle underlying this is cost reflectivity. It is an indication that the regulator wants
to have a greater say in tariff setting, which is another issue. But this policy does reflect

increasing conservation issues. It just happens to be tied up with a large portion of the

price setting process and the trade off between bills and meeting obligations, providing
a service and functions that we are obliged to do. The issues for metering that come out

of that are to do with policies which result from being able to measure. There are others
for what technology is able to do for costs and service price quality issues. So I think
what that does is that there are some formal processes, which are probably worth

exploring, but they are not specific to water. There are a lot more general concepts
around what is technology, how do you encourage technology for good performance,
what are the incentives in the regime and how do these bite and how do you keep the
benefits from that technology in the world where there are regional monopolists.
Should there be interference in the structure of the industry or just its conduct. That is
to do with strategic futures. But I think there is another area which is more
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simplistically due to efficiency of operation and how that feeds back to the regulatory
rewards. They are generally technology issues. As a pic we have to view technology as

a way of doing things which enables us to fulfil our goals, improving customer service,

reducing costs, exploiting markets, growing the business, improving our competitive

position. In a regulatory framework there are things which impact on our behaviour
which change the character of the way we do things, and what are the benefits and dis-
benefits for doing things.

Keith Boyd:
I'm interested in the way that the policies changed towards metering in Anglian?

Ronnie Yellon:

Well it is quite complex. I do not understand the dynamics of how penetration goes

once it has gone beyond a certain threshold. There are a lot of things involved in how
our income will go which introduces another level of complexity so I would not like to

speculate on what the future might bring in that sense. I think policies are reflecting
broader changes. The history is that political and economic forces have made the most

impacts in the past, on how the business have had to change. The sociological and
environmental pressures, whilst they have ebbed and flowed they have accelerated
more recently for some customer groups. Some of the technology that has been
introduced has been an enabler for that acceleration. Meter reading, the customer

interface area. But I don't see that as the major driver. We have changed the business in
the past. Same with environment, there was a fundamental change in the business

dominating the agenda for change but it was not a major driver. But it was a lot of

political capital around the environment but it has sort of withered away, so it is due to

re-surge now because we have had the dry summers and there are similar political
forces then coming back now. There has been a mass consumer group around

greenness, with companies responding to that in various ways, but unless that becomes
the main driver it is going to be the political or economic which is going to shape the
business. That is around cost issues or the responsibilities of companies which are used
as a contractor for government and how far water companies and electricity companies

are trying to do and compete in a market and let regulation wither away. It is important
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for the quality regulators to beware of being more demanding than current regulations

require. Although it may ultimately be desirable for the water companies to exceed the

requirements of the UWWTD and other quality directives, making such quality

improvements can be extremely costly. The water supply and sewerage companies
therefore have to balance exceeding regulatory requirements with the costs of doing so.

Similarly, the quality regulators must take into account the economic costs of their

proposals when setting timetables for compliance with EU directives. We are a bit
more schizophrenic. The government are stepping in more and more wishing to fulfil
social responsibilities as being an agent of their social policy. As a large part of our
business is also that responsibility and that is a tension that we live with. So we have to

understand that bigger picture in order to put in context metering which has a number
of characteristics and benefits driven by satisfying particular obligations for
stakeholders and benefits that are looking for growth and strategic positioning. Most

analyses of these sorts of things tend to ignore that inherent conflict or in the case of

metering that synergy. We are doing things that are fundamental necessities in the
world where you want to serve customers profitably and it by design that have a lot of

tangential buy for the business as it was in 1989. Quality and pollution requirements
are largely defined without reference to water companies' ability to pay. This difficulty
is increased when it is the combined impact of a number of third parties that causes the

pollution, even although individually they may be following agreed standards. For

example, a number of farmers may be using a number of fertilisers and pesticides
which independently caused little damage but when combined form a major pollution
hazard.

Keith Boyd:
So the emphasis on technology varies in time due to political constraints?

Ronnie Yellon:

Well I think that there are flavours of them at all times. The emphasis is different

depending on the shorter term agenda and I would suggest that it is political rather than

regulatory. Although the regulatory tends to reinforce the political, because the role of

regulation in my opinion is to keep the politicians out of the longevity of this business.
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Keith Boyd:
Have you noticed a difference since the Labour government came to power?

Ronnie Yellon:

Yes. The issues are around a regulator who wants to keep his job and who has got a

second term, which was fixed quite early, while other regulators have not and the

governments need to show regulatory reform either by its mechanisms or its
constitutional structures. That is the dynamics which make the areas of corporate

efficiency key. Customer representation is one of the fundamental regulatory duties
between financing functions and customer protection. It is a very complex and rich area

of forces. But you will see that there are statements that are clearly aimed at the

political audience and political masters. We are now in a formal process of price setting
which is a quadripartite issue, environment, economics, government and ourselves. The
DTI are conducting a review at the; moment the regulators, companies and customer

representatives and everyone else who has an interest on how the industry is managed.
So you should expect to see a lot of political positioning. The regulator is reminding

people that he is the customer's champion. We have seen over the last few years a

change of perception of meters. Quite a few companies are installing them but I think
that there are 'flavours of the month'. The emphasis is different depending on the

shorter term agenda and I would suggest that it is political rather than regulatory. For

example we have now got agreed mandatory leakage targets, which are largely
untenable and not based on anything realistic. Simply picking out one piece of the jig
saw and placing a target on it for political capital are the sorts of issues we have been

talking about.

Keith Boyd:
Is Time ofUse pricing an issue in water metering?

Ronnie Yellon:

I think in tariffing in the future there will be more segmentation e.g. more tariffs based
around lifestyle packages. I happen to think that the psychological contract between the
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organisation and the customer is different under a metering relationship. That means
that you can develop a number of tariffing capabilities.

Keith Boyd:
What do you mean by that?

Ronnie Yellon:

If you pay by meter and there is a hose pipe ban to constrain demand. The contact you

have for Anglian is different and there would be no ban on the householder with

metering but the pricing would vary accordingly. I happen to think that the

psychological contract between the organisation and the customer is different under a

metering relationship. That means that you can develop a number of tariffing

capabilities. The multi-utility concept and economies of scale and scope, the role of
water in that is very uncertain. But in terms of trying to promote a conservation

message through metering for example we would like to give water butts away with

metering. But we can't discriminate between customer classes in that way. There is
another issue to do with the extent of exhortation for people to be more conservation

minded, works or does not work. That fundamentally comes down to the legitimacy
that the company has with its customer base. The industry through the media does not
have the control or power. We would like to think in Anglian that we are building a

relationship with our customers. This is important for two reasons. First for when

things go wrong, inevitably, you recover very quickly from a PR disaster, it is a

reservoir of goodwill if you like. Second, If you introduce new things you have got a

very good climate to do that. Here is a high element of trust. What we are trying to do
in the regulatory area is to get that reflected in the management of our business and the

regulators' attitudes.

Keith Boyd:
What about the waste management regulation?

Ronnie Yellon:

Well there are some great water projects in place where people are recycling and the
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problems about getting the contaminants out of bath water and so on. But the costs in

retrofitting are very high and there are some partnerships we have with developers to

put them in new buildings to see how they develop but they are still very much at the

pilot stage. I just don't know if the will become economic or desirable One thought just
struck me is that in the regulatory regime within electricity, I think that there is a

positive conservation issue in that companies have a pound per customer to the

promotion of energy efficiency. The environment is more fundamental in water than in

energy in as much as the environment in water is not just water conservation and the

danger. The DTI is conducting a review of who are not aware of the constraints in the
water industry so they find it difficult to understand some of the niche environmental
issues. But we do not have any conservation money earmarked in that same way.

Keith Boyd:
But you have the environmental agency?

Ronnie Yellon:

Yes there is a cultural issue. There are an assemblage of groups and their relationship is
with the taxpayer and not with our customers, and also they may be interested in

spending money on the environment and when we can't show any benefit to our

customers.

Keith Boyd:

The funds for the environment agency come from the taxpayer?

Ronnie Yellon:

No they come from our customers, but they do not see that they have any relationship
with our customers. In our research to find out what customers want we try to produce
a balanced process, but we have a lot of obligations, which have nothing to do with our

customers' wishes decided for us by Brussels. There is a little bit of a political deficit
there.
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Interview No: 18

Name: Steve Marjot

Company: Anglian Water Services Ltd.
Date: 10th November 1997

Medium Used: Tape

Keith Boyd:
What type ofmeters are being installed in Anglian?

Steve Marjot:
We have two types of meters that we fit at the moment for domestic customers the

majority of which are standard mechanical manual read meters. That is probably
around ninety-five per cent are standard mechanical manual read meters placed
outside the customer's property. The other five per cent are meters put in internally.
For all of the internal meters they have a pulsed output with some kind of remote

reading device. On the commercial and industrial side, most of the meters are

mechanical, although some are 'solid state' meters, depending on the application. For

example, some of the largest consumers have a telemetry connection. And for district

metering purposes again we have magflow type meters, but those do not have any

AMR on them. But having said that the top 100 industrial customers do have a link to

our telemetry system and we provide them with a down-load of consumption
information for their benefit. We are looking to extend that to some of other customers
on our industrial side because we see that as an important service. But that is through

telemetry rather than through a specific AMR type of system. There is a solid state

meter on the market for domestic customers, which has been developed by a company

called Fusion owned by Severn Trent. We are not purchasing those at the moment but
we are trying them. There are also various encoded meters on the market which use

AMR technology and again, we are not purchasing any of those but we are trying them
in a number of situations. We have done about five trials so far. So the current situation

is; no we are not fitting encoded meters. We are fitting some pulsed output with out-

readers. The one element that we are considering changing now is to change the hard to

read meters, which are the internal meters that we have problems getting to, into some
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kind of remote reading and that will be by some kind of touch pad or by radio.

Keith Boyd:
What is recorded in the meters?

Steve Marjot:
It is purely a meter reading, which determines the volume of water, which is used in
cubic meters. On the pulsed output meters the same thing and on the industrial meters

they get 15 minute consumption daily so they get their meter reading plus a

consumption profile. At this moment in time we do not do any tariffing or collect data
for tariffing purposes for time of use for domestic customers.

Keith Boyd:

Why is there a trend for internal metering? Is that the case?

Steve Marjot:
It is the case. We are still fitting externally at the moment. The majority of domestic
meters are being installed in pits in footpaths for domestic, commercial and industrial
customers. There is a trend towards installing internal meters throughout the water

industry, which is a reflection of this customer focus we now have as a company.

Customers want it internally or they want it, either in a garage or in the side of a house
so there is a reason for doing this. We install internal meters because the customer

insists on an internal meter or it may be a shared supply, so we may stick two

individual meters in this case. The driver at the moment is either a technology one

where the situation is such that you have got to have an internal meter or a customer

focused one.

Steve Marjot:
We are the only company, which has made a commitment to metering with 95%

penetration. All of the other water companies do metering. And for many of them they
do metering with AMR technology to a much greater extent than Anglian. A good

example is Severn Trent who are fitting these Fusion meters with a touch read system
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called Talisman and they are fitting those at a rate of about 3000 a week. They are

fitting more meters than Anglian and with remote read technology and those are going

internally. So there are a lot of companies who are committed to it. For us internal
meter fitting is only viable if we have a technology to read it. It is our understanding
that the technology is now available or will very soon be available, cheaply enough that
we will consider using it. We don't do it at the moment.

Keith Boyd:
I am also interested in monitoring how the meter operations business is developing?

Steve Marjot:
I can only give you a view. Obviously the electricity model is one of hiving off the
meter reading process from the core business and placing it for competitive tender.
That does not happen in the water industry, partly because there are not enough
metered customers to make it a viable model at the moment. If there was universal

metering that would be a model that a regulator would consider and bring into force by

legislation. The feeling is that it may happen in the long term, but it is unlikely within
the next five to ten years, because there are not enough meters on the ground. And there
are still enough companies who are anti metering who do not want to put meters in on

the majority of their customer base. Within Anglian Water, we have a commitment to

metering and meter reading which at the moment resides internally. We are obviously
driven by efficiency, I have no doubt that if it was a viable option to out-source meter

reading then it might well happen, but there is no way for sure that that is going to be
the case because you have other drivers like technology. If technology is able to read

your meters in house through a fixed link AMR system, then why out source it, unless

you are going to out-source your AMR system. I think the likely-hood is that over the
short term, meter operations will continue to be administered in-house.
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Interview No: 19

Name: Paul Bongrain

Company: Electricite de France
Date: 19th November 1997

Medium Used: Notes

Keith Boyd:
What is EdF's mission?

Paul Bongrain:
One of the major reasons for the creation of EdF was to co-ordinate and further develop
France's hydro-electric resources. Prior to the formation of EdF power was being

generated from water sources in the Alps, Pyrenees and The Massive Central. The most

important of these was Compagnie Nationale du Rhone a gigantic project, begun in
1921 to harness the economic potential of the Rhone basin. Opponents of the hydro¬
electric power came from two sources. First, the environmentalists who saw the

development: "ravaging our beautiful mountains." Second, the liberal freemarketeers
maintained that thermal generation was cheaper and more flexible. However the

argument which swayed the case in favour of hydro-electric was the fact that resources
to both coal and gas within the national boundaries of France were scarce. This

argument has been a continuing theme of energy policy in France ever since.

Keith Boyd:
How would you compare the Single Buyer Procedure to Third Party Access?

Paul Bongrain:
The Single Buyer Procedure, recognises the importance of competition, particularly in
the production of electricity, where it could constitute an important catalyst for

competitiveness. However, a free-market approach endangers social considerations
such as the obligation to provide universal services, equal treatment to customers, and
the right of the authorities to intervene on the grounds of energy policy. So the relation
of EdF to the French State is strong. This is the position of the French Government, not
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EdF. The Government does not seek to persuade others to follow this approach, but to
leave them to choose the approach which is most suitable for their country.

Keith Boyd:
Does this not give the employees ofEdF too much power?

Paul Bongrain:
The staff at EdF should not be seen as structuring society in a type of 'electro-facisme'.
What is required is a co-operative network with the external network without one actor

becoming too dominant. The pressures that face EdF today is responding to the

changing social, economic, political and technical environments. The State for

example, is not the same today as it was when EdF was created, so how should EdF
work with this 'different' State.

Keith Boyd:
How does this change take place?

Paul Bongrain:

Through modernisation. Modernisation means the development of suppleness and

flexibility in work procedures. This involves debureaucratisation, the introduction of
modern technology such as information technology and the changing of working

practices. To implement this modernisation there requires to be a mobilisation of all
the actors both externally and internally. The challenge is to co-ordinate these forces
in a co-operative collective way. The practicalities of this mobilisation involve a

collective culture for the common good through 'management strategique integre'

(integrated strategic management).

Keith Boyd:
EdF is famous for its innovative pricing how did that develop?
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The necessity for EdF to finance itself brought to prominence a young economist
Marcel Boiteux who pioneered this marginal cost pricing. Indeed, work done by
Marcel Boiteux amongst others at EdF during the nineteen-fifties laid the foundation
for public utility pricing in particular and monopoly pricing in general for the next forty

years. We have now got three major tariffs red blue and green for different sizes of
consumers. These are of course, time of day tariffs. We also have real time tariffs as

well.

Keith Boyd:
How do you communicate with these meters to switching on and off load?

Paul Bongrain:
Remote communication technology called Ripple Control where a signal is sent along
the low voltage power line to switch on and off appliances at times of low and high
demand.
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Interview No: 20

Name: Nigel Orchard

Company: Pilot Systems (London) Ltd.
Date: 4th December 1997

Medium Used: Tape

Keith Boyd:
Who are players in the metering market?

Nigel Orchard:
Well there is water, gas and electricity. In communications there is PLC, radio and

telephone line (PSTN), smart card, hand held computers. Generally players in the game

get involved with more than one technology. So for example Fusion meters are

electronic water meters but they are very much into radio communications. RMS are

power line carrier but they are into metering as well. This is generally because the
interfaces between the different technologies have not yet been standardised. So RMS

developed a wonderful power line carrier system but could not interface with metering

systems. They are all different standards so they had to develop their own meter to

work with it. The other way round, Fusion meters have got a lovely electronic meter

but could not come to terms with an agreement with a radio company so had to develop
their own radio system. Perhaps if I give you a list of the main people. Itron really are a

meter reading service company. They want to sell IT and their services and any kind of
AMR. They are the highest profile meter reading company internationally.

Keith Boyd:
The hand held terminals as well as the software?

Nigel Orchard:
Yes that's it. Itron did quite a successful thing with hand helds. One of the best hand
helds in the country is made by Flusky, based up in Coventry. The Husky FS2 it looks a

little bit like a mallet, ergonomically designed. Itron signed a deal with Husky that only

Husky could supply this hand held to the utility market. Basically they scrubbed off
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Husky from the label and put Itron on it. It has meant that since that it is a popular

hand-held, not only do Itron get the opportunity to sell the hand-held but the also get

the first opportunity to sell the software as well. But Itron are big internationally, they
have got a high profile, a high marketing profile and its quite a monopoly area there.

Anyone with this technology is after the higher value business once you get into

systems and service and that sort of thing, the value becomes bigger. So what you have
is a little bit of technology that people are good at, then all of these bits of technology
from different bits of people who are fighting for the high value stuff further up the
chain. In PLC, we have got RMS, there is thorn EMI who have got a system in
Manweb and London Electricity. Siemens have got a PLC system and APMY have one

as well. In terms of radio Ramar, Itron have their own, ECS have their own.

Keith Boyd:

So Ramar and Itron are not competitors?

Nigel Orchard:
Well I would say they were competitors, I'm sure Ramar would love Itron's service and

systems business but they have different radio technologies. And there are relationships
which you can have. You can have an Itron system and if the utility want both an Itron

and Ramar system, if the utility can get them to talk together, they can have a combined

thing. But generally that doesn't happen. Ramar generally say, "look if you want the

higher value service on top of the technology you have got to come to us." That is the

games that people will play. So I would say that Ramar and Itron were competitors.
The smart card as a technology is quite big and is for the bottom end of the domestic
market. There is a monopoly on a standard which is co-owned by British Gas,
Midlands Electricity and Landis & Gyr have this smart card system which they have
mobilised but they control the standard. There are other parties who sit on the
committees who work on that standard but they sit there to receive information, they
are not party to controlling the system. So it is a little bit of a closed system.

Keith Boyd:
Does this consortium have a name?
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Nigel Orchard:

No, Landis and Gyr have got the technology and they have licensed it to other
manufacturers. But they own the technology and maybe Midlands Electricity own the

spec, but basically Midland and British Gas are the main customers for Landis & Gyr
for this system, so whether the other RECs are going to get involved or other gas

companies, is difficult to see. I'm not sure how far this is going to develop. Now to go a

stage back and you have got your GEM pluses and you have got your people who

supply smart card technology at the lower level. You can now bolt on applications and
this is where Tescos and Sainsburys and people like that who want loyalty cards. BP
and the garages also want to make an impact. They can build systems in which they are

more generic than that. It is my belief that somebody sooner or later will build a more

generic system on top of that smart card which will crack open that particular market
and I personally believe that it will be the FLAG / CHIRPS route or that technology.

Keith Boyd:
What is electronic metering?

Nigel Orchard:
Let's look at water meters first. Pulsed outputs are basically attaching something to a

mechanical meter every time it rotates it sends a pulse. A switch that is attaches to this

rotating devise that sends a pulse when it is activated. Then you have got a logger that
is counting these pulses. That is the same in gas as it is in electricity. So on gas you

have got rotating wheels and in electricity you have your spinning disk. You then fit

something to it that produces a pulse every time the wheel goes round and a data logger
would count those pluses. That is pulsed counting. Generally not particularly

satisfactory because you never know the absolute condition of the meter. If you lose

pulses or you set the thing wrongly to start with, you are going to get out of sink and it
is difficult to get back into sink. An encoder generally refers to water meters and that is
a little more accurate but a little bit more expensive. That is where the actual position of
the dial on the mechanical meter is electronically transmitted from the meter to another.
So the position of the dial is made available so that is a little better, because you can
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read the actual position of the dial. In water meters you can put an inductive power pad
connected to the water meter so you do not need batteries or any thing like that. You

put another reading probe up to the inductive pad and it supplies the power to the meter

for the time that it is being read. It is helpful if you have got water metering in a three
foot pit or something like that. In the electricity industry you can have things that bolt
on to the front of rotating wheel that produce a pulse. When you get to electronic
meters and completely solid state that is when all the technology is electronic. If you
think about the costs for an electromechanical electricity meter the cost is £25 with a

life of 25 years and then a recertification is for another 25 years. So 50 years of life for
£25. The cost of the installation is as high as the cost of the kit itself. So assuming you

get an electronic meter at the same price as a mechanical meter and at the moment you

can - although I don't think that that fully reflects cost- but at the moment you can get a

completely solid state electronic meter. In that meter will be microprocessor

technology, and a LCD display so that you can see and read electronically. Normally it
will have a FLAG port on it, which is an infrared input output mechanism and it may
even have a standard serial line, which connects to a modem so you could down-load

using a modem. There are solid state gas meters and solid state electricity meters which
meet that kind of specification. There are not so many water meters. Fusion make one.

Keith Boyd:

Is there a difference between communications technology with respect to the different
industries?

Nigel Orchard:
Yes I think that there is. I think I can talk about electricity easier than anything else.
The metering functionality in the communications chain all inter-weave with each
other. If you go back in history to 1994, Offer were making all sorts of noises that

metering and communications are going to solve all sorts of problems for 1998. Offer
went very cold on that in 1996 and on the run up to 1998 nothing has been heard of at
all. Companies were not going to invest in systems that were not going to pay for
themselves. They started with the assumption that a 1994 meter is a half hour meter
and a domestic meter is a single register meter. They build systems around that. So all
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the communications systems valid estimation systems and data backup settling data
between generator and suppliers is all based on that assumption which has devalued the
meter to a black box on the wall which is either half hour or single register, not very
much else. The problem with that, is the people making the decisions should be do not

know any more about the market than anyone else does. Offer clearly want to break

open the market, and the best way of doing that is to allow people to come in with new

technology. For meter manufacturers, communications companies, systems companies
to understand the concept of electricity and come up with products that allow the best
value from technology. For example storing a few days or a week's worth of data in a

half hour meter and then averaging it within the meter. Allowing you to change the
tariff to have three or four rates to have heat wise or economy 7 based on negotiated
contracts. Having reading systems which read every half an hour or read at strategic
times during the day fairly local to where the meter is. Having a communications
infrastructure which allows for the mobilisation of new ides and new business concepts

and allows the meter manufacturers and communications companies to design and

market products into an infrastructure that will work and supports them. No one party

can define the whole infrastructure but what they can do is bolt into an infrastructure
which is flexible enough to support the business activities that they want to encourage.

I see them being in a bit of a straight jacket at the moment. At the moment they are

assuming the meter is a black box they assume that there is a piece of software that has
come over from America which is used by UKDCS called MV90 which basically talks
to all the different meters and protocols etc. But effectively take the value of the meter

is to what the MV90 can do which effectively half hour data and register data and that
is it end of story, there is no connectivity right back to the meter manufacturer.

Keith Boyd:
Is MV90 the same market as FLAG?

Nigel Orchard:
FLAG is a protocol, MV90 is a piece of software. CHIRPS is also a protocol and a

piece of software. The CHIRPS concept is in direct competition to MV90.
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Keith Boyd:
What is the difference between protocols and software?

Nigel Orchard:
Lets take Windows 3.1 and Windows 95. Windows 3.1 was a standard protocol
because everyone can come on board with it and use it to their advantage regardless of
whether they can compete with Microsoft. So you can have Lotus products on a

Microsoft operating system. Widows 95 is not a protocol it is not an open system

which has subsumed all the thing around it into widows 95 so that is when it becomes a

product. CHIRPS is at the moment a protocol standard and we have a lot of CHIRPS

compatible software products that marry in which with it. What we have got to do is
make sure that it is open. If CHIRPS is being modified or enhanced people are still

having the same access as they did previously.

Keith Boyd:

I can still use non-Microsoft products on Windows 95?

Nigel Orchard:
Yes but windows 95 has got a lot of other things such as Internet access and memory

management, the ability to connect between different products. You see the
telecommunications system used to be state monopolies but technology has opened up

the market. For example, If a passenger wished to fly from France to the USA rather
than taking a direct flight using Air France, the passenger would take a short

connecting flight to the UK and then get a cheap charter flight to the USA. The same

principle applies in telecommunications. If someone in France was wanting to phone or

send a message to the USA, they could bypass France Telecom's international service

by connecting to a competitor who could do it cheaper somewhere else within the EU.

That is why the French have to open their market in communication.

Keith Boyd:
But does not the public interest fit in somewhere here?
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Nigel Orchard:

The explanation for this really lies in the fact that the country's rulers are nothing if not

pragmatic in their attitudes, and once it is appreciated that a particular course of action
is likely to be beneficial, then existing theory to the contrary is likely to be jettisoned.

Keith Boyd:
What is Eurodis in France?

Nigel Orchard:
Eurodis is the interface into a box in a premises for apartments, lots of boxes tagged on

to the same line at one interrogation point. The same as EMbus in Germany.

Keith Boyd:

They are different standards to FLAG and IEC1107?

Nigel Orchard:
Not really, an analogy I would suggest is the different languages. At one level if the
standards just specified the language that would be much easier, but most of the
standards specify the vocabulary. Eurodis or EMbus will say is you have got to use

French or German and this is the list of words you can use. All that FLAG is saying is

you can use English so it is the level down. In database terms FLAG is like the fields
where as EMbus and Eurodis are like Dbase or Access etc. The problem is that the

protocols are too linked together. If Eurodis was in two halves then things would be
OK. The contention is the functionality because different work in different ways. For

example Germany are small utilities in France there is one large utility.

Keith Boyd:
How do you see the development of standards in communications and software?

Nigel Orchard:
If we take FLAG and DMLS. There is an equivalent to DLMS in the States called
Tucker Tape. You can implement DLMS via FLAG. You can have FLAG installed in
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the meters. At the level above that is DLMS which are software modules provided by
different manufacturers put it into DLMS format. Where there are monopoly areas like
France you have got to provide a DLMS meter that is forcing the technology into the

meter, so that it gets mass produced and the tie in to perform that functionality. So there
is a lot of pressure from the monopoly area to retain that so there is more control over
the prescriptions of technology. If you were able to mobilise FLAG and CHIRPS at the
level of the house at the user stage you could have complete flexibility and

compatibility, and that will generate a new market.

Keith Boyd:
Can you explain the difference between DLMS and FLAG?

Nigel Orchard:

They are different standards and FLAG will fully support DLMS because it is open

enough to do so. But the people who subscribe to DLMS see FLAG as a little bit of a
threat. DLMS is the whole element from the meter and communications, FLAG is just
small part of that it is simple data exchange, CHIRPS is one set up and it packages the
data into files. Eurodis and EMbus are components ofDLMS. It is a virtual system and
it takes all of these but at the moment it doesn't take FLAG.

Keith Boyd:
What is inductive coupling?

Nigel Orchard:
Inductive coupling is like a pad. You have got a meter which is not very accessible
with a long line and a pad which sticks out which is accessible and you come along
with a hand held and you have something to connect the pad with.

Keith Boyd:
Can I assume what you have said for electricity applies for gas and water as well?
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Nigel Orchard:

YES, 50% of the electronic gas meters are FLAG compatible, the other half are
controlled by British Gas. Anything that monopoly is not FLAG the ones who are

fighting FLAG are monopolies. What has happened is that British Gas has sold a

licence, they developed Eurometers which is owned by British Gas to their own closed
internal protocol and have licensed to Schlumberger and three or four other meter
manufacturers the use design and protocol. So these meters have about 50% of the
market.

Keith Boyd:
Are electronic meters being installed in the gas market?

Nigel Orchard:
Yes they are in hundreds of thousands. I suppose there are about half a million
electronic electricity meters out there and between quarter and half a million electronic

gas meters out there.

Keith Boyd:
Are electromechanical gas meters being installed as well?

Nigel Orchard:

Oh yes sure. I think you still have cost and reliability issues, different people have
different preferences.

Keith Boyd:
How do you see the meter operation market developing?

Nigel Orchard:
Well there is meter operation and data collection. Those are the two major agents that a

supplier will appoint. Meter operation is a bit of red herring because its responsibilities
are the installation, maintenance and meter safety and possibly the ownership of the
meter but the meter may be owned by the customer. Not particularly enjoyable not a
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particularly attractive proposition for anyone apart from the fact that you get in with the
customer you can provided extra added value services like demand management

procedures. It is a loss leader thing and in generally the host REC is the meter operator.

Keith Boyd:
What about Datum Solutions?

Nigel Orchard:
Yes there is Datum Solutions as well there is no one else. There was another company

called Meter Operators ltd. But Schlumberger was not successful with it, it is only
Datum who have got into it and they are part of the National Grid anyway. I would be

surprised that if their meter operation business was profitable but they have managed to

get a lot of data collection and added value customers. Data collection on the other
hand I believe is a strategic key to the future. It's a direct injection into the revenue

stream of the utility. Data collection is working out eventually what the consumption is
and eventually what the bill is.

Keith Boyd:
And who should own the data?

Nigel Orchard:
In the perfect world the data collector would not own the data. Data collection is
someone that everyone is very protective about and data collection is still a monopoly
within UKDCS. Tenders have gone out and there have been some new market entrants
in the +100kW market. Not only are UKDCS owned by all the RECs but they also
subcontract the most difficult part of the job back to the REC which is the data
retrieval. The MV90 sits in each REC and dials up back to the meters every night. The
most difficult thing is that the next day not quite all the data has come back, what do

you do to fix that data is done by the REC. So UKDCS are subcontracting the most

difficult thing back to the supplier anyway and they send a nice clean file back to

UKDCS who then merge it all together and send it back to settlements. So what is

actually happening is all that UKDCS is doing is providing a data collection service to
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a supplier and subcontracting back to the supplier the data retrieval part of the process

which is the highest value. But they are also getting the highest price for the data
collection and cutting back on the data retrieval process to get as large a margin as

possible. But that doesn't really matter because that money is still owned by the
shareholders of UKDCS which are of course the RECs. So it is quite hard to break in.
The only way you can break in is by saying how do you get the value of your database
and the data concerning your local area, who is there, who the meters are how easy is it
to get to the meters what the customers are like there.

Keith Boyd:
Data collection is not a free market?

Nigel Orchard:
Yes. UKDCS have set a standard for the software to do the data administration the

MV90 and anyone outside lose in data collection because they are told that they don't
have the experience.

Keith Boyd:
You would have to separate the MV90 and data ownership issues away from the RECs
before you got a proper data collection service?

Nigel Orchard:
That's right. Having said that, things are extremely sensitive at the moment. Because

only one of the twelve RECs -Yorkshire- have signed with UKDCS. And they are

negotiating with UKDCS what the margins are. They know UKDCS is reliable because

they own UKDCS. But what is the value of owning a service company, they are paying

people and they see that they could pay a lot more than the ones that went separately.
The ones who have tendered for the services probably would like to do it themselves
and have used the tendering process for experience and the real costs. I have been

working with a company who have spent half a million pounds to provide a data
collection service as an alternative to UKDCS. Their price is much lower but we have
not got the experience, and they also say, oh and by the way we would like to retain our
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data retrieval facilities.

Keith Boyd:
I would have thought that Offer would have clamped down on that?

Nigel Orchard:
I think that they have tried to, but it is not an easy one to crack.

Keith Boyd:
Who are the players in the domestic market?

Nigel Orchard:
There is AccuRead and ECS. ECS are owned by London Electricity they have won two
of the gas contracts down in the South-East and they are a meter reading company.

They are relying very much on manual meter readers using a hand held terminal. The
route is down loading on the hand held, you take your readings and at the end of the

day the readings are down-loaded via a modem, back to base.

Keith Boyd:

Do you think more advanced communications technology will be adopted as in the
+ 100kW market?

Nigel Orchard:

Yes, The lowest cost way of reading a domestic meter is sending a man round once a

year and that is about 50p a read. Installing communications at that level is difficult to
cost justify until you say, why don't we read all three meters, why don't we have more

reads, the ultimate being every half hour off course and then you say: "let's just install
at the difficult to read customers" you may cost justify it then.

Keith Boyd:
Are these businesses going to develop?
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Nigel Orchard:
I think IT companies will get involved. IT companies have got some of the market

people who can read meters and present the data to customers or they can buy it from
UKDCS. That is predominantly what they do. There are IT companies in there but they
are the big ones who still enjoy monopoly. Cap Gemini and Logica are the key

examples. Logica in particular almost has a stronghold on the systems required for the

deregulated market. They have got all the components and the way they link together.
And their monopoly is protected because even though the Electricity Pool and other
bodies are trying to draw lines between the different components and draw dataflows
between the differing components. Logica because they have the prime contracts for

developing these components are not incentivised to open up these interfaces to prove

that they work because most of the communications are internal communications

within Logica. There is a lot of tokenism in terms ofmobilisation of the Pool in that the
Pool meetings that I have been to, which result in circular discussion. I think that this
has occurred because the person responsible for specifying is not the same person as

the one with the purse strings for implementation. If the person who is specifying is

responsible for paying for it then you have control but this is not the case. The Pool is

responsible for specification but for implementation it has been passed back to the
RECs. So there is no one body responsible for making the system work apart from
Offer who is the overall programme manager who have not the resource to be able to

manage it properly. Logica are rewarded in that individual contracts from the Pool
contracts from the RECs for the components in the system. What you have got then is
this monopoly there is a lot of money generating paper and consultants are out there

charging a lot ofmoney for little results. It's nice for the RECs because it is not opening

up the market and everyone is in the same boat so it doesn't really matter. What about
the costs you say? Well Offer say everything can be charged back to the customer. It is

only the serious radicals within the RECs who say "stuff this." Northern Electric,
SEEBOARD more aggressive kind of RECS are the guys to pay us to put system in to

compete with Logica and UKDCS and allows this thing to develop.

Keith Boyd:
So there still is a REC inspired side to the data collection which remains monopolistic?
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Nigel Orchard:

Yes, very much so and there are all sorts of bodies who have been put together to try

and sort that out but if they are Pool or REC funded it is the same story.

Keith Boyd:
Will there need to be regulatory influence in that in the future?

Nigel Orchard:
Well whether the regulator has powers to do anything about that because he needs a lot
ofmoney to resource the Pool. The only way you are going to get this is through a guy

like me who is fighting UKDCS head on and it may swing. In a year's time I may be a

very rich man. If one person so far has signed up with UKCDS and that company
Yorkshire Electric are talking to us about hand held software, UKDCS' position may

not be as strong as it seems. There may be optimism for a more open approach.
Northern have systems in it is running well, they have their accreditation, Coopers and

Lybrand in for the second time they are more advanced than anyone else in this game it
is going to swing. Now if I can clean 200K for every REC for my software I can
mobilise all sorts of different AMR software to get a more open system. Then other

people could fight this who are coming into the market from the customer end. We will
data collect for you we will give you a piece of software which runs on your PC that

reads your meters that populates your database. With that data which you then e-mail
back to the data collector that gets into the accreditation mechanism. So the customer

can do it himself. It is mobilising that and that is a business I am going to get in. If I fail
with this one I am going to switch to the customers. If I go to the customers I am going
to be seen as a threat to the RECs.

Keith Boyd:
What about the water companies; have you had better luck with them?

Nigel Orchard:
Well with a certain amount of the water companies. There is a rivalry between gas and
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electricity. There are gas companies that want to read electricity meters and vice versa.

Water seems to be a little bit separate. But some of them seem to be a bit more serious
about that. I have an appointment with Anglian Water next week because Logica have

put in a low power radio system in Anglian and I have made enough noise to convince

Anglian that a Logica monopoly on this may cripple the value of the AMR system that

they are paying them to do. I have pulled in as a man to open up the protocols to let
other people in. So there is an opportunity there. There are a couple of other people
who would like to buy into data collection software, but at the moment my problem is

my pricing. If I want to recover the capital that I have spent in all this thing then my

price has got to be right. If I lower my price to 3OK from 200K I am undervaluing what
I have got. If I don't get that I may have to fragment my products.
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Interview No: 21

Name: Stephen Pattenden

Company: GPT Ltd.
Date: 16th December 1997

Medium Used: Tape

Keith Boyd:
What does GPT do?

Stephen Pattenden:
GPT is a telecommunications equipment manufacturer. It manufactures large switches,

system X. Originally it was the bringing together of the utility interests of Plessey and
GEC. It is a GEC company, 60% owned by GEC and 40% owned by Siemens. We

provide a whole raft of equipment from telephone operators down to multiplexors and
so on. We are basically a telecommunications equipment manufacturer.

Keith Boyd:

Why then was telecommunications privatised in the UK?

Stephen Pattenden:
Well it was a mixture of things. The government did not want to finance investment
and there was inefficiency caused by public sector management. We were run as a

political rather than a business entity. But today BT still has a monopoly particularly in
the domestic sector. But one of the important factor of privatisation is the amount of
investment that has been put in particularly in the mobile and cellular network.

Keith Boyd:
So how does your work relate to metering?

Stephen Pattenden:
From the point of view of metering it was realised about six or seven years ago that
some of our technology may be appropriate to the reading of meters and we came up
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with a method of reading the existing metering base, particularly the electromechanical
meter using optics. We started putting together a remote meter reading business from
that. There have been a few changes in that over the years we have moved from being
in general telemetry to the home business and now concentrating mainly on vending,
which is now seen as being a more immediate opportunity than the metering market.

Metering is regarded as being small at the moment although the potential is big, it is

very, very cost sensitive. We have also looked in the past and burnt our fingers in the
home automation market, we were well before our time, in fact we had a division

called home style about five years ago which got closed down. It is something which is
not mainstream business. So whilst we have a small telemetry division and we have
also a telecoms access division that has just been formed which might soon move to

that sooner or later, I am not sure about that. Obviously we can provide things like
ISDN into the home, the home highway which you may come across very soon, and
has been in the press recently. This may or may not be useful to metering. GPT is at

best lukewarm to utility metering at the moment. Of course there are other groups
involved in this. For example, Novell is working with the power utilities to turn their

electricity networks into data networks so there is quite a lot of cross utility co¬

operation. What they want to do is to build intelligence into electrical equipment so that
the companies can have much more control over their whole systems. They need to

have enough to meet demand at peak times. You know what happens when there is a

football match on TV. At half-time, everyone goes out and puts on the kettle for a cup
of tea. Electricity demand surges. But with intelligent devices, the power companies
could anticipate demand. They could switch off other equipment in the home like the
freezer or the central heating system for short periods.

Keith Boyd:

How do you relate to other players in the market e.g. FLAG?

Stephen Pattenden:

We are nothing to do with FLAG. We looked at electromechanical meters, Ferraris disk

jobs, and we reckoned that by watching the disk go round would work. Have you come

across the GEC hood? It was slightly before the hood we came up with this better
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technology, I think, although it was from another GEC company. You can get both rate

and total consumption using microprocessor technology. I don't think you need clever
meters you just need clever processing. That was the stance that we took.

Keith Boyd:
You need the communications?

Stephen Pattenden:
You need the communications, but not desperately, you don't need continuous
communications. I think the power line carriers, certainly in the low voltage
distributions nodes, are a non-starter. Because a lot of what is happening in the

competitive world is incremental in the aspect of how you acquire customers and you

are not going to acquire them all in one substation. You are going to acquire them in
ones and twos and different people are going to acquire them.

Keith Boyd:

Why did the intelligent home not work?

Stephen Pattenden:
Well it was simply before its time. The real snag with the intelligent home is that for
the last fifteen years it has always been five years in the future.

Keith Boyd:

Why is that?

Stephen Pattenden:
It is basically a cost element in the market. Standards have not been put in place

correctly. There are too many competing systems and there has never been one killer

application that pays for the other access. The real snag is that you have a whole
number of things going into the home, security, utilities, energy management but not
one individual system pays for the gateway. The costs immediately out-weigh the NPV
into the future. So effectively none wants to get their feet wet. You need to define a
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killer application. So home automation is not on. In commercial buildings it is moving
ahead quite nicely. Systems like LONGWORKS, again speak to Steve Homes about
that. Certainly the building market is moving very rapidly to building up these things.

Nobody has really tackled pre-emptive maintenance on photocopiers or PCs etc.

Lighting systems, environmental controls etc are largely in place.

Keith Boyd:

Regulation has emphasised competition rather than developing the technologies, is
there and imbalance there?

Stephen Pattenden:
No because as competition develops there will be perceived benefits which will draw

through to the expenditure on technology. I do not think that technology will proceed,
it will be drawn through it as its requirements are perceived. It depends on who makes
the competitive move and who the suppliers are. But I can see people going out to

acquire customers, using profiling initially and may find that profiling is not the most

effective solution. They find that the errors that profiling creates and the fact if you do
know the half-hour consumption of a property or a group of properties. Say if you pick

up 300 or 400 customers who are reasonably sized domestic consumption you

amalgamate the gas and electricity usage you can control the environment and you can

control when they can take most of their power. You can start playing games on Pool

prices. Profiling will not facilitate that. As soon as you can get metering inside or

outside settlement times you can improve it. You can actually say that this customer

used this then, therefore I can expect better terms from my electricity supplier. And you

can't profile that, then you are going to need half hour consumption, and then you are

going to need the technology to provide it and the communications to deliver it. The
chicken has laid the egg, the issue is the egg is going to hatch into things that people
have not foreseen.

Keith Boyd:
And the chicken is competition?
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Stephen Pattenden:
Yes I think so. It is going to happen it is going to be a fairly dynamic time. Competition
is going to allow people to play games, if I am Sainsburys for instance with Homebase.
Get people into banking, sell electricity on a long-term basis, tie it into a bit of home

improvement. Offer the home improvement free as long as you stay with them for five

years. Offer a cut in the electricity cost a lot of people will go for that and what is more
is insulation and double glazing products will be sold through Homebase. And if I don't
offer a very good service people will go to Tescos. It acts two ways. It is what Bob

Thirlby, a consultant at ICL who gave a paper at the last UKAMRA conference was

saying. He basically said that the existing players will not be the final players in the
market by any manner of means. You will get many who will not generate, supply or

distribute but they serve the end customer.

Keith Boyd:

How is this technology going to emerge is it going to be multimedia?

Stephen Pattenden:
I don't know. Everything is there. You can reasonably say where you have got PCs and

Internet you have got address for your metering. But I think that is a little bit far fetched
at the moment. Power line within the house does to me seem a very sensible solution. It

picks up most of the equipment in the house but it may not be a PC it may be a gateway

such as LONGWORKS or CEBUS from America or EHS type system, which sit one
side of the telephone line and the other side is a plug. It means that the PC is connected
to everything in the house including meters. It means that in the incremental add on

costs for any particular meter is £10 or £15 which becomes cost effective against any

particular application that you are looking at. It is all to do with the value of the

application and the cost of getting the data back.

Keith Boyd:

What about an energy management package on your PC?
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Stephen Pattenden:
Yes why not? That should be a nice little earner for somebody and that is an area for

growth. Again if you are a virtual utility you may very well supply just that. We will

provide energy management systems from your computer, we will provide home

shopping as all part of our wonderful service. I don't know it could very well be
ScottishPower. They have a foot in every camp, they may do a deal. The supermarkets
and retail establishments have a good start. The customers who you do not want to

supply are not necessarily prepayment meters. It would not be difficult to set

prepayment metering on a MOST basis (Metering Outside Settlement Times). You
need just a slightly bigger memory in your prepayment card. I think the real problem
with AMR at the moment is that the perceived benefit is not high enough and I won't
be high enough until someone starts playing games to maximise your income.

Comparing it with the cost of your weekly shop the cost of electricity or gas is not very
much and the customer does not notice a difference in brand or products. You could
sell software on your PC for £99 the snag is that you need sensors around the home to

get the information back for the equipment. You need switching in the equipment.

Quite frankly I would prefer a management system to be operated by somebody else
and somebody else could probably give me better temis because they know what the
cost of electricity is actually going to be, having access to pool prices.

Keith Boyd:

Does that cover the added service?

Stephen Pattenden:

No. I think the AMR is the added service. You have got it the wrong way around. The

utility industry believes that AMR is the service I believe it is the other way around. It
is going to be an incremental application of some form of home automation system e.g.

FIREWIRE. FIREWIRE is the IEEE standard for video around the home. USB is for

computing around the home. There will be two levels. There will be the multimedia
level. Which may or may not feed everything else in the house but will go in twisted

pair around the home and then there will be one at a much lower bit rate running on

power line around the home. Which is of coarse using the existing mains.
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Keith Boyd:
You think that it will be power line in the home?

Stephen Pattenden:

I think so. I think that that will be the logical conclusion. Radio is a possibility but it is

messy. Radio is probably a better solution in commercial premises. But round the home
I would go for power line as long as standards can be agreed. The broadband cable will
be at one level, while power line will be at another level. Radio might run your security

systems.

Keith Boyd:
What about beyond the home?

Stephen Pattenden:

Beyond the home I do not conceptually go the Norweb route. Norweb in their ENERGI
announcement that they are going to work with Cellnet of America and Bechtel and

provide a radio service to all their meters right across their patch. The meters are being
made in the West-Coast of America.

Keith Boyd:

Are they electronic?

Stephen Pattenden:

They are electronic, multi-application meters lots of registers, capable ofMIST if you
want MOST if you don't. All the half-hours and peak loads as well as other things. You
can do anything with electronics, all you need is a decent enough processor and a bit of

memory. Things are going to cost less than £25 including the radio communications is
what I have been told, which is significant. But you are going to have a radio collection
network of around 8,000 masts and the infrastructure costs may be around £30 million
for that. It is a low power radio network. I think they are doing it for a number of

reasons; defending their own business, it is also probably a defensive move against the
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regulator. It is only electricity it has nothing to do with North-West Water. The water

people do not know about it when it was announced. Both power line in the mobile
distribution mains and the substations, and radio, suffer from the same problem, that is

you have to go for the entire population of meters, I don't think that that matches

competitive trading. When the cost of a meter is about £5 per annum the investment of
the infrastructure is not terribly sensible. I personally think you will home in on

customers who wish to involve themselves in competitive trading. The suppliers are

going to be cashing in on certain customers and they are going to use loyalty card and

demographic information that they have already. This means that if you are going to

cherry pick there is only one solution and that is going to be communications of some
sort. It could be radio communications like GSM, OVERTEXT or PAKNET the

obvious one is to use the cheap and cheerful PSTN.

Keith Boyd:

The objection to that is that the meter is not connected to the telephone line?

Stephen Pattenden:
OK the simple answer to that is you use power line within the house. There is nothing

stopping you having PSTN and power line it is the most obvious one. You are still
stuck with the water meter but you can almost certainly put a low power radio link on

there as well. There is nothing stopping you having a little box in the corner with low

powered radio and the power line. It also open the way to other things. Once you are

into the house with that sort of thing a whole lot of applications can be used. There then
raises the question of who actually controls the usage, how do you charge for it. This is
one of the reasons that MeterLink didn't work apart from the criticism you have put in
about cable line.

Keith Boyd:
This is the BT link?

Stephen Pattenden:
The problem was that it was a store and forward system, in that BT collected the data
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and passed it on to the utility. And nobody trusted BT not to use it over time. They
could then look at customer's profile and cherry pick these customers off the RECs.
This was the feeling within the RECs. I don't know whether it was the least bit true, but
nevertheless this was why the store and forward system was not very popular. Also you

could not talk to your meter in real time which was very aggravating.

Keith Boyd:
There is a problem ofwho owns the data?

Stephen Pattenden:
Who owns the data, who owns the data flow, who owns the gateway is quite an issue. I
think it is a regulatory issue which should be covered by such things as the data

protection act, but it probably is not. And the nice way is to get the customer to buy the

gateway. In which case there is no argument. You are simply using their gateway to get

at your equipment. Small concentrator locally for two or three houses, radio link into
meters is one way of doing it although power line around the house is probably a more

satisfactory way of doing it.

Keith Boyd:
How are the metering businesses going to develop?

Stephen Pattenden:
Bob Thirlby from ICL has addressed it. His basic premise is that there will be a lot of

players in there, not all of them will be existing utilities. Some existing utilities will
remain as distributors. Other companies will be competing with the ancillary services.
Some companies like ScottishPower may be in all of them. I would not like to guess

who will be in there. There must be people who are looking at their customer databases
and know what they are buying in their supermarkets who must be interested. Loyalty
cards are now visa cards, they know who they want to get at, they will cherry pick.

Keith Boyd:
What about vertical integration versus horizontal integration?
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Stephen Pattenden:
It is already stratified. The RECS have already divided their services up often forced by
the regulator so a lot of vertical integration has already been taken out. This was also in
relation to where their profits came from. Nobody else will take over the wires. In other
areas they will come under pressure from other players. I can't possibly say who these

players will be. It is like a bowel of soup and what will come out of the bowel of soup
we just don't know.

Keith Boyd:
What is the relation of technology to competition?

Stephen Pattenden:
I don't think that technology is driving competition at the moment. The technology is
all there. And the reason that is not being used is cost. The application value is not high

enough to pay for the cost of the equipment. Or the equipment is not cheap enough to

pay for the application.

Keith Boyd:
You think that it will eventually become cost effective?

Stephen Pattenden:
I think that it eventually it will be because ways will be found to do it. My main thesis
on this is that AMR will not occur because of its need, there simply is not the cost

benefit to pay for it. It will come as an 'add on' to other applications. You have got this
sort of curve. Value of applications and cost of equipment and somewhere they are

going to cross. That is going to be the killer application.

Keith Boyd:

There are some people who would say that public funding is required?
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Stephen Pattenden:
Oh absolutely not, no. If you look at the American situation there is no unified system.

We have had a monolithic system since 1946 and there has been benefits. Nevertheless
I don't think that it is saving any money. In the system you have now there will be

cheaper electricity.

Keith Boyd:

What about the Nortel consortium?

Stephen Pattenden:
I don't know very much about it. They have been playing around using putting fairly

high frequencies on cable for some time now, nearly four years. The new CT2

technology is a tenth of the normal CT2 bandwidths, which is well outside the
CENELEC frequency band (5056 or 50056 or 6500) but that is the CENELC band for
PLC which people like RMS would have used. It provides a relative bandwidth of
46kbits in total over one phase of one substation. That's fine but the average modem
will now give you 56kbits over a telephone line. That 64kbits get multiplexed down
once you have got more customers on there. So if you have five customers you are

better getting a cheap modem at £120.
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Interview No: 22

Name: Stephen Holmes

Company: EA Technology

Date: 16th December 1997

Medium Used: Tape

Keith Boyd:

What interest has EA technology in metering and communications technology?

Stephen Holmes:
To explain who EA Technology are. EA Technology is a centre for the development of

energy related technologies. We specialise in two areas the utilisation of energy and the
distribution of energy. We used to be focused more on electricity but now are in areas

of gas and other utilities. We provide a range of services and consultancies and a few

products as well. Our major interest in metering is that if you sit on a meter you are

looking at the two halves of our business. Downstream you are looking at energy

utilisation which is very much part of what EA technology has being doing over the

years. We look at different ways of using electrical and increasingly other forms of

energy or industrial processes or commercial and domestic uses. Upstream of the meter

we have all the distribution networks which is the other side of EA Technology's work.
So our interest is to know anything about metering such as anything about amps

multiplying by volts and integrating it over time. There are plenty of good metering

companies out there who are very good at that. What we are interested in is profiling in
the new market trading arrangements. Looking at the potential impact of that for the

supply and distribution companies. Looking at the possibilities of half-hourly data

being collected around the network and looking at what is available at the moment and
how that can be analysed and made more useful for both the distribution and supply

companies. So we look at all the issues behind metering rather than the technology

itself, we also have involvement in metering communications. Again we do not have a

particular metering communications technology that we sell. We have been involved
with independent studies looking at different sorts of metering and communications. In

particular the international energy agency has a programme on demand side
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management and one annex to that is the communications for demand side

management. It also covers DSM, AMMR and Value added services etc. Being an

international organisation it tries to pull together some understanding of what the
communications requirement for DSM, ASM and value added services might be. We
have just completed a three year project for the IEA on that basis. That has resulted in a

programme which helps people to implement software communications programmes

throughout the network.

Keith Boyd:
Could you explain why the communications is the important technology and not

necessarily the metering?

Stephen Holmes:
I suggest that starting with the term 'automatic meter reading' is not very helpful
because it leads people down the path of doing remote or automatic meter reading. The
cost justification for that is exceedingly doggy. The application of electronics and
communications to the equipment located at the customer / utility interface has

dramatically increased the functionality of meters. The humble single function utility
meter is undergoing a metamorphosis to a customer electronic terminal. Added value
services are not restricted to any one party. Innovative suppliers will also provide the
customer directly or indirectly with services such as multimedia, automated home

management and entertainment technologies. As the 'meter' metamorphoses into a

'customer terminal', communication is becoming the pivotal technology in facilitating
the information flow. There was a gentlemen who, I think was head ofGEC at the time
who stood up at a conference and said, show me an AMR system that pays for itself
and I will show you a fleet of students on bicycles who will do it for you cheaper. That
is the most truthful statement as any about AMR that I know. That is exactly how they
read meters in Germany I believe. OK there is a shaky cost justification at the moment

and they could reduce costs further by getting pensioners to read meters as they do in

Japan and also encourage customers to read their own meters. So the best way to think
about it is to look at the advantages of putting a narrow band communications channel
into the home. That then begins to look at the whole gambit of opportunities, from
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AMR to things that directly relate to electricity supply like prepayment of electricity,

display facilities etc. Also a things that are unrelated to the utility business like home

security, tele-shopping, tele-banking. All these things could be done by a low speed
data link. When you have wide band communications it makes meter reading look

completely trivial. The problem is that I don't believe that wide band communications
is going to occur onto everybody's home for a long time. The major problem that faces
fixed link communication is access. There is a problem that the meter may not be near

a telephone point, and the cost of putting in a wire to the telephone could kill the

technology. That is why unless we get joint utility metering it is difficult to see that

going forward. So then what is going to be the strategy from no data channel through a

narrow band data channel to a wide band data channel. Is that a sensible migration or

are we going to wait until wide band technology comes along. I think you have to look
at the bigger picture than just restricting yourself to automatic meter reading.

Keith Boyd:
How do protocols appear in the Comms area?

Stephen Holmes:
Well I think that one think you have got to have for any standardisation of protocols is
a strong market requirement. If you look at digital telephone which all work to the
GSM standard. GSM standard was done in a series of committees in Europe. It was

hammered through and there was an overall market requirement at the time and it was
that requirement that made it a success. I am not sure which is the right route to go.

Sometime proprietary standards pop up and the international standards bodies are left

standing. But the common factor is always a strong market. Take that away and you get

utter confusion. That is what has happened with narrow band communications into the

home. There are people who are busy getting international committees to develop the

equivalent of GSM. Where there are other people who are saying our proprietary
standard is the way that it is going to go. I don't know that there is an easy answer to

these routes, but I do believe that there is not a strong enough market pulling it through
at the moment.
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Keith Boyd:
Do you think that the market will develop?

Stephen Holmes:
I think there has to be some demand amongst all those functions that I talked about,

although I am sceptical about AMR itself and the added value ones which impinge on

the wide band communications. I am sceptical about the other services such as home

security. What there may be are nice applications for services directly related to

utilities. One of the things that deregulation of utilities has brought is a very clear

understanding about investment of new technology and new ideas. Before they would
dabble with technology for technology's sake, now we will only go into
communications if a case can be put forward to develop it. One of the aspects which is

unique to the UK is prepayment systems. There is a possibility for a remote

communicating prepayment meter that will be something that is offered in the future,

simply because customer service costs are out of proportion to the rest of the market

place. The ultimate in customer service would be to go on line to determine why the
customer's lights had gone out rather than send a man round. You could show quite

easily a financial payback if you could do it with a reasonable capital cost. Also in
some areas communications technology has taken off because of settlement

requirements. We forget the industrial and commercial area where we have seen a

proliferation of Comms into meters. This has been driven along by settlement

requirement. I don't think that we will see much more of that. It is still significant

60,000 to 70,000 customers will be metered in electricity.

Keith Boyd:
How do you see the effect of going to profiling?

Stephen Holmes:
I think that it has blocked the development on metering technology but not unnaturally.
There are other markets around the world where they have insisted that half-hourly

metering is installed if you want a competitive supply and competition has not properly
taken off e.g. Norway and New Zealand. I had the vision the metering and
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communications would pay for itself on the back of customer service issues. Offer was

strongly encouraging companies to invest in such technology, because this would solve
the half-hourly metering problem. Companies were not going to invest in systems that
were not going to pay for themselves and the regulators could not make them invest in
these systems. Yet there needed to be an entry point into people's houses for the

competitive market if everyone will be able to take part in the competitive market.

Keith Boyd:
Do you see any future for half-hourly metering now that profiling has been chosen?

Stephen Holmes:
What it has done is open up the domestic market to competition and that is going to be

satisfactory. But there is an argument for the industrial and commercial customer below
lOOkW to go on half-hourly metering. He has basically three options; half-hourly

metering with communications, half-hourly metering collected on a monthly basis or

quarterly or he has a profile. The advantages of putting a comms link in are marginal, I
doubt that many customers over lOOkW would not have put a comms line in unless it
was mandatory. There is scope for half-hourly metering instead of profiling, forget
about the comms link for a minute. So that will be applying a customers individual

profile instead of a group. The supply company will be able to match their purchases
with a profile and apply more individual tariffs.

Keith Boyd:
Is the meter market dead in electricity?

Stephen Holmes:
It has certainly stagnated over the last couple of years.

Keith Boyd:
What about the installation of free meters with a new supply. And are there different
drivers in water. Are there other ways of looking at this?
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Stephen Holmes:
I don't think that there is much that you can do because the margins are not there in the
telecoms business. The only way they can afford to install new meters is to bump up

their unit charge. We have some hope that there are ways of improving the profding

system for niche markets in the domestic area. We believe there are a whole range of

options that have not been studied in the UK. These range from profiling to half-hourly

metering. These are basically building up profiles which represent better added value
without recording every half-hour. We can show that due to peoples' regularity of their
lives that the half-hourly data is not critical, profile yes, half-hourly data no. That is the
basis that we are looking at particularly in New Zealand where theoretically they have
an open market but not in practice, so they are very interested in what is happening in
the UK. So they are looking at the options between profiling and half-hourly metering.

Keith Boyd:
What is the method of communications in the future?

Stephen Holmes:

Prepayment driven by customer and social needs, >100kW is driven by settlement,

teleswitching is defined by heating. All have possibility of becoming two way systems.

Prepayment may go to remote payment. Then there are others on direct debit who have
some form of electronic relationship with their bank, the real problem are the rest I

don't think you will get rid of this hard core.

Keith Boyd:
What is the relation of technology to deregulation?

Stephen Holmes:

I don't think that it has affected the deregulation process. It would be difficult to

develop a half-hourly system without microprocessors. But half-hourly reading can be
done without microprocessors and profiling can be used for competition. What it does
do is make competition easier. Deregulation has caused an advance meant in the

implementation of that technology to enable competition there is nowhere else in the
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world where 60,000 customers are being remotely read and settled. But it is still a very
small percentage of the 24 million.

Keith Boyd:
But we would not have a settlement system?

Stephen Holmes:
Yes it would have been difficult to get round that one. I don't think that a lack of

technology would have stopped the Conservative Government deregulating the

electricity industry. I am sure they would have found a way round it. Whether they
chose the system that was there due to the technology that was there is another issue. I
think that there is another process at work but I would not think that it is purely down
to technology. Various things that came together and there is fashion in economic

theory too.

Keith Boyd:
Do you think that electronic metering is going to have an effect on the future?

Stephen Holmes:
I think that there is a terminology problem there. There were simple electronic meters

on the market before privatisation. They were there for another reason, they provided
better accuracy. The industry used to have a thing about accuracy and it was seen as a

logical progression. The other big issue was fraud. So those two drivers were important
in electronic metering in the pre-privatisation days. But the meters wefe as dumb as

electromechanical meters. They were just analogue multipliers so they had no

microprocessor in them. Electronic metering is here to stay. The drive for super

accuracy was a technical one, which had no commercial basis. What I think is going to

hit the industry is information technology. It is bound to have an effect on electricity

supply. Electricity supply can be likened to any other financial product.
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Interview No: 23

Name: Brian Bates

Company: Ampy Automation Digilog Ltd.
Date: 17th December 1997

Medium Used: Tape

Keith Boyd:
Can you speak a little about the recent history ofmetering technology in the UK?

Brian Bates:

British Gas made an important step forward in the late eighties in challenging
manufacturers to produce a new domestic gas meter. This had advantages in itself
because of the specification required meant that it was more expensive and a great deal
smaller and it should be able to accept additional facilities. They galvanised two

companies in the end to develop an ultrasonic gas meter a company that became
Eurometers and Siemens. That moved on quite nicely into manufacturing, and Siemens
had difficulty with the technology in it being their first contract. Eurometers if they did
not have a technology problem it did not become common knowledge. As time moved
on British Gas declared that from a particular date that they would purchase only
ultrasonic gas meters for their domestic customers. Because of Siemens technical

difficulties, but more in particular British Gas' difficulties to conserve costs and meet

regulatory targets they opened their market up yet again to diaphragm meters. Some of
the old brigade came back again. I have no doubt in setting off the investigations into
ultrasonic gas meters they have done exactly the right thing but it presupposes that the
ultrasonic gas meter will provide the means ofwhat they want to do at a cost that they
are willing to pay. In a general sense there is an assumption in that the conversion from

thing mechanical to things electronic will lead to lower costs and I suppose as skills die
out that is self evidently true. But the kinds of cost saving that can be made through

electronics, we use that term generally, can only be made if there is a dedication made
to performance specification, which is acceptable to all. Only by integrating electronics
into single chips can those savings be properly made. And if one looks at what has

happened in electricity metering. The tremendous work done in the eighties by
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Schlumberger to introduce the electronic single phase meter was undone by a failure of
the technology and the pressures of privatisation to conserve cost." To the best of my

knowledge as we speak, no utility currently is buying single phase credit meters which
are all electronic. But I rather suspect that it is an intolerance with the failure of the

technology rather than privatisation of the individual utilities.

Keith Boyd:
What are the advantages and disadvantages of the diaphragm and ultrasonic gas meters

and what is the reason for the failure of the Schlumberger technology?

Brian Bates:

Taking the second question first. It was necessary for Schlumberger to withdraw from
service a very large number of electronic single phase meters in the late eighties and

early nineties. The measuring technology had gone pear shaped. There were

widespread failures or potential failures, which the utilities could not tolerate. In
addition from the utility's point of view they had to provide the means for the

development of competition in a deregulated market by a certain date and these failures
were a hindrance. Added to which, one of the things that manufacturers do when they
are faced with new technology is that they continued to manufacture what they had

already been making. Like GEC who continued with the Ferraris Disk design. In my

opinion there is perhaps nothing wrong with that, because I don't hold the Americans or
the continental manufacturers all that highly. But the fact is the technology of Ferraris
Disks continues with the addition of electronics to tackle care of additional things such
as Tariffs and communications. So the hybrid approach is relevant. This is where my

cynicism comes back. Utilities in the Continent are much more protective of their

manufacturing base. Utilities in those countries will not import new technology and
will only embrace it when manufacturers in their country are capable of producing it...
The French electricity market is still being driven by technology. Still investing in very

sophisticated and complex metering so as to manage the load profile. That is not the
case here and perhaps the reason is that, pressures of privatisation are greater here than
either the US or Europe.
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Keith Boyd:
What are your thoughts about the supplier customer relationship for metering?

Brian Bates:

I certainly see advantages in UK utilities engaging with UK industries to ensure that the
future should be as it should be. I think that partnerships of whatever kind, as long as

they are partnerships in the CBI / DTI model are the best thing that can happen but
there are several factors that prevent then from happening or at least utilities believe
that is the case. First of all there is the question of European directives on purchasing
and how you go about legally arranging partnerships, added to which there is the fear
of all utilities in accepting one type of partnership which means, let's say leading to a

particular path of communication. They would very quickly find them left behind when
one type of technology would come along. I think that these competitive pressures that
utilities now feel of protecting their customer base and avoid being taken over makes it
difficult. Although there would probably be an acceptance in utilities at the very

highest level that technology is important all that must be done by disadvantaging the

utility at a crucial time of rationalisation. That combines to make life very difficult for

metering. There is one possible exception of one utility and the work that British Gas
did in the eighties on ultrasonic metering. I don't see anybody who is taking partnership

very seriously. I believe that partnership is in everyone's best interests because one of
the prime objectives of it is to gain competitive advantages in Pool price and that
means further savings in cost, not necessarily product costs. That may be why

partnership requires a great deal of resource and effort to make it work. As we know
the number of employees in the electricity industry has reduced from 200,00 to 90,000
in a short period of time. But not withstanding the fact that they do not have the
resource and more and more their service is being subcontracted, they still feel it

necessary that in some cases, to intimate an involvement in the things that they should
be releasing. To come back to the unanswered question about ultrasonic gas meters. I
do see ultrasonic gas meters as a technology which can be produced at pretty low cost,

and lower cost than diaphragm meter, and it strikes me as a clumsy form of metering I
have been involved with a company in Australia which developed an ultrasonic gas

meter called CSIRO. This government funded research agency which have been
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involved in the gas meter industry for too long. That meter compared with the
ultrasonic meters of Siemens and Eurometers is quite small. Again all of this hinges on
the fact that electronics can be produced in very large numbers. Again the
manufacturers would not wish to invest high sums of money to do that unless they
were certain. They might do it through partnership. As to the advantages of ultrasonic
meters is that they are very much smaller, easier to handle. Whether they can accept

additions in the form ofmodules any more easily than a diaphragm meter I am not sure.

There is not any reason why in a very short time that the ultrasonic meters used in these
devices can not be long life items. At the moment they are unproven which poses a

difficulty. Offer and Ofgas are very cautious in approving new technology. Belgium
will not accept electronic meters because they do not trust the technology just now. No,
I am a great believer in partnership and I heard James Smith, Chairman of Eastern who
was complaining that the utilities and the manufacturers in this country have had the

biggest opportunity to promote the useful experiment of the privatisation process on a

world wide basis. All we hear is that 80 or 90 countries come to talk to Offer but I don't

hear any body talking to manufacturers.

Keith Boyd:
Do you think that competition is developing?

Brian Bates:

I am not at all sure at this moment during the privatisation process that utilities have
felt competition from each other. What they have done, they have been forced to do by
the regulator. The results that have been done so far to give the good people of this

country a better deal. That has been achieved by the regulator. Sooner or later the

regulatory pressure will come off and the regulator will have a more supervisory role.

Keith Boyd:
Do you think that technology policy has a role in regulation?

Brian Bates:

There is a prosaic example of how policy is preventing the electricity under-grounding
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of cables. You would think that the technology of cables, which is relatively simple,
could be used to reduce costs of cable. However pressure from the regulator on levels
of service also includes not inconveniencing customers. So the need to dig up the road
to put a new length of cable in and to begin to be lowering costs and increasing longer
life is being stopped because the older stuff is still doing its job. That kind of

intermingling of pressures prevents some technology from happening as soon as it
should.

Keith Boyd:
Can you describe a brief history ofmetering companies?

Brian Bates:

I can take you back to 1979 when I came to the industry at which point the MMC had

just finished its investigation into the electricity meter manufacturing industry. They
had concluded that a form of complex monopoly existed. At that point four
manufacturers of electricity meters and what they were doing was against the public
interest. GEC, Landys and Gyr, Ferranti and Sangamo. GEC had founded its business
on the electricity meter of such designs as the English Electric Company, AEI and
before that Chamberlain and Hookum. Things had changed little from the days of Dr.
Ferraris. Ferranti were eventually acquired by Siemens. Landys & Gyr were the biggest

producer of electricity meters in the world at that time. Sangamo eventually became the

property of Schlumberger. Sangamo and Landys & Gyr supplied meters to the then
Area Boards. Their range of designs were limited by utilities requirements. Ferranti and
GEC pushed the boat out to supply electricity meters to non utility customers,

switchgear manufacturers etc. All of the companies were involved in export activities
from here, with GEC being most ambitious in its export. At that time the total value of
that business for the Area Boards would be a few tens of millions of pounds, quite
small. That kind of business went on in much the same way and the requirement for
meters was relatively simple everything was electromechanical. Then two things

happened in the mid-1980s. First was the phasing out of coin meters because of the
incidence of petty crime to be replaced by tokens. The other thing that happened was

the development of the radio teleswitch and in the beginning only two companies had
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approval to supply radio teleswitches, GEC being one, Schlumberger being the other,
with Landys & Gyr doing a lot of the original work. But GEC and Schlumberger had a

three-year moratorium period when they are the only suppliers. The radio teleswitch of
course has never revealed its full potential for the reason that it was used in the main by
Area Boards who were keen on two-rate tariffs, to replace timeswitches. At that time
the cost of time switches came down which made it more difficult for radio

teleswitches to penetrate the market. The Area Boards said that they were prepared to

use the radio teleswitch provided that they were not paying a large difference above a

timeswitch and as the price of timeswitches came down so the price of teleswitches
came down. The point was the introduction of token operated prepayment meters and
the radio teleswitch did bring in the first insistence of electronic metering. But initially
the GEC approach was a two box design, which consisted of the electromechanical
meter and an electronic meter. But most other manufacturers got on with producing
electronic meters. Now the development of prepayment meters in the UK was left to a

very large extent, exclusively to manufacturers. There was no guidance from the

electricity supply industry. I claimed later that that was exactly right. Although it did
lead to the development of three token operated meters to do exactly the same job and
therefore a fragmentation of the market. Had the ESI been involved in setting

specifications, perhaps it would never have happened or it would not have happened

quickly enough.

Keith Boyd:

By token you don't mean card meters?

Brian Bates:

Well I mean a prepayment meter that does not use money. Now the earliest meter for
GEC was a precoded magnetic card. In the case of Siemens it is the same sort of thing
but using a token like an underground railway ticket, but again pre-encoded and the

Schlumberger design was a key meter which was surrounded by the Schlumberger
infrastructure and software which was backing it. Quite a lot of the Area Boards

particularly in the South took the Schlumberger system on board and regretted it later
because of the cost and although Siemens had a licence to produce the same design,
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there was nominal competition. Schlumberger also produced a card meter similar to
GEC and Landys & Gyr. So there was competition and again it provided the means for
the electricity meter manufacturers to expand their businesses. Then electronic single-

phase meters came along through some excellent work by Schlumberger, it was very

well marketed they got the industry in their side. This was the mid-eighties. Price

competition being as it is they didn't have their own way and the others had one and the

good old Ferraris disk meter was selling for £16 or £17. But off course electronic two-
rate meters were potentially more competitive. As we approached privatisation there
was a realisation that what we had was not going to be good enough for the future.
Therefore there was some frenetic development, which never got anywhere. There was

a mix up between what people were developing for competition and what there were

developing to assist electricity companies in other ways e.g. continuity of supply. And I

think that every meter manufacturer that you would speak to would complain, that

people spent a great deal ofmoney developing ideas only to find that nobody would put

money on the table to buy it. The first serious attempt at standardisation was the

development of Code of Practice 5 meters by which time other manufactures appeared
on the seen. So now electricity metering was no longer the domain of electricity meter

manufacturers but those who knew about electronics and every university in the

country had an electronic meter that somebody had developed and tried to sell. But

companies like Horstmann and PRI were staring to be competitive in these newer fields
and they remain. PRI in particular acquired the services of Bob Peddie. So really we are

in a position now where electricity metering has become tied up with many more things
and companies like Itron and DEC. All of their development impinges on the

development of metering. Unfortunately all of this has not been properly pulled

together by anybody. Yorkshire Electricity at this time are going to push the boat out
and buy a large scale pilot system of remote communication. There are four companies
involved in this one ofwhich is Itron, DEC is another, the other two I don't know. But

that will hopefully get it rolling again. But whilst this has being going on there has been
the import of low priced Ferraris disk meters from outside. Schlumberger acquired
Ganz in Hungary and tried to sell their meter here. ISCRA, from Slovenia have got

their champions and have had some success.
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Keith Boyd:

How has privatisation affected the environment?

Brian Bates:

In very recent times Siemens has acquired Landys & Gyr and there is some obvious

advantages in that although maybe the market has not seen those yet. Perhaps most

notable is in the prepayment metering field. Incidentally in the question of competition
and how that is going to develop in this country. Prepayment metering is a question
mark on how that is going to be free from any competitive constraint.

Keith Boyd:
What role does AMPY play?

Brian Bates:

Well AMPY is a relative newcomer to the electricity industry. As a company I suppose

they have existed for 35 years. Their original interest is the Digicard side and cards of
various kinds. They claim to take about 20% of the UK electricity market, but they
have always majored on prepayment metering. However they do have very effective

designs in single-phase credit meters, where their design is the smallest available. They
have three types of prepayment meter; the card meter, the smart card meter as

developed by the SCHEMA group (MEB, NORWEB and so on), and a similar smart
card meter of their own design. The do have a fourth system which is the so-called
'mains tork system', which is simply a mains communication system which can be used
for pre payment. It can do a number of things like load profiling, voltage recording. It is
this system which has not sold in this country. It is not one of the four manufacturers in
this country being invited to bid for the metering and communications system that they
are interested in. Their technology is not sufficiently well established and perhaps a

company with £12 million and 140 employees have not got the resources for the things
that Yorkshire Electric are trying to do. AMPY has other products in its range such as

electronic polyphase and simple things like load limiters is now developing and will
have available a programmable polyphase meter COP 5 and COP 6. They also have a

relationship with an Australian company in E-mail. So they are a small competitive
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company and a serious threat to the established manufacturers.

Keith Boyd:
What do you think of profding in the under lOOkW market and how has it affected

metering development?

Brian Bates:

Profding might very well have been adopted to allow total deregulation in 1998 and

may not be the long-term resolution. To do everything by 1998 would have been silly,

profding at least gets it moving.

Keith Boyd:
So cost reflective pricing has not been stalled?

Brian Bates:

I think that there is another story. If the actual user of electricity is required to be
involved in taking advantage of spot or cost reflective pricing then it is doomed to

failure. The man in the street can't cope with that and more to the point does not want

to cope with that. Not withstanding that, everyone says that they want lower utility

bills, very few people and this is what Bob Peddie has found if he is honest with

himself, are prepared to take the time to take advantage ofwhat might happen. A utility
bill is not a big item. Water has a slightly different image that it is stuff that falls out of
the sky and is free. So if any advantages are going to be brought to the common man

then it has got to be done for them. People tell me that the new generation of kids who
sit in front of the television and have this greater understanding of technology will take

advantage of this, but that remains to be seen. You see I've got a washing machine that
has got countless programs, I only use one of them.

Keith Boyd:
In some countries some companies install meters free if you take their utility product
from them.
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Brian Bates:

I got my water meter free. If the electricity meter manufacturers are less willing to

invest in something until the technology is settled is hardly surprising because literally
tens of millions have been spent on ideas and products that ought to have developed
some interest in the market only to find they have not. They are up against the wire

they have said no more we are not going to do it. I think that that is absolutely right. In
the case of the water industry. The pressures on them pre-privatisation was negligible
there was no pressure to conserve supplies and the way they got their money through
the rating system. That was an excellent form of prepayment. There was no reason at

all to develop a product that would inevitably cost more. Water meters are very cheap
to make. I know this because Lord Weinstock once asked me why we did not

manufacture water meters. What we have here is an imbalance in time. The process the
water industry is going through will be the same as the electricity industry. This

apparently altruistic attitude of the water companies to free water meters is not altruistic
at all. First of all it is being done in the belief that customers with meters will use less
water than customers who don't have meters. Second, they are under greater pressure to

apportion cost for water supply than in the past. We all know that development goes on
in the development of electronic water metering. The information I have, and it is

probably out of date, that it is not going all that well in creating a market, getting the
cost down, and providing additional features which it is thought that the water industry
needs. So how successful that will be I don't know added to that there still is not a big
market for water meters in this country. It is a fact that the water industry has done
more in the past to difficult reading of meters and has gone further than gas or

electricity, without recourse to prepayment, which they did not have until a very few

years ago. The notion of repeat registers to people reading meters was a great step

forward by the water industry. But that is old hat now. The water industry has had

pressures of conserving supply under hanging environmental conditions. There is

exposure in their conservation measures which is forcing them into metering. But it
would be interesting to hear ScottishPower's view on how they are going to integrate
their business with Southern Water and what it was going to do to bring their

technology together.
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Keith Boyd:
Is that a multi-utility problem?

Brian Bates:

Well this is the problem with the manufacturer utility relationship is that everything is

competitor sensitive. I believe that there must be some driver who has conventionally

supported water metering to know how to invest in the new technology. I can

understand a company like ABB doing it because they can invest in water meters on a

very large scale. They are the world's biggest producer of water meters. How a small

company like Fusion can do it I have no idea.

Keith Boyd:
What about the role of communications?

Brian Bates:

Yes, but I can understand that but in the limit, you do not need electronic anything to

do these things. The meter is the bit to measure consumption. The Ferraris meter still
does a very good job. You can get that with electronics which are quite separate to the

measuring. If I can take you back to the development of the GEC hood. The aim of the
hood was to preserve all of the assets that the electricity companies had. Without

moving or touching the existing Ferraris disk meters to add the technology that

privatisation and competition needed. And it was bound to be done economically. But
it was never finished.

Keith Boyd:

Why did it fail?

Brian Bates:

Because the utilities believe that it is the next investment which is going to be the

important one, not the present one. I can quite see their reticence in this because

somebody is looking at this idea so why don't we wait for that. And there is not

sufficient pressure on them to adopt this or that. But that was an excellent solution but
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never got anywhere. So I do not believe as a matter of principle that electronic metering

technology is necessarily at the domestic level. Admittedly if you could have a system

of measurement and all the systems you wanted to do, could be condensed down into
the size of a cigarette packet and customised and fixed and cast in silicon and never to

be changed then I could see all of that having big advantages in cost. But just now there
are too many unanswered questions on what the communication medium is going to be
and what information is going to be needed. More to the point is what utilities want to
do with communication. It cannot simply be to remotely read meters. That simply does
not stand up economically. There is a belief that being able to communicate into

people's homes is worth money.

Keith Boyd:
Some people believe that will come through use of PCs.

Brian Bates:

Unfortunately I believe that I think that there are so many unanswered questions to be
definitive about the thing you are seeking to do.

Keith Boyd:

What does the role that information technology has on the future ofutility regulation?

Brian Bates:

I don't think that I can help you a great deal on that because you have to feel confident
that in the limit information technology will dominate our lives. The part of what the
utilities do for us will be integrated into all of that. We will not think of electricity gas

water and so on. It will automatically be dealt with by software packages. It is true that
information is important in directing people's lives.

Keith Boyd:
Is technology a consequence of economic and social development or does there need to

be policies?
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Brian Bates:

Yes, I would agree with that and if you look of the way that utilities are developing that
is inevitably the case with downsizing.
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Interview No: 24

Name: John Newbury

Company: Open University
Date: 18th December 1997

Medium Used: Tape

Keith Boyd:
What is your interest in electronic metering?

John Newbury:
I run a power communications research team. I have got a couple of members of staff
and about six PhD students and I have been doing this for about 10 years. I am looking
at communications over the LV and MV line sending data down the transmission line
for remote meter reading and controlling devices in buildings whether it be industrial,
commercial or residential. That implies the control of energy management, load

control, tariff control, security, light.

Keith Boyd:
Can that be summarised as power line carrier technology?

John Newbury:

Yes. RMS is one of a number of systems, which can be used on the low voltage

network, whether on a one to one basis. Distribution alone means that it goes though
not only the home but the distribution network as well.

Keith Boyd:

Are you looking at all levels of voltage?

John Newbury:

Oh yes. There are two concepts under low voltage mains communication. That is going
from the substation to the property. Then there is the communication within the

property. The first is called utility communications. The second is the customer
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communications.

Keith Boyd:
Who and what are the important issues in the development of this technology?

John Newbury:
The situation is ifwe just take the electricity companies, the twelve regional electricity

companies. Now being private companies they only want to invest money where they
know that there is going to be a good return on capital. Putting metering and
communications into the commercial and industrial residential sector is so expensive
that it will provide the customer service for many many years to come in order to
recover their investment. At the moment there are a lot of systems being trailed and

developed. These systems state that they can do many things but whether they can

remains to be seen. At the moment with deregulation taking place in April 1998, they
are going to be trying to retain their customers and they have the metering to

implement. The Director General of Electricity Regulation would like metering and
communications in such services implemented by all Regional Electricity Companies
within buildings. What you have at the moment are utility companies which are

concentrated on the deregulation process. You have got the engineering people who
would like to see the communications implemented, but they are being told to look at

different trials. Other companies are not looking at any trials what so ever. But pressure
is being put on them by Offer. You have the manufacturers of the equipment you have
the consultants and vendors, who want to do trials. Companies will allow you to do
trials on a large scale because they do not have to commit themselves to buying
millions of systems. So while the trial is going on that is fine. But when you get to the
trials work and you are waiting for them to sign and they are not signing because, the
RECs are very nervous as far as the companies are concerned if they do not get orders

very soon they will be going out of business. It is that type of balance and it is going to

take a couple ofmore years to see things fully implemented.

Keith Boyd:

Are most ofyour interests in electricity?
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John Newbury:

No, let me put another perspective. There are standards being developed within the UK
and Europe. Under BSI there is the committee called PEL 205A, which is low voltage

mains, signalling, I serve on that. There is also PEL 894, which is metering
communications for gas and water, the fluid flow. Both of these committees along with
all other EU countries feed into the European commission which is CEN and
CENELEC. For the electricity side it is the home and building electronic systems,

CENELEC TC205A. In CENELEC we are to bring out a standard called EN50065,
which is on low voltage mains signalling, which is the utility band from the substation
into the building in the frequency range from 3-95 kHz. The communications, within
the home is broadly in the range of 95 to 140 kHz. We are also looking at the

impedance. Because the power line is unlike any other media which is well described

electronically. It has a well-defined bandwidth it has a characteristic impedance and

attenuation characteristics. The power line has no bandwidth it has no characteristic

impedance, and the impedance varies considerably. We have been doing a lot of

experiments and I chair one of the committees within CENELEC on this where we are

looking at equipment impedance and filters to condition the line and we are currently in
the business of developing filters. The standards do not only look at the bandwidth and
the impedance, they look at the frequency modulation, the protocols and the
disturbance. That is important because if you start to radiate down the transmission line

it radiates, it can interfere with other equipment. Some people were trying to

experiment with mega Hertz and there are severe problems with that because it will
interact with other devices and have large disturbance limits. These disturbance limits
are laid down by CISPR. These are the disturbance limits throughout Europe and in
fact the world. CISPR 16 and CISPR 21 if you break those limits they will close you

down it is as simple as that. Now this standard EN50065, we have been working on for
about 6 years and we are going to pilot it through points where we are launching certain

parts of the standard, but there is some way to go. But that will tell regional electricity

companies around Europe it will tell manufacturers of the equipment, vendors who are

going to design the systems and install them exactly what limits they can work within.
This is probably the most advanced standard in the world. The Americans are not doing
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anything in this field, the Australians are doing some, but in general in the Pacific rim
there is not a lot being done. That is the standard in home and building electronic

systems mains communications systems using the power line. In parallel with that is
the IEC which has a low voltage and medium voltage committee under IECTC57,
which is the power system, and associated communications committee and that is at

United Nations level. I serve on that as well an basically we have a tie up there from
low voltage and medium voltage, that working group is starting to produce some

information with respect to protocols, signalling standards and the communications

frequencies. That is on the power line side. On the water and gas, which are considered
as fluid flow, there is the PEL894, which is the UK committee which feeds into

CENTC294 and I serve on that and there we are developing communications system

for gas and water.

Keith Boyd:
Are CEN and CENELEC exclusively power line?

John Newbury:

No they can be other things as well. The competitors to the power line are the

telephone, cellular radio, satellite, smartcards and fibre-optics. Of course power line is
there installed in all the buildings, but you have got to adapt it and it is not like other
communications media.

Keith Boyd:
How does the development of standards interface with technology software being

developed in the competitive market?

John Newbury:
Within the committees, CENELEC and SE205A home and building electronic

systems, within TC894 for gas and water metering communications, within IECT57 the

flag protocol is a recognised international standard. The other one coming along within

Europe is DLMS (Distribution Line Messaging System). This is a standard which

everybody can produce and it can be used. The general view coming from the USA is if
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you are going to develop these standards they have got to be recognised on an

international basis.

Keith Boyd:
What are CEN and CENELEC?

John Newbury:
CEN and CENELEC are the technical bodies of the European Commission and what
we say will be implemented.

Keith Boyd:
But you are open to market forces?

John Newbury:
Oh yes. In another hat that I wear, I serve on UKAMRA and USAMRA technical

board, I am chairman of one their communications committees. There we wanted to

have a single protocol for communications in the USA and it was not possible so we

put out bids. We had five different protocol systems put to us and any one of them can

be used. So as a manufacturer you have a choice of five protocols it is up to you. I

suppose in the end it comes down to the type of financial arrangements you can come

to with the company. Cellnet in the USA are doing a very good protocol which they are

doing on a very large scale it has got about 10 million customers. So any protocol can
be brought to the attention of the committees and they can consider it.

Keith Boyd:
Can the Nortel / Norweb joint venture work?

John Newbury:

We will have to see. There are many people very circumspect about the claims that are

being made about that system. I was down in our University HQ in Milton Keynes and
asked to talk to the press the Manchester Evening Guardian. They asked me about the
Nortel/Norweb press release. I said I don't know of any press release, what does it say.
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They said; you can now plug your PC into the mains and get connected to the Internet.
I said that I don't believe it. They said that through the substation at the LV end they
could connect to your home. They are not doing it at the moment. There are possible
trials going to start in the North-West next April.

Keith Boyd:
Is it technically possible?

John Newbury:
What they are saying is the magic of this technology is that it essentially brings the
Internet into the home, and on a flat tariff basis. It will be just the start of further

wireless, Internet and multimedia developments. This can't be done, because there is
the switching to be overcome and to have everybody connected up is virtually

impossible.

Keith Boyd:
HBES what is that?

John Newbury:
Home and Building Electronic Systems is CENELEC205A. It is there to develop the
communications associated with power line and other such media such as radio and

infrared, coaxial transmission, radio transmission, twisted pair media for data and
information systems into the home. Both the software and the communications. The
committee that deals with the communications is known as SC205A and deals

exclusively with 50065 and the communications requirements its all the engineering
and that is the full range from the hardware to the equipment, frequency ranges, the
modulation systems, the software systems, and the power requirements for
transmission.

Keith Boyd:
So it is part ofCENELEC?
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John Newbury:
Yes.

Keith Boyd:

What are the drivers behind the development ofmetering technology?

John Newbury:

Well, lets start with AMR. AMR was the right tool for driving power line
communications forward and showing something could be done to read meters

remotely. If you look at the cost effectiveness of that, AMR by itself would not be cost

effective. But the perspective you should look at which is a slightly different one. You
would have communications into a building, albeit through a meter. Once you have
communications into a building you can do all sorts of other things like home
communications remote switching etc. All it is some intelligent software in a box. That
will make it cost effective. The thing you have got to balance is that there is an

investment from the REC in conjunction with the manufacturer. What the customer

then says is, well, I would like this service and the RECs will say we will need to

charge you. If you look at the demographics, if you are going to charge £200 per year

people will say yes if they are well off, no if they are not well off. Economics dictate if
these are going to sell you have got to get down to the CDs. The ABs will not give the

profit margin you desire. You could add to that demand side management and load
control. One of the things you would like to do. When you have power cuts when there
is not enough power. You cut people off by streets and areas. If you could control the
load through the LV/MV distribution transformer, you can control the feeders and then

you can control the individual homes. This is some of the research that I am doing but

putting things through transformers. A nice example would be, suppose there were

some electrical devices. You have the dishwasher, the clothes washer. Program it to
switch on when the electricity is cheap. At the moment, that can't be done. A lot of the

big generators have surplus power which they can't get rid off. Now if they could
down-load that to the electricity companies. The electricity companies knowing that

they have got these machines to switch them on you can manage the electricity very

cheaply. This is all part of the communications infrastructure which can provide cost
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effective load management. Now coming back to the overall economics, it is a balance

ofwhat the RECs are prepared to pay, what the companies are prepared to pay and who
is doing the investment and how much money the RECs can get out of the customer

and that is a difficult thing. I think that is going to take time but I do think that Stephen
Littlechild is pushing for this on a large scale. I think that electricity bills are coming
down quite dramatically so the RECs cannot use the original price margins to tempt

customers to come on board. Without doing anything the regulatory regime is bringing

prices down anyway. So the RECs have got to look at their margins carefully. But they
are the biggest cash cows in the country and they have more money than they know
what to do with. And of course they have got to keep their shareholders happy.

Keith Boyd:
How has the role ofprofiling affected this?

John Newbury:
Now you mean profiling with respect to tariff control, and fitting into a tariff group.

Keith Boyd:

Yes.

John Newbury:
Once you have got that in place you can have as many profiles as you want. The

profiles I would see and we have discussed this in my AMRA committee in America.
You can have the four seasons profiles.

Keith Boyd:
Meter manufacturers are unhappy about profiling

John Newbury:
What the meter manufacturers want to do is to design their meters, have the software

put in and never to be altered.
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Keith Boyd:
How do you feel about the drivers coming from the communication, IT side rather than
the utility side?

John Newbury:
What you are seeing is this and this is where the RECs are in a unique position. They
control every LV mains into every household in the UK. So if you are a software

company who say that they have a great software package to control functions in the
home or building and to be able to down-load these instructions over the LV line. So
the regional electricity company could be used a source for these communications
down the line. So they could rent the line out. It could be done through the cable

companies or it could be done through the telephone. For example BT who have done a

number of trials have now withdrawn from that market.

Keith Boyd:

Why did that fail, why did BT pull out of that?

John Newbury:
I have tried to find that out. The information that I have at the moment is they did not

think that it was not a cost effective solution so that would make them sufficient profit.
From what I know of the people who had trials running the charges that BT were going
to make, whether it was for gas water or electricity were going to be too high. So I

think they priced themselves out. They knew the profit margins that they wanted. They
knew the people they were dealing with and they said this is what we are going to

charge you. It is not for technical reasons they were withdrawn. The communications

work, I saw the trials. I saw the reports. I think that purely they were not going to make
a large enough profit.

Keith Boyd:

What about the Vatenfall scenario and cellular phone scenario, if you come over to us

we will put in a remote communications and metering device?
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John Newbury:
If you take this I'll add this. I am sure there is going to be a lot of that going on.

Keith Boyd:
Is it going to be cost effective?

John Newbury:
As long as the manufacturer is making his equipment at a profit he will be satisfied.
The REC as long as they are making their profit they will be happy. At the end of the

day it is the customer who will decide. The industrial customer, commercial customer
has to be satisfied with what we are paying and the service we are getting. It goes back
to my question again. That the ABs will look at it one way the CDs will look at it in
another way. I think that it is purely commercial exploitation.

Keith Boyd:
Will there be more development in water over the next few years?

John Newbury:
I think the requirement for meter reading for water means that you will be able to

measure the amount ofwater consumed over a period so you can accept flowrate over a

standard communications, telephone or Cellnet or whatever. The service ofwhat water
meters require is very basic. I think where ordinary investment and where the profits is

through the electricity industry, there is no question about that. They control the

electricity to the home and the majority of the devices are electrical. Albeit we will
have bad health ifwe did not have a good quality water supply. On the water side there

may be a method of water quality measurement that may come in time. My own view
is that it is the electricity companies that are pushing this forward.

Keith Boyd:
What are the advantages of Power line carrier.
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John Newbury:
Power line Carrier is great for metering and switching on things. Because the
bandwidth you have is from 3 to 150 kHz, very slow. If you want to put telephone
down there, you can - I've done it. That only requires a bandwidth of about 4khz with a

number of channels. Now can I put television down there? No you can't. For television

you need a bandwidth of 6Mhz that won't do it so you have got to go to higher

frequencies in the MHz bandwidth. Now Nortel and Norweb are doing trials on this.
But there is no international standard for transmitting down the power line in the MHz
bandwidth. There may be trials and as long as they satisfy the specifications of CISPR

they are OK, but there is no committee in England, UK in Europe or in the World

through the IEC or ISO committees who are looking at the MHz frequency range. So
when I say you can use the power line you use it for switching and perhaps telephone. I
have seen 80 to 90% the quality of BT down the power line. But once you want to

transmit video on demand you have got to go up to higher frequencies. Now with the
cable companies in there, they can put on all these additional services. And there will
be a bit of a battle as you already know. Nynex are all around the North-West they have
been digging up all the pavements. They are very successful they have very good after
sales service. They are doing very well they can add these other services. But if you
add other communications media into homes the services you are going to concentrate

on are the ones that are going to give you the biggest profit.

Keith Boyd:
Could there be competition between the various forms of technology?

John Newbury:
Not currently because the cable networks are putting on cable on demand with high
bandwidth. With power line carrier you cannot put on any form of television, possibly
slow scan video because you are limited in the bandwidth. When you are looking at the
MHz bandwidth with PLC you are looking at a different ball park.

Keith Boyd:
What about a two layered network. Cable for video but power line for load
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management and switching?

John Newbury:
No. You can't put every thing down the power line with video you have got to go to

broadband. The two have got to coexist until we look at power line at higher

frequencies. The solution will come at this CENELEC type of level.

Keith Boyd:
What do you think about horizontal versus vertical integration?

John Newbury:
Yes there can be vertical integration , but it depends on whether the RECs can deal
with people from the communications and software industries.

Keith Boyd:
Does technology drive the way we develop socially and economically?

John Newbury:

Yes but I won't say 100%, I would say that the electronics is relatively cheap today so

you can design software systems. I think that it is partly driven technologically. People

say can you do this and I say yes, then they say why is it not being done. Then I say

you have got to develop the equipment, you have got to install it then you have got to

have to make a profit out of it. In the end the customer has got to pay for it.

Keith Boyd:
So you do believe in technology push as well as demand pull?

John Newbury:
Yes.
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Interview No: 25

Name: Alan Dick

Company: Electricity Association
Date: 22nd January 1998
Medium Used: Tape

Keith Boyd:
Can you describe the differences between the different types of electricity meters?

Alan Dick:

The Codes of Practice have been developed by the Electricity Pool to cover the

competitive market. The idea was that the Pooling and Settlement Agreement would

require certain accuracies in metering, depending on the certain classes of customer. It
contained schedules, which gave a summary of those accuracies but we agreed that
there would need to be some more detailed documents to spell out the physical

engineering requirements. So Codes of Practice 1, 2 and 3 were developed from some

earlier codes of practice from the bulk side of metering. Codes 1 and 2 cover generator

metering, distribution metering, transmission metering and bulk supply metering. For

very large customers 10MW and above and 1MW and above, there are two different
accuracies there. Code 5 metering is the lOOkW market and Code 6 is metering for the
domestic market.

Keith Boyd:

Why do you need different metering?

Alan Dick:

There is a concept that the bigger the customer, the more accurate should be the

metering. Likewise with larger customers there is a requirement for import and export

metering and there needs to be a backup and check system. So that is the differences
between 3 and 5. 5 is a very much simpler and therefore far cheaper meter which does
not require main and check and generally does not cover things like export metering.
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Keith Boyd:
What is the difference between 5 and 6?

Alan Dick:

6 does not require communications. All Codes of 5 and above require communications.

They collect half-hourly data which is fed into some form of in station either an integral
station or an external one which is then polled nightly through the pooling process

when the half-hourly values are picked up. Code 6 will register half-hourly values and
there are various level of time for which these values are stored. A manufacturer will

offer different degrees whether you are going to read it every month or a year's storage.

There is no requirement for a communications other than the local communications i.e.
the optical port. The other difference is that in Codes 5 and above the protocols that

they use are a proprietary type of protocol that the settlement administrator has devised
for the half-hourly market. Code 6 is using an international standard to format the data
at a very high level called DLMS. I must stress they are pool documents they have

nothing to do with other specifications like the Electricity council use or the standards.

Although they incorporate standards. They draw upon existing standards where there
are classes of accuracy.

Keith Boyd:
So what are the differences between Codes 6 and 7?

Alan Dick:

7 is a very peculiar thing. It is trying to cope with a more modular approach. 6 is the
basic core in metrology, 7 goes a little bit wider into separate modules. It is to cover

things like the Siemens adaptive meter which is under development.

Keith Boyd:
Does it cover communications?

Alan Dick:

It doesn't specifically, no.
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Keith Boyd:
Are all of these solid state meters?

Alan Dick:

Yes.

Keith Boyd:
Ultrasonic meters are they for measuring or reading?

Alan Dick:

It is a measuring device. I believe that the flow of gas you can detect a certain measure

of sound.

Keith Boyd:

So it replaces the diaphragm?

Alan Dick:

Yes, it is a measuring device.

Keith Boyd:
What does IEC mean?

Alan Dick:

International Electro-Technical Commission. It is the electro-technical side of the ISO,

which is the International Standards Organisation. Standardisation is on three levels,
there is the International then there is the European one CEN and CENELEC and then
there is the national level.

Keith Boyd:

Could you tell me what standards there are?
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Alan Dick:

There is suite of standards for the boxes, i.e. the hardware. For some time there have

been standards for electromechanical meters because they have been around for over a
hundred years. The main one there are AC:521 and IC1036 which is the static

equivalent. What has been happening over the last ten years is we have been

developing standards for static or electronic meters (solid-state meters). And there are

some differences in things like pooling outputs which are integral to solid state meters

which are not on electromechanical meters. So everything has been put into line on a

committee called TCI3, for electricity metering. So there are sets of standards for class
2 which is the domestic level meter and class 0.2s and 0.5s which is the solid-state

version of these meters. And also over the last few years there has been developing
standards for pulsing additions because that is obviously one way of turning Ferraris
disk meters into a communicating meter. There are also add-ons for Vars. (reactive

power), so there is a suite of standards. About eight years ago TCI3 also set up a

communications standard, realising that there should also be standards in
communications. This is a working group which has been working with standards with
another group working in distribution automation protocols. So when you are talking
about mains-bome systems you are talking about synergy reaching out into the LV

network and being actually able to read meters. That started the development of a
standard for low voltage mains work and it has got a bit wider. WTien I talk about
DLMS it is a sort of portable top layer which you can put on top of any

communications medium so there are a lot of standards. The process is that each of the
EU countries has to adopt European standards. In electricity metering what we have
been doing is avoiding duplication between International and European standards. So
there is parallel voting going on. All metering standards are produced by IEC TCI3

they are then endorsed and adopted by TCI3 of CENELEC. Then they become

European standards, then they become British standards. So the standards are very well

accepted for electricity meters and go through revisions. It is a fight between the

manufacturing interests and the utility interests. But it is not done nationally. So the
Codes of Practice are not standards. But they refer to standards.
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Keith Boyd:
So what does TC stand for?

Alan Dick:

Yes it is Technical Committee of the IEC. There is a technical committee and under

that they set up working groups so you will see working group 13 for example. There is
also another working group looking at reliability.

Keith Boyd:
How does it compare between the Microsoft and aeroplane ticket model?

Alan Dick:

It is a little bit in the middle. It used to be a little more adhoc and difficult to explain
how standards arose. But what happens now, to initiate any new work or to revise an

existing standard you have to put in a new work item proposal. This must either come
from the national committee or the secretary. Which means the national committee has

got to decide whether it is a good idea or not to do this sort of work and more to the

point it is accompanied by a preliminary draft. So what quite often happens. A country,

and Germany is very good at this, where it has got these DIM VDW standards, they

rebadge that and slip it in as a new work item proposal. In fact pulsing add-ons to

electromechanical meters, the current standard is based on a DIN standard, which was

slipped in by Germany. The UK which does not use that sort of thing has not objected
but has slipped in a new work item of its own. It is based on the hood. It is a three wire

system rather than a two wire system so it can detect reverse rotation. So that goes on.

So the company now has to persuade the national committee to pick it up as a new

work item. Equally when a committee is set up, and this is what is happening in one of
the European communication committees for designing a new communications

protocol, they look around to see what is on the market. Provided the company is

persuaded to give up all its IT rights it becomes a standard. This is where people like
RMS and THORN have fallen down. I stood up at a meeting and explained what the
RMS system was and what the THORN system was. The first question was will these

people release their protocols, the answer was no and they have lost it. Some people
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like ECHELON have tried the Microsoft approach in home communications and even

they have admitted that they have got to get into the standardisation process and agree

that there has got to be some openness ofwhat they are doing.

Keith Boyd:
So there is a close political relationship?

Alan Dick:

Yea, each technical committee is shadowed by a national committee. So the role of the
national committee is to put up experts and to analyse the work of companies and vote
on it. Often something can be developed by a working group but nothing comes out

until it has been voted on. So it is a very peculiar process. It is the only way now you

can write a national standard. If nobody objects you can put in a proposal and if a

majority of people have got to say no we do not bothered with this it is accepted. Our
radio teleswitch is a British standard which is not an international standard. Nobody at

the time had an interest.

Keith Boyd:
Is there an international standard?

Alan Dick:

There are international standards. We said that we wanted to work on the international

controlled timeswitch nobody else was interested so we did it nationally. As it happens
there is now a radio controlled teleswitch system in Germany and we are just

wondering when the first broadside is going to be fired. It also pays, not in the case of

metering but transformers to get alliances, if we and EdF put something in it stands a

pretty good chance because it is done on weighted voting so yes there are all sorts of

political with a small p games played. The reason that I pull back from the national

politics concept is because most of the meter manufacturers are part of conglomerate

groups with tentacles all over Europe. So it is no one interest to have a unique standard.
As a final thing we in Europe are constrained in using European standards and IEC
standards. America tends to ignore IEC standards they have there own standards the
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ANSI standards. Australia is going through contortions to decide on what standards it
is going to use. It is looking at ANSI and IEC.

Keith Boyd:
Is CEN and CENELEC only for the EU or is it for the whole ofEurope?

Alan Dick:

Increasingly the whole of Europe, e.g. Switzerland are in it. I'm also in a group that
lobbies in Water and Gas. I know the gas standards are not as firmly set although they
are on their way. One of the points of standards is that they get referred to in directives.

So to comply with a standard is one way of complying with a directive. So gas is not

quite as clear. The Water standards seem to be lacking. To comply with the directive
there are two approaches. One called a new approach which they do not specify

specific requirements. There is an annex to electricity metering but it will not have the
same details as standards. But standards are published in a journal being compliant
with standards, so if you meet the standard you automatically meet the directive. The
other thing is that there is a utilities directive rather than a procurement directive which

require utilities to refer to European standards to define their needs so you can't buy

anything that conflict with a European standard. You can buy something that has extra
whistles and knobs.

Keith Boyd:
How has metering developed over the last fifteen years?

Alan Dick:

In 1986 we were involved in trials in energy management systems. In particular mains-

borne, radio teleswitching which had been developed as a project by the EGB and

telephone. The industry could speak with a single voice through the Electricity Council
and say to the manufacturers that the future was in electronic metering. This

encouraged the major manufacturers like GEC and Schlumberger to go into
commercial production of radio teleswitches so they became commercially available.
GEC and Schlumberger also had an agreement over three or four years before the
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others could come in. That was the reward for being the developers. We also

encouraged Schlumberger in a low cost domestic meter. This was not fully electronic
but electronics drove an instrument which drove a cyclometer dial. These are much

more accurate and they won't drift. So we had a trial of several hundred of these all
over the country. All that really focused the manufacturers' minds and by 1986/87 most

of the manufacturers had two separate production lines, an electronic and
electromechanical one. Oh the element I have forgotten is token meters. The industry

again spearheaded the introduction of token meters and they increasingly became
electronic devices rather than electromechanical devices. The metering industry could
see a need they had firm orders especially combined with teleswitching. They invested
a great deal ofmoney in new production lines to bring electronic lines.

Keith Boyd:

Was the benefit to flatten the load curve?

Alan Dick:

Yes. The purpose was to optimise generation and the load profile. We were talking of
millions of being saved. Privatisation was a smudge on the horizon. By 1988 all
manufacturers had stopped producing electromechanical meters. I would say at this

point we lead the world.

Keith Boyd:
Was there and interest in accuracy?

Alan Dick:

You see accuracy is dependent on the volume of the meter, but these things drifted. The
bulk standard electromechanical meter only cost £15...Unfortunately some of these

early electrical devices were costly (£200) designed down to a low cost figure so that
there were reliability problems. What started to give concern was that they were

originally slightly more expensive and they only had a ten-year certification life. One
of the problems was with theft but it defeated theft. So that was where we were in 1988
and the regulator was very enthusiastic about this new technology. That did not
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materialise and there was confusion over what was wanted.

Keith Boyd:
It surely materialised for the over 1 OOkW market?

Alan Dick:

Yes but there is only a limited market maximum 5,000 for Code 3, 55,000 for Code 5

meters and you have to remember that there are only four meter manufactures that is

why Schlumberger became a data collector to promote its own meters. PRI had a very

good lead in this because in 1987 they first released their three phase solid state meter

which again was a world leader and was ridiculously low priced at about £250

compared to a trivector which is a mechanical equivalent which would cost you up to

£1000. So at the start of competition there was not much business for the manufacturers

although there was a lot of business in the bulk market. This was because a lot of the

metering was in the wrong place it was in the 132kV level because of historical
reasons. So there was a new metering scheme and there will be another ten years before
we see any more movement. Now all metering is at the outgoing supply of the grid
transformer. It is not metered at intermediate levels and it has always been thought the
more you meter at intermediate levels the more you know about your losses. But I am
not sure that many RECs have a lot of care about losses. After privatisation nobody
would make any decisions. Right up to 1994 they were still arguing about whether it be
a metering solution or something else. Eventually they decided on a metering solution
but with a lower order and that was the Code 5. But still the communications had to

allow collection to settlement time-scales. So there was a bit of a market there. PRI had

a good lead in that because they had already developed products. So companies were

not buying meters because they did not know what was happening. Do we need to take
out the bulk standard Ferraris disk meters we didn't know. The result was that they did
the minimum possible. There was obviously certification changes and they said why
can't we used certified old meters. So the bottom fell out of the market.

Keith Boyd:
What about the prepayment market?
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Alan Dick:

Pretty limited prospects. Some of the earlier models were electromechanical, but

rapidly became mostly electronic and it broke down into the Ferranti card system and
the Schlumberger key. Most of the Northern companies used the Siemens card and the
Southern companies the key. Smart card metering has been a reasonably recent

development around two years now for a replacement to the ticket type things. It was in

response to the problem with coin meters and it was useful to detect theft. So it has
been a very useful cost effective device and we are reaching saturation now. Smart card

opens it up to different types of systems. Midlands Electricity for example have stood

up at conferences and explained that it could be incorporated in other systems but I
don't see an explosion of this. The card system was quite inflexible in that it needed an

accounting back up to check that people were buying cards. The key system is quite

sophisticated it can take readings but it is taking readings as and when the customer

decides it needs more money in it. It does not give you a breakdown or the Code 6

types of consumption patterns. These are very high cost devices, their reliability is less
with an average life of about three to four years.

Keith Boyd:

What is the difference between the key and the card?

Alan Dick:

The key is an encapsulated E squared pole it is effectively a smart card in the shape of a

key which takes the reading back to the reading unit. So we are stuck on 3.5 million
and I do not see many dramatic changes in the future.

Keith Boyd:

What about profiling?

Alan Dick:

I am personally medium optimistic, that when the dust settles things will change.

Profiling involves risk to a supplier and this means increased burden in data
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aggregation. Although they are producing the Code 6 meters it is difficult to see how

they will be used in the market post 1998. You have the supplier who appoints three

agents the meter operator, data collector and meter aggregator. The meter aggregator

does not count. But when dealing with a customer, the main person who has an interest
is the data collector but he may be operating on a national basis and working for several

suppliers. I don't see a great incentive for automatic reading. The distribution business
is still interested in monitoring supply and frequency and voltage and the supplier may
want to use these systems. But there are other things creeping up like the Internet.

Keith Boyd:
How do you see the future development of trading?

Alan Dick:

We may go back to a supplier with enough customers wanting to influence the load
curve for different purposes. Not necessarily to optimise generation, but maybe able to

avoid peculiarity of Pool price. If you have enough customers and you have dynamic
load switching like radio teleswitching it becomes a possibility. To get things going we

have agreed this agency concept in which any suppliers via the PES can have
individual channels and define load switching for their customers. Where basic

metering is developing I just don't know. What the customer gets will not be real time

pricing. Our experience of five rate pricing is that they did not move their consumption
much.

Keith Boyd:
Will there be a division between real-time pricing and profiling such that the supplier

may be able to switch load depending on customer profiles?

Alan Dick:

Yes I don't see the necessity for many Code 6 meters to be put in. More meters are put

in and you get this profile drift and the risks of supplying get greater. Compared to the
risks of a class 2 meter it is the same sort of order. Nortel contact a supplier to control

your freezer. Forget it we were laughed out of court in the 1980s when we tried that
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with the EMU project. The customer does not need that sophistication. But what I do

suggest is that if you are a supplier you can reduce your generation bill by cleverly

switching load in ways that the customer will not even notice.

Keith Boyd:
What about the role of data protection?

Alan Dick:

Yes. There is also the effect on the customer information systems where a customer

makes one call. You can forget that as well, the customer must have two phone

numbers, one for the supplier and one for the distributor.

Keith Boyd:
What about communications?

Alan Dick:

If there is a communications protocol it has to have access to different data collectors
and differentiate at the customer end. For example a different person doing switching
from voltage control. So people like RMS may persuade the distribution businesses in
there as a communication device to earn some money. So they then move from Offer to
Oftel. Off course BT had MeterLink but they withdrew that although they have to keep

the technology open even if they do not want to use it. DLMS has to cover all of this.
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Interview No: 26

Name: Ian Pope

Company: Ian Pope Associates
Date: 3rd February 1998
Medium Used: Tape

Keith Boyd:
Contrast the role ofmetering prior and post privatisation?

Ian Pope:
I will split this into two bits. Away back in the sixties and seventies the collection of

large amounts of data was not really feasible. The cost of metering was quite high
and time of day metering and half-hourly metering had to be manually fed in. So this
was not used except for the very largest customers and then it was used more to

provide a maximum demand charge rather than relating the price to the marginal cost
of the supply. Even the bulk supply tariffs that Area Boards were charged by the
CEGB in England & Wales did not break itself down to every half hour so there was

no real incentive to produce very finely tined pricing. A lot of the issues about very
detailed pricing was ways of spreading the costs of the distribution and transmission
network. It was not really related to the price of generation. The one notable exception

to that is the concept of off-peak supplies. They were driven by a couple of things.

First, they were driven by a perception of not loosing market share for domestic space

heating and second, if a customer was lost in heating they would also use gas or oil for

cooking. It was to some extent aimed at flattening the load profile but it was much
more driven by the need by these simple considerations of defending market share.
And the tools we used to do this were pretty clumsy. To counter the load factor

problem some form of indicators through 'time-of-use' and maximum demand pricing
was introduced. For large consumers, in addition to the conventional standing charge
and energy charge, a maximum demand charge was also levied to make customers

aware of the impact on the system. In addition many forms of TOU pricing were

introduced. These tariffs were charged at marginal cost when the system was under
utilised. Examples of these were evening and weekend tariffs for pubs and clubs and
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the Economy 7 tariff, which charged storage heaters at times of low demand. The

metering technology used for these tariffs varied but usually entailed two meters, one

for the standard rate tariff and one for the off-peak tariff, with the off-peak meter (and

circuit) being controlled by an electromechanical time clock. Amongst large industrial
consumers of electricity where the possibility for load management was greatest TOU

pricing was supplemented by half-hourly demand recorders, which were recorded on a

roll of paper similar to ticker tape.

Keith Boyd:
So it was a sales imperative?

Ian Pope:

In fact Scotland was a little bit better on its off-peak timeswitches before it introduced
teleswitches at least it was able to phase the switching on of off-peak customers. So
there was not the problem in England and Wales where the bulk supply tariff gave a

clear price signal and the Economy 7 coming on at the same time and it still does create
a peak of its own.

Keith Boyd:

So it was not to make the load profile more efficient?

Ian Pope:
In the absence of a market and in the absence of a clear price structure it is difficult to

say what was and what was not more efficient. Efficiency was run on short-run

marginal cost pricing and a little bit on the effective cost of new capacity.

Keith Boyd:
Was the industry interested in increasing accuracy?

Ian Pope:

Metering accurately creates public confidence. The standards were laid down by the

government and there was an optimum accuracy. I think because they had to buy a lot
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of meters the cost came down and there was a lot of research and development well
sunk in the system. It is probably right.

Keith Boyd:
What was the driver for mandatory metering in the over 1 OOkW market?

Ian Pope:
There are two or three points. Yes it was necessary for a competitive market in the
sense that if competing suppliers are going to have to buy on a half-hourly basis they
are going to sell on a half-hourly basis. Otherwise you cannot account for all the

electricity that is going through the wires network. From the target customers, the

supplier is not able to offer the terms and conditions that the customers want. The

corollary to that is that I am very sceptical that there is any meaningful competition for
the domestic market in the absence of a properly metered solution. The costs imposed

by the elaborate system of data collection and settlement was much too elaborate and

expensive. Because they have been large users and the costs of metering those have
been relatively small compared with the turnover but I believe that whole business of

collecting the information is not particularly difficult but the layers and layers of

bureaucracy in the system is too great. It is the carry over from that which has caused

problems in real retail (domestic) competition. And there is a view that metering and
data collection are complicated and expensive and they do not need to be.

Keith Boyd:
Has competition altered consumption patterns?

Ian Pope:

Clearly the 'over 100kW' market has responded to pricing signals, and load factor has
been increasing because of this. So there is a clear demonstration that the large
customer does respond to price signals in his metering. However, I think because we

have moved from a system where costs were measured in the public sector way

including social provisions, to one in which cost is paramount, I am not sure that you
can measure all that accurately what the reduction of costs has been. I think that you
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can rest on the fact that you have a market which is much better at disclosing costs than
in previous systems and people are responding to those costs, so it can be deduced that
the system is a lot more efficient. Whether you can sit down and do an audit of the

system, to prove that it is more efficient is a different story. I am not sure that you can.

Keith Boyd:
So is a better load factor means that it is more efficient?

Ian Pope:
It probably is more efficient but the question is would it have happened anyway due to

demographic changes, rather than a response of pricing signals. It is a combination of
factors. There is an underlying way that society goes about things. For example the
amount of street lighting has increased. This makes better use of the assets at night time
when demand is low. So whether that can all be put at the feet of metering and price

signal I am not sure. Be cautious, there are a number of factors going on here!

Keith Boyd:
Is the argument that metering has changed thing a bit of a deterministic view?

Ian Pope:
Yes metering was essential for the development of the market, but too expensive, in
that it was more expensive than it needed to be.

Keith Boyd:
So what about profiling?

Ian Pope:

Profiling is a cop out. No it is not the only solution that could have taken place. No
communication by real-time pricing is not necessarily the case. You do not necessarily

provide the information to the customer than receive the meter reading. You do not

need to receive the meter reading until after consumption has taken place. There are

channels to give information to Customers e.g. TV, cable, telephone Internet. There a
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large number of ways of communicating to people. If you want customers to

automatically respond to prices it is better that there is some form of channel of
communications to the meter. But if you want to start the process there are other
channels. It would be clear there would be limited number of customers that would

respond in a real time way. I think that they would respond in a more generic way in
that they know that electricity is more expensive at some times of the day than others
and a seasonal variation. And if there are forecasting mechanisms available to them on

Cefax, they could make their decisions on that. It could have been handled better by
Offer. If they had defined the job of the distribution business to provide a connection to
the premises and half-hourly information on the consumption of that premises. That
function then becomes part of the monopoly distribution business. The supply business
is then in the business of purchasing electricity, arranging contracts with the
distribution business, collecting the money from the customer and paying the
distribution business. Then you could create a market where every customer could have
had half-hourly metering at really a very cheap price. With a simple data collection

process a simple collection thing operated by the wires business as a part of their

monopoly franchise business and leave the real competition at the bottom end of the
market. I feel quite strongly that a big opportunity has been missed because had you

done that, had you allowed real competition they could stopped being obsessed with

trying to get competition of the wholesale level as a means of regulating generation

prices. You could have then had some competition down at the domestic level. I

believe that with profiles that there is not adequate competition. All that there is, is the

equivalent to bulk supply tariff. All that suppliers can do are a very limited number of

profiles. There is therefore the same cost structure to me and to my competitors. You
could only compete at the very average sort of level There is no scope for innovative

pricing or telecontrol or any of these things. I think that a major opportunity has been
lost. You could still have competition in metering because you could require the
distribution entity to produce a product and put it out to tender.

Keith Boyd:
The product for PESs would be half-hourly metering?
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Ian Pope:

Yes you could have it as a day minimums so that you do not put half-hourly metering
into garages and so on. Yes 1 agree the implication of people fighting for competition is

small for very small customers.

Keith Boyd:
Once profiling beds down there may be some scope for new pricing packages?

Ian Pope:

How are they going to do that? There is no mechanism. There is scope for competition
on the general price level but not for innovative pricing.

Keith Boyd:
What about the prepayment market?

Ian Pope:
I think there is scope. I don't know the economics of it. It is iterating towards a solution
in which you have smart prepayment cards which are not linked to a particular utility.
There is a division of thought, and I don't have an opinion. Most utilities tell you that

the cost of prepayment metering is more expensive than the benefits in terms of

improved cash flow and poorer bad debt collection and so on. I do not have a strong

point of view. From the regulatory point of view the idea is that you divorce the

concept of giving credit and the concept of paying for the electricity. So it becomes the

utility's responsibility whether they give a customer credit or whether they give

electricity. The idea that it is not mandatory to disconnect customers who do not pay

for electricity is quite good. If it does cost more then prepayment customers should pay
more and tied in with that is the supplier of last resort. And if you have a distribution
business providing a metered solution there may be difficulties how prepayment meters

fit into that. But you could link that to the prepayment meter, so that you do not need to
have a supplier of last resort. If you have a housing scheme which has a bad reputation,

you do not have to have a mandate which says you have to have a grocer's shop of last
resort in this housing estate selling tokens to customers who will not pay for them.
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From the customers' point of view, a lot of customers like paying in advance and I
think that they may like to pay a premium for that.

Keith Boyd:
Is metering now more part of the IT business rather than the power and water utility
business?

Ian Pope:

I think that these distinctions get more and more blurred as time goes on. I think that

power line carrier does not have a future because its bandwidth is so limited and there
are so many other forms ofmedia. History says to get an idea of what is going on you

should look at the top of the market because that is what percolates down through the

system. At the top end of the market people are getting more and more broad band
communications in, and that is going to trickle down. So narrow band communications
have a limited scope.

Keith Boyd:
With increased IT do you think that there are data security implications?

Ian Pope:
No I think that the hurdle is at the other end. It is important that information is not used
in a negative light. And there should be restrictions.

Keith Boyd:
What do you consider are the barriers to entry in meter operation?

Ian Pope:

The liberalisation of the meter operation market has been a disincentive for the

technology, simply because RECs do not know if they are going to have a meter

operations function in the future so there is no point in investing. I think that there are

barriers to entry into the market. If it had been done in the way that I suggested earlier

on, there would have been twelve or what ever it is groups of metering would have
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been out-sourced to suppliers, particularly if they were obliged to out-source it.
Contracts would not be long the system would work reasonably efficiently. There is no
reason why UKDCS' franchise should not come up for review in the near future. The

philosophy is what you are saying to the distributor is, the product is a wire and some

information. How you get it is up to you, so that it leaves the scope for innovation for
the people who are picking up the costs. There are incentives in there to do it cheaply.
The way that it is done at the moment it is being administered but there is no incentive
to do it cheaply. Why should UKDCS do it cheaply if their revenue goes down?

Keith Boyd:
What about horizontal integration in this market?

Ian Pope:

I've never been convinced with the multi-utility option. Apart from meter reading itself,
which ought to be out-sourced anyway and there are economies of scale there. I find it
hard to see why and gas utility, they should get economies of scale which are not

immediately apparent. John Kay says that mergers are just fashionable and multi-
utilities are just fashionable. I do not believe there is an underlying advantage.

Keith Boyd:
Could there be deregulation without metering technology?

Ian Pope:
Yes they had half-hourly meters anyway. But metering technology has made it easier
for the diffusion of half-hourly metering to a wider market.

Keith Boyd:
Do you thing that the technology has determined the new regulatory structure?

Ian Pope:

If you are talking about the regulator dictating technology I disagree with you. If you
are talking about the regulator recognising technological potential and setting
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incentives on the utilities to take advantage of it I would agree with you.

Keith Boyd:
How would you do that? What about competition between regulators?

Ian Pope:

Yes, I think of the practical problems. There must be incentives also different

regulators may set conflicting objectives. If they do it by a process of administration it

may cause an impasse. So it should be through incentives, so pollution control should
be through direct taxation or tradable permits rather than direct administrative targets.

If you then bring in social regulation bring it through incentives. So I have problems
over the mechanism rather than the principal. If you separate out the standards of
service by specifying standards of service by a social regulator two things would

happen. The social regulator would find it difficult to take into account the costs of the
standards. Then the Economic regulator has just got to say well, he is obliged to meet

all these regulations that is the price of this. If the social regulator says that if there is an

outage there is so much that you have to pay back to the customer per hour. You are

giving signals because the implications on society is this cost. The business can then
make appropriate actions. Then the regulators can grasp the costs ofwhat they re doing.
If you ask the economic regulator to do that he will capture their own industry. So let
the regulators do it themselves without getting together but through incentives.
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Interview No: 27

Name: Keith Edwards

Company: Anglian Water Services Ltd.
Date: 23rd March 1998

Medium Used: Notes

There is no automatic meter reading in Anglian Water but there will be 10,000 in 1999

using 184MHz band.

Anglian Water is geographically the largest of the ten regional water service companies
of England and Wales. The region stretches from the Humber to the Thames and to

Oxfordshire in the West.

Anglian Water have 600,000 meters installed in 1998 and plan to have 1,600,000 by
2014.

Components of the business case:

Service to customers

Customer demand histories

Rapid response to Customer needs
Adhoc reads

Custom tariffs

Improved revenue management

Improved cashflow

Improved debt recovery
More accurate meters

Just in time replacement
Virtual disconnections

New meter detection
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Competitive advantage

Improved PR and customer perception

Multi-Utility meter reading
Inter Utility competition
Added value services

Capacity and Demand Management
Leak detection

Management data
Price responsive customer behaviour

Operations Management
Meter replacement planning

Tamper detection

Half-hourly reading

Safety and security
Rationalised Workforce

AMR solution is 37% cheaper over and NPV of 25 years.

Costs

Project Management 14.5%

Technical Management 9%

System Management 14.5%

Meter Management System 14.5%
Radio

Hardware Development

System Roll Out Design
Trials 2.0%

22.0%

8.0%

13.0%
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Technological Partnerships:

Logica, for the software and radio:

Long term relationship
Global partner

Developer ofARTS2000 / DOMAIN
£35 per AMRmodule

Kent

Long term relationship
Backed by ABB, global partner
Meter technology
£18 per meter

Working on Solid State Metering

Many IT systems need to interact with AMR:

Billing
Customer care - real-time link

Asset management

Work management

Tariffing, marketing and research systems

Modelling and optimisation
SCADA and Telemetry - real time link
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Interview No: 28

Name: Martin Hall

Company: Water Research Centre
Date: 23rd March 1998

Medium Used: Notes

Trend in per capita Consumption in Germany and England & Wales

Consumption in 1/head/d

Germany E & W (Measured) E & W (Unmeasured)

90/91 145 128 136

91/92 139 129 141

92/93 136 129 141

93/94 136 130 143

94/95 134 131 146

95/96 132 133 154

England and Wales:

22,000,000 billed properties

18,500,000 unmeasured households

1,800,00 metered households (10%)

79% of non-households are measured
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Metering Uptake (England & Wales)

Metered Households

91/92

92/93 750

93/94 900

94/95 1150

95/96 1400

96/97 1800

97/98 2250

98/99 2700

99/00 3200

00/01 3700

Department of the Environment, Water Resources and Supply, Agenda for Action was

in response to the drought of 1995-96. It outlined the responsibilities for Government,
The Environment Agency. Ofwat, the Water Companies, Manufacturers and
Customers. It also recommended an extended introduction of metering, the

development ofmore sophisticated tariff structures, further consider customers security
of supply and take every opportunity to use water wisely.

In the Water Summit of 19 May 1997, John Prescott announced Labour's new policy
on water:

"The Government will review the system for charging of water including future use of
rateable values and metering policy. The review will cover debt recovery arrangements

(including disconnection) and the use of prepayment units."

In The Water Act 1989, charges are prohibited with reference to rateable value after 31
March 2000. Other options may be Licence, property banding, council tax, metering.
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1997-98

Households, Anglian - 33%, Portsmouth - 0.1%

Non-households, Chester - 94.1%, Bristol - 58.6%

Sprinkler Metering
Customer choice, use sprinkler = metering
c3% of customers are sprinkler users and there is a 50% metering take up for sprinkler
users

Tariff Issues

The government looks to water companies to develop tariff structures that encourage
the efficient use of water (AfA). A rising block, seasonal, summer surcharge, time of

day, maximum demand. Marginal cost pricing and the need for technology, These

principles are supported by Ofwat who believe that customers' bills should broadly
reflect the costs that the customer imposes on the system. Tariffs should be set with
reference to the continuing cost of augmenting supply. In order to do this the Director
General believes that metering is the fairest method, but does not advocate universal

metering.

Summary

Metering will continue to increase
There will be about 30% of households in five years and 95% of non-households in

five years. Key issues are fairness to customers over demand management. This needs

strong support Government, customer groups and the UK water industry. Guidelines
still need to be developed for unmeasured charging part 2000.
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Interview No: 29

Name: Alan Addy

Company: Yorkshire Water
Date: 23rd March 1998

Medium Used: Notes

Yorkshire has some 4.6 million customers in 2 million properties with over 400,000

meters. 75% ofmeters are in domestic use and this number is growing.

Hand held technology has been used successfully in Yorkshire for the past 7 years and
has been based on Itron equipment. Currently the Talisman meter reading system from
Fusion is one of the few capable of'touch' reading meters from multiple manufacturers
while Ramar, in Europe, has the largest share of the low power radio based Automatic
Meter Reading systems (AMR).

Yorkshire water has chosen to contract out its meter reading service on a long term

basis and is in the final stages in negotiation with an external supplier. The contractor

will determine the technology to be used and will read meters across the Yorkshire

region. Readings will be transferred electronically in agreed formats directly into
Yorkshire Water computers for billing and operational flow modelling purposes.
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Interview No: 30

Name: Philip Jones

Company: Data Protection Registrar
Date: 23rd March 1998

Medium Used: Notes

The Data Protection Act (1984) does not concern itselfwith the data owner but the data

user. The data user is defined as follows:

"A person who holds data if: the data form part of a collection of data and; that person
controls the contents and use of that data and; the data are in a processable form."

Therefore none owns the data but the data user determines what use/disclosure of

metering data occurs unless these is an overriding legal obligation. Such information
contained in personal data shall be obtained, and personal data should be processed,

fairly and lawfully.

This however still leaves a lot of room for abuse, and time will tell whether information

obtained from utilities company databases will be used for other purposes than billing
customers.
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Interview No: 31

Name: Phillippe Vanbleu

Company: EdF-GdF Services
Date: 25th March 1998

Medium Used: Notes

EdF wish to develop a power line carrier technology to take advantage of the integrated

electricity network. GdF however do not wish to be tied into this technology which

may be expensive to develop and increase its dependency on its electricity partner. A
low power radio network may be the compromise solution. The penetration of
electronics in the residential sector (home automation) is extremely interesting for

GdF, whether it be in the field of heating control and management, energy meters or

safety.
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APPENDIX V

Service Performance Guarantees for Gaz de France

1. To keep appointments set to a range of two hours.
2. To act within four hours if there is a problem on gas service lines
3. To act within four hours if there is a breakdown in electrical connections

4. To provide service in the two working days following the customer's request
5. To terminate the supply agreement within the 2 working days following customer

request

6. To reply to letters within eight days
7. To send connection estimates within the eight days following the visit to the
customer

8. To provide connections within fifteen days following the customer's agreement

and after having obtained any necessary authorisation. The performance commitment
marks the desire of Gaz de France to adhere to its commitments by sending a cheque
for 150 francs to the customer if the company fails to meet the challenges that it has
set for itself.
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